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A Christian theologian predicted that
and be drawn through dedication into
Christianity is on the verge of a Coperni
the higher p lane of reality where the di
vine pastimes " move in a crooked way."
can revolution. Prior to Copernicus, it
And there we will find the "hidden trea
was believed that the earth was at the
center of the universe, and that the
sure of the Sweet Absolute" in the
and other planets orbited the earth. Until service of Srimati Radharani.
recently, in the Western world it has
His Divine Grace has informed us that
been thought that Christianity was the
the heart's inner hankering for ecstasy,
charm, and sweetness, leads it in the
central conception of divinity in the
theistic universe. But as Western man
search for Sri ~r:aa-Reality the Beauti
has begun to gaze Eastward, he has dis
fu1. The Kn>r:aa conception of divinity is
covered a plurality of theistic concep
so irresistable that even ~r:aa Himself
tions orbiting the Supreme Truth.
becomes overwhelmed by His own po
tency and is madly engaged in tasting
Accepting that plurality, we must also
accept the accompanying gradations of
His own sweetness, ecstatically dancing,
theism, superior and inferior. As the
and thereby distributing that sweetness
planets are situated according to their
to others.
gravitational attraction for the sun, the
In Sri Oiitanya-caritiimrta, Srila
varieties of theistic conception are
I<f!?r:aadasa Kaviraja Goswami describes
that while dancing at the Ratha-yatra,
s ituated higher or lower according to
their attraction toward the Absolute
Sri CaitanyaMahaprabhu would some
times fall in an ecstatic swoon and ap
Center. The ~~r:aa conception of divinity
is one of being irresistably drawn in at
pear like "a golden mountain rolling on
the ground." Srila Sridhara Maharaja
traction toward the infinite center of all
love, beauty, and harmony.
describes that "In the agony of separa
The infinite can make Himself known
tion from ~r:aa, ecstatic eruptions of
to the finite, and the divine agent
ecstasy flo~ed like lava from the heart of
through w hom this function manifests is
the Golden Volcano of Divine Love, Sri
Sri Guru or the divine guide. His Divine . Caitanya Mahaprabhu."
And now in The Loving Search for the
Grace Srila Bhakti ~ Sridhara
Deva Goswami is an agent of divinity
.Lost Seroant, we find that the Lord's heart
and a messenger of that supreme reality.
is such that He also feels the agony of
He has reminded us that we are all "sons
separation from His fallen devotees, and
of nectar," and that we shall have to "die
as they are engaged in searching for
to live, dive deep into reality," and en
Him, He is also engaged in a loving
ter the "land of dedication." As much as
search for His lost servants.
we sacrifice ourselves in this plane, we
shall become released from its influence
Bhakti Sudhira Goswami

sun
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was sanctioned by Sri
Caitanya by His descent
was intimately known
only to Svarupa
Damodara. It was
adored by Sanatan and
served by Rupa and his
followers. Raghunatha
Dasa tasted that won
derful thing fully and
enhanced it with his
own realization. And
Jiva supported and pro
tected it by quoting the
scriptures. The taste of
that divine truth is as
pired for by Brahma,
Siva, and Uddhava,
who respect it as the
supreme goal of life.
And what is that most
wonderful truth? That
the highest nectar of
our life is the service of
Sri Radha. It is the
greatest gift ever known
to the world. 0
Bhaktivinoda, it is
within your power to
bestow Her grace upon
us. Please be kind and
grant us your mercy.

Srila Sridhara Maharaja
says of Srila Govinda
Maharaja:
"Above all, he is wellknown and unanimous
ly acclaimed as being
firmly established in
the philosophy of the
Perfect Axiomatic Truth
of Bhakti as propound
ed by both myself as
well as by my Divine
Master-thus, I hereby
appoint him as my
Successor Sevaite
(Successor Guardian
servitor), Acharya, and
President .... Hereby, I
do reveal my final
desire and directives
unto all my Eastern and
Western lady and gen
tlemen disciples, as
well as to the faithful
souls devoted to the
Divinity, that: they
must respect him as the
exclusive Acharya and
President, and remain
faithful to him and
cooperate with him
in the service duties
of the Math."

The author, Srila Bhakti Raksaka
Sridhara Dev-Goswami Maharaja
with his dear disciple and successor,
Srila Bhakti Sundar Govinda
Dev-Goswarni Maharaja.

hy did you stay away?
Why have you been liv
ing away from home for so
long? How was it possible for
you? How could you bear My separa
tion? You left Me, and you have been
passing lives after lives without Me?
Still, I know what trouble you took to
return to Me. You searched for Me
everywhere, and went to beg from
house to house, and you were chas
tised by many, ridiculed by many, and
you shed tears for Me. I know all these
things. I was with you. And now, after
great trouble, you have again come
back to Me."
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The Lord's Laving Search for His Lost
Seroants: Great intensity is expressed
here in a simple way. It is a mad search
an urgent campaign. With great earnest
ness ~~I;la comes to deliver His lost
servants . ~l,i l)a comes to take us home.
In Brhad-Bhagavatamrta, it is written
tha t once, as Krl,iDa and the cows were
returning from the Vrndavana forest at
the end of the day, a boy had jus t at
tained spi~itua l emancipation and en 
tered Vrndavana as a cowherd boy
(sakhya rasa). Seeing His long los t
servan t, ~~I)a embraced him and both
of them fainted in ecstasy.
All of ~l,iDa' s other cowherd friends
were astounded , thinking, " What is this!
Kr~Da has los t His senses by embracing
this newcomer? How is it possible!"
Then, as all of the cowherd boys looked
on astonished, Balarfuna came to
Kr~D a 's relief and somehow managed to
rouse Him .
Then K~Da addressed His friend with
great affection: "Why did you stay
away? Why have you been living away
from home for so long? How was it pos
sible for you? How could you bear My
separation? You left Me, and you have
been passing lives after lives without
Me? Still, I know what trouble you took
to retu rn to Me. You searched for Me
everywhere, and went to beg from
house to h ouse, and you were chastised
by many, rid iculed by many, and you
shed tears for Me . I know all these
things. I was with you. And now, after
great trouble, you have again come back
to Me." In this way, Kr~Da addressed
His long lost servant and welcomed him.
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And when Kr~I;la returned home, He
took the newcomer by His side to take
prasadam. In this way, a new recruit is
earnestly welcomed by Kr~Da Himself.
So the Lord's search for His lost
servants is a loving search; it is not ordi
nary, but from the heart. And the Lord's
heart is not an ordinary heart. Who can
estimate what type of search He is en
gaged in? Although He is fu ll in all re
spects, still He feels pangs of separation
for every one of us, however small we
may be. In spite of His supreme position,
He has room for us in a comer of His
loving heart. This is the nature of the
infinite. Such an absolute autocrat, abso
lute good is Kr~Da .
An autocrat is not under law . It is not
that if Kr~Da gives Himself to one,
another will be lacking. The infin ite is
not like that; rather there is an infinite
supply at His command . So He is the
emporium of rasa (akhila-rasamrta
mu rtib) . And He is searching for His lost
servants, to bring them home.
O therwise we have no hope . Our sol
ace, our consolation in life, is that ulti
mately we are under the care of such a
loving Lord. ~l,iI;la' S friends think,
"What do we care for others? We have
our Kr!?Da, our friend." That sort of inner
encouragement, that desperate encour
agement, comes from within . " Kr~Da is
there, He is our friend. What do we care
about anything? We can take poison, we
can jump on the head of that big serpent
Kaliya, we can do anything. With Kr~?I:\a
behind us, what do we care? This senti
ment is expressed by Bhaktivinoda
Thakura in his Sarm.lIigatf.
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rak~ii koribo tuhun niscaya jiini
piina korobun hiima yamunii piini

" Fearless and confident of Your protec
tion, I shall drink the waters of the
Yamuna, whether they are poisoned or
not.
"I am Your property. You must take
care of me; You can't leave me."

kiiliya-dokha korobi biniisii
wdhobi nadi-jala biicjobi iiSii
bhakativinoda tuwii gokula-dhana
rtikhobi kesava! korato jatana
"Although the Kaliya serpent's venom
has poisoned the Yamuna's waters, I
know that poison will not act. Your pre
sence will cleanse the waters and so in
crease our confidence in Your protec
tion . Bhaktivinoda is now the property
of Gokula, Your holy abode, a Kesava.
Kindly protect him with care."
How are we to enter into such a loving
relationship with the Lord? Through the
grace of Sri Gauranga . One devotee has
said, "If Gauranga had not come, how
could we live? And who would inform
us about our ultimate prospect in life?"
We have such a great prospect. And yet,
without Gauranga, who would have
come to inform us that we have so much
wealth within? And Sri Gauranga says,
"You do not know, but you have such a
great magnitude of wealth." His coming
to inform us of our prospect is like the
astrologer who reads a poor man's horo
scope and tells him, "Why are you living
a poor life? You have immense wealth
buried underground. Try to recover it.
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You are so great and your guardian is so
loving and so high, and yet you are
wandering like a poor fellow in the
street? What is this! You are not helpless;
it is not that you have no guardian. You
have only to remember your merciful
guardian ."
In the Srlmad-Bhiigavatam (11.5 .32) ,
where the Kali-yuga avatiira is
mentioned, we find evidence of the ad
vent of Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu. There
it is said:

kr$l;Ia-van:zam tvi$ii 'kr$l;Iam
siingopiingiistra-piir$adam
yajiiaib sankirtana-priiyair
yajanti hi su-medhasab
" In the age of Kali, persons of great piety
and intelligence will worship the Lord as
Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu . He will ap
pear in a golden form chanting Kr~Da's
name, accompanied by His associates
and entourage."
After that, there are two other verses
about Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu:

dhyeyam sadii paribhava-ghnam
abhi$!a-doham
tlrthiispadam siva-virinci-nutam Saral;lyam
bhrtyiirti-ham pral;lata-piila
bhaviibdh i-potam
vande mahii-puYU$a te caral;liiravindam
Srimad Bhiigavatam (11.5.33) explains
here, "That same personality who came
as Ramacandra and Kr~Da has again ap
peared. He has come to direct us to the
real fulfillment of life. He is drawing the
sweetest nectar from above for the sake

~--------------------------~IV I~------------------~------~
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of everyone. Meditate only on Him and
al1 your troubles will be finished. He
purifies all holy places of pilgrimage and
great saintly persons by His touch and
by His sankirtana. He draws the highest
things down from the pighest plane.
And even Brahma and Siva, puzzled by
.His noble gift, will begin to praise Him.
They will eagerly aspire to take shelter
under His lotus feet in surrender. The
pains of all who come to serve Him will
be removed, and their inner necessities
will be fulfilled. And He will take care of
those who take shelter of Him; they will
be given protection as well as everything
they may need . In this world where mor
tality rules, where we are continually ex
periencing the undesirable changes of
repeated birth and death, in this area
where no one wants to live, a great ship
will come for us and take us within, and
carry us away from this unpleasant po
sition. Let us fall at the feet of that great
personality who comes to give us the
highes t nectar.
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sures, You search after them and award
them Your devotional service. At the
same time, You are engaged in a search
for Yourself, in a search for Sri Kr~Da,
Reality the Bea utiful.
This verse generally applies to Lord
Ramacandra, who left His kingdom, and
after going with Sitadevi to the forest to
discharge the duties designed by His
father, chased after the maya-mrgam
the golden deer. Srila Visvanatha
Cakravarti Thakura, however, shows
how this verse also applies to Sri
Caitanya Mahaprabhu. He says that the
word maya-mrgam means that Sri
Caitanya Mahaprabhu ran after the souls
that are enveloped by maya or miscon
ception. The word maya-mrgarrz, when
applied to Ramacandra, means that He
ran after Marici, who had taken the form
of a golden deer. When applied in the
case of Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu, the
words maya-mrgam anvadhiivat mean
"He chased after those souls who are in
illusion in order to deliver them. He ran
in pursuit of the fallen souls as a savior,
to deliver them from maya or illusion ."
Visvanatha Cakravarti Thakura has
also given another interpretation: he
says that dayitaya ipsitam means "it is de
sired by the beloved," that is, the search
for Kr~Da . In this way, He identifies two
qualities in the Caitanya avatara: He re
lieves the fallen souls, and He searches
out Kr~Da in the mood of His beloved
(dayitayepsitam anvadhavat). Inspired by
the mood of dayita, His beloved, Srirnati
RadharaDl, He ran after the souls in
bondage to deliver them. Here we find
the scriptural reference, the seed of this
II

II

tyaktva sudustyaja-surepsita
rajya-lak~miriz

dharmi~!ha

arya-vacasii yad agad ararzyam
maya-mrgam dayitayepsitam anvadhavad
vande maha-puru~ te cararzaravindam

"0 Supreme Lord, You gave up the
goddess of fortune and her great opu
lence, which is most difficult to abandon
and is sought after even by the gods. In
order to perfectly establish the principles
of religion, You left for the forest to
honor a brahmarza's curse. To deliver the
sinful souls w ho chase illusory plea~--------------------------~I
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conception. He is in quest of the lost
souls, absorbed in a loving search for His
lost servants.
And throughout the whole life of Sri
Caitanya Mahaprabhu and His other
self, Nityananda, it is very clear that
They, being the Supreme Entity
Themselves, are hunting after the fallen
souls to deliver them. This will be the
backbone of our conception of the Lord's
loving search for His lost servants.
And it is also said:

yadii yadii hi dhannasya
gliinir bhavati bhiirata
abhyuthiinam adhannasya
tadiitmiinarit srjiimyaham
paritrii~iiya

siidhiiniirit
viniisiiya ca du~krtiim
dhanna-saritsthiipaniirthiiya
sambhaviimi yuge yuge
"Whenever and wherever religion de
clines and irreligion becomes prevalent,
I advent Myself. In order to protect the
saintly and punish the wicked, as well as
to reestablish religious principles, I ap
pear millenium after millenium." Here,
Kr~Da says, "I come here now and then
to help reestablish the scriptural injunc
tions, as well as to do away with the
demoniac." These are the references
from the scriptures describing how
Kr~Da comes in search of His servants.
By accepting these statements as our
starting point, we can see that He is al
ways coming to this world to help the
fallen souls, His own servants.
What is the position of the fallen
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souls? In SrI Caitanya-caritiimrta, Srila
Kr~Dadasa Kavi.raja records Sri Caitanya
Mahaprabhu instructing Sanatana
Goswami:

jlvera 'svarUpa' haya-Iq~~era 'nitya-diisa'
'tatasthii-sakti' bhediibheda-prakiiSa'

kr~~era

kr~~a

bhuli sei jlva aniidi-bahinnukha
ataeva miiyii tare deya saritsiira duk/:la

"The constitutional nature of the jiva
soul is tha t of an eternal servant of Kr~Da;
the jlva soul is a manifestation of divinity
which is one with Kr~Da and different
from Him. The jiva souls are the margi
nal potency of the Lord. Though in real
ity they are servants of Kr~Da, from time
immemorial, they have been engaged in
misconception, as exploiting agents." In
order to deliver His lost servants, the
Lord comes now and then to take them
up to His own home.
In other religions we find many mes
siahs coming to help us to retrace our
path from worldly consciousness back to
God consciousness. Yet although we see
this conception in other countries and
other religious traditions, in India it is
found in a most profuse and systematic
way.
In Srimad-Bhiigavatam (11.14.3) ~r:ta
says:

kiflena na~!ii pralaye
veda-saritjfritii
mayiidau brahma~e proktii
dhanno yasyiirit mad-iitmaka/:l
vii~iyam

"By the influence of time, the tran

~------------------~------~VIr---------------------------~
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scendental sound of Vedic knowledge
was lost at the time of annihilation.
Again, at the time of creation, I first in
spired Brahma the creator from within
his heart. And then, through Brahma, so
many disciples were enlightened. They
in turn enlightened their disciples. And
in this way, the line of revealed truth
descends from Me. "
And in Bhagavad-gitii Kr~Da says:

imam vivasvate yogmh
proktaviin ahanz avyayam
vivasviin manave priiha
manur ik?viikave' bravit
evam paramparii-priiptam
imariz riijar?ayo vidu~
sa kiileneha mahatii
yogo rza? .ta~ parantapa
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lilii is His self-distribution, and thereby
He is taking His lost servants home. His
recruitment is to distribute knowledge
about Himself and devotion for Himself,
and then to take them home .
In Vrndavana, Kr~Da is tasting rasa
within His own circle, and in
Navadvipa, as Sri Gauranga with His
group, He is tasting Himself and dis
tributing that taste to others. His dis
tribution and recruitment are one and
the same . By distributing Himself He is
drawing our hearts to Him, taking us
home . The self-distribution of the Abso
lute is meant to draw us back home, back
to Godhead, and in this way, the Lord is
eternally engaged in His loving search
for His lost servants.

"first I ins tructed the sun-god Siirya in
this knowledge, and from Siirya it
passed to Manu, an d from Manu to Ik~
vaku; so from the beginning of time, I am
giving My tidings to others, transmitting
the tru th tha t I am the goal through this
system of disciplic succession, gener
ation after generation."
In this way, Kr~Da appears again and
again to reclaim His long lost servants.
And, as Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu,
Kr~Da is also tasting His own sweetness.
When He wants to distribute it to the
devotees, the cause is His ecstatic po
tency (hliidirzi-sakti). When Kr~Da com
bines with His potency as Sri Caitanya
Mahaprabhu, He becomes the iiciirya. So
Kr~Da says, iiciiryam miim vijiinzyiin:
"Know that I am the iiciir1/a." His iimr1/a
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TilE CRADATION

ust as in the tangible world
there is the sun, the moon, and
so many other planets, in the
world of faith there is a gradation
of planetary systems. We have to
scrutinize the scriptures, take advan
tage of the guidance given by saints,
and understand how the progress of
faith to the highest plane is achieved
by eliminating the lower planes.
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Faith is the only means through which
we can see, hear, or feel the higher
world; otherwise it is all meaningless to
us. To understand that plane, an inner
awakenment is necessary. We can con
nect with the upper world only through
a higher source. Therefore divyam
jfiiinam, knowledge of the higher plane,
is not ordinary knowledge; it is transcen
dental, supramental feeling and sense.
But to realize this, surrender is com
pulsory. After that, we may go on hear
ing and chanting, remembering and
worshiping and praising the Lord, or
rendering so many other kinds of
service, but the first thing-the foun
dation of devotion-must be self
surrender. Otherwise nothing will be ef
fected; our show of devotion will all be
imitation.
We must sincerely feel, "I shall be
faithful in my service to the Supreme
Lord. I am meant for Him. 1 am ready to
die to live. 1want to live for Him only and
not for fulfilling any separate interest.
1want nothing less than the absolute.
1want to be His completely." This sort of
intensity is an indispensable necessity
for a devotee. A devotee has to conceive,
to feel, that he is meant for Kr!?Da. He is
not an independent entity; He is depen
dent on Kr!?Da-the highest absolute
center-and nothing else.
To identify with the interests of our
family, society, or country 'is extended
selfishness, but all false identification
must be eliminated. We must be neither
selfish nor entangled in extended self
ishness. Rather, all sorts of foreign con
tamination must be eliminated from our
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conception of self. All outside demands
must be canceled. Then we shaU feel in
our innermost hearts that we are con
nected with the whole of the infinite, the
absolute.
And nothing external is required for
our success . The only thing required of
us is that we dismantle the ego's cover.
The ego is collecting some foreign ele
ments, but that foreign collection box
must be dissolved-finished-and then,
in our innermost hearts, we shall find
our connection with the fundamental
plane of loving service to the organic
whole.
Both enjoyment and renunciation are
abnormal. They are two kinds of de
mons: enjoyment or exploitation, and
eternal rest or renunciation. These two
tendencies are our enemies. A higher,
positive life is possible only when we
become fully independent of both ex
ploitation and renunciation .
Everything will help us if we can see it
in connectiQn with the center. On the
other hand, the kind of exclusive re
nunciation practiced by the Sankarites
and Buddhists is not recommended by
our line. We are concerned to harmonize
things so that everything will remind us
of our duty towards the absolute, and
encourage uS to dedicate ourselves to
Him.

priipaflcikatayii buddhyii
hari-sambandhi-vastunab
mumuk$ubhib parityiigo
vairiigyam phalgu kathyate

1
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anasaktasya vi~ayan
yatharham upayuiijata~
nirbandha~ km!a-sambandhe
yuktam vairagyam ucyate
(Bhakti-rasiimrta-sindhu)
To neglect the environment, thinking
that it is filled with undesirable material
things, won't help us. That is not correct.
Everything within the environment
should remind us of the absolute. In that
spirit we should move, thinking: "Ac
cept me and connect me with the service
of our Lord." When the environment is
seen with the correct vision, everything
will help encourage and excite us in our
service to the center. We are living in an
organic whole, a system. And that
system is composed of the owner and
the owned, the possessor of the potency
and the different types of potencies

(sakti-saktiman) .
EMPORIUM OF RASA
The Lord's potency is dynamic, and
that dynamicism is always producing
rasa or the flavor of ecstasy . The whole
lila is producing ecstasy (anandam ,
rasam) . Kr!?Da Himself is the emporium
of rasa (akhila rasiimrta miirti~ ...anan 
damaya viliisa). Dynamic movement is a
necessity in His lila; it cannot be
eliminated. And that movement is al
ways producing a novel ecstasy which
feeds every atom of the spiritual world.
In that transcendental abode, Kr~~a is
the center who attracts everything and
enthuses rasa and anandam, ecstasy and
joy within everything. This is the nature
of the movement of the absolute. It is not

~------------------------------~' 2
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static, but dynamic-filled with move
ment. And that movement is prati-padam
piirnamrtiisviidanam: at every point, every
step, it produces a new type of joy which
is infinite. It is not the stale and sterile joy
we find here .
This is the proper conception of the
absolute. The organiC whole, which is
always working and moving, is full,
and its fullness is ever-new. It is not
standing or static. It moves in such a way
that at every second, every minute, it is
always producing new, unknown, infi
n ite joy. And we can p u.r chase that joy
only by paying the h ighest price: self
sacrifice. That ticket is very valuable
w hich can give us adm ission into the
plane of automatic moving joy which is
ever-new at every second. And the ticket
is wholesale self-sacrifice.
That sacrifice is joyful, and one may
taste that wonderful joy even here in this
world, where at every momen t every
thlng is dying. It is give and take. If we
want to gain something noble, we must
also give . We must be generous in our
dedication, and then we shall receive
amply from that side . Wholesale self
dedication is the price, and in return, we
shall be filled up with ecstasy: iinandam
budhi-vardhanam . We shall feel that we
are in the midst of an ocean of joy. At
present, we are searching after a joyous
feeling- like one who searches for a
glass of water in the midst of the desert.
But by dedication, we shall find that we
are in an ocean of joy whose soothing
sweetness is increasing at every
moment.
The quality of joy has variety, and it
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comes to help us in our serving attitude,
so that at every moment we may feel
new encouragement. So we have to in
quire from a proper agent, follow his
advice, and try to un derstand how to
improve our condition. At the same
time, we should be conscious that the
chance we have to render devotional
service is rarely found. It is not very
cheap. Therefore, we must utilize every
minute, every second, every moment.
We should be very much alertthata mo
ment not be lost, that our attempt to
dedicate ourselves m ay continue con
stantly without being interrupted. That
stage of dedication is called ni$thii, and
when we attain that stage, our taste is
further improved and we will be more
and more encouraged to go forward and
make progress towards ultimate
fulfillment.
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SEVEN DAYS TO LIVE
Sukadeva Goswami told Parik~it
Mah3T<lja that seven days of longevity is
enough to achieve perfection. He said,
"You have only seven days left to live; do
you think it is a short time? It is enough
time . What is all-important is the proper
use of every second. " What time we
have in our hands is uncertain, but we
must try our best to properly use every
second . This must not be neglected. We
should not think, "The future is before
me; any time I like, I can engage in the
profitable affair of spiritual life ." Not one
second should be lost. Longfellow
wrote:
Trust no Future howe'er pleasant!
Let the dead Past bury its dead!
Act,-act, in the living Present!
Heart within, and God o'erhead!
3 rl----------------------------~
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The present is at our hand. We don't
know about our future. We must try to
use the time at hand to its best ad
vantage. And how will our time be best
used? In the association of saints and
scriptures.
Purity is to be measured by the unit of
sacrifice . And not sacrifice to any partial
interest, but sacrifice to the whole. The
absolute whole has been shown to us as
the emporium of rasa (akhi/a rasiimrta
murtfb-the absolute good, the autocrat,
the designer and destiner of everything
we see . Our ideal of sacrifice should be
so high that we can give up even the
corresponding results of sacrifice. 5elf
abnegation, or self-surrender, is gener
ally known as iitmii-nivedanam. How
ever, iitmiinik~a is a stronger word for
surrender. It means "to throw oneself
desperately towards the infinite." One
must be desperate in self-sacrifice. In
self-sacrifice we must be very careful not
to aspire for any greater or extended self
ishness, but to surrender only to the
center. Sacrifice is meant for the center
Kr~r:ta-the all-attractor.
In realizing that position, we are con
cerned about two things--transcen
dental knowledge (sambandha), and the
means for reaching the goal (abhidheya).
If we realize these correctly, then the
fulfillment of the ultimate goal (prayo
jana) will come automatically. We shall
be very conscious about the center to
whom we are dedicating everything.
The object of our fulfillment (sambandha),
and our dedication or purity of purpose
(abhidheya}--these two things are most
important. This can be understood from
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the scriptures and the saints. And if we
concern ourselves with the purest end
and highest sacrifice, the end will come
of itself. We are not to bother for any
remuneration. We have only to do our
duty and the remuneration will come. To
whom we will dedicate ourselves and
what we shall receive-these things
should be discussed, thought out,
meditated upon, and put into practice.
In this way, we must try to live in the
infinite. We must always stay engaged in
the cultivation of infinite love and infi
nite beauty as recommended by Sri
Caitanya Mahaprabhu.
OCEAN OF FAITH
Although the object of our heart's faith
is infinite, still, some conceptions of Him
have been given by the men of experi
ence in the ocean of faith . In the ocean of
faith, many have had their special ex
perience, and that has been recorded in
the scriptures. Through that we can
approach the saints who stand like light
houses to help us cross the ocean of
nescience. But that must be bona fide
and not merely a concoction or an imita
tion. It may also be possible to imitate the
real thing by taking our mundane ex
perience and thrusting it into the world
of faith. 50 we must approach that plane
very carefully through the line of reliable
saints.
We must be careful to know the qual
ifications of a real saint. Their symptoms
are given in the scriptures . And who is a
disciple and what should be his attitude?
All these things are given in the
scriptures.
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And faith is required in order to work
in that substantial conscious world
which is subjective . This is the most im
portant thing that we have to remember:
the infinite is subjective. It can guide us
and be affectionate to us. All these things
are to be reckoned with. He can guide
us . The revealed truth stands on this
foundation : We can not approach Kr~Da
by the ascending method, but He can
descend to our level to make Himself
known . We must understand this very
fundamental and substantial point: He
can come to us, and only through faith
can we come to Him .
Sraddha-faith-is more important
than calculative truth. The example of
great souls is more valuable to us than
our human calculation. The external,
material, physical truth does not have
much value . Rather, it is a false attitude
of mind which is very strong. That phys
ical truth should not be given greater
respect than the intuitive practices of
pure devotees; rather, the intuition of a
pure devotee should be given preference
to the calculations of truth made by ordi
nary men .
Faith has no connection with the so
called reality of this world . It is com
pletely independent. There is a world
which is guided only by faith (sraddha
mayam-lokan). Faith is everything there,
and it is infinite and all-accommodating.
In the world of faith , everything may be
true by the sweet will of the Lord. And
here, in the land of death, calculation is
inconclusive and destructive in its ulti
mate goal; it has no ultimate value. It
should be rejected . The knowledge that
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materialists come under, the fallible
calculation of exploiting souls, has no
value whatsoever. But in the world of
the infinite, faith is the only standard by
which everything moves .
svayam samuttfrya sudustaram dyuman
bhavan.tavam bhfmam adabhra-sauhrdab
bhavat padambhoruha-navam atra te
nidhaya yatab sad-anugraho bhaviin
Srimad Bhagavatum (10.2.31)

Here, Srfmad-Bhiigavatam says that just
as in the vast ocean, when nothing else
can be seen, the compass is the only
guide, so in the world of the infinite, our
only guide is the footsteps of those great
souls who have traveled on the path of
faith. The way has been marked by the
holy footsteps of those who have gone to
the highest quarter. That is our only
hope. Yudhi~!hira Maharaja also says
that the real secret is concealed in the
hearts of saints, as treasure is hidden in a
mysterious cave (dharmasya tattvmn
nihitam guhiiyiim) . The broad line to
wards the truth is chalked out by those
who are going to the divine world . And
that is our surest guide. All other
methods of guidance may be eliminated
because calculation is fallible .
Guidance comes from the absolute in
finite. And His guidance can come in any
form, anywhere, any time . With this
broad view, we should realize the mean
ing of VaikuD!ha . VaikuD!ha means
"without limitation. " It is as if we are in a
boat floating on the infinite ocean. Many
things may come to help or hinder us.
But only our optimistic good faith may
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be our guide, our gurudroa. The guide is
Sri Guru.
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sraddhii, faith, we may, after crossing
VaikuQtha, arrive in the highest plane of
the spiritual cosmos. Sraddhii is our light
in the darkness.
Only sraddhii can guide us when we
are travelers in the infinite. "I have heard
that this is the way to that place"-that
spirit will keep our hearts enlivened . The
definition of sraddhii is given in the
Caitanya-caritiimrta: " Faith is the firm
conviction that by serving Kr~Qa, all
other purposes are automatically
served." No risk, no gain . Greatest risk,
greatest gain . Kr~Qa reassures us, "I am
everywhere-there is no need to be
afraid at all. Just realize that I am your
friend. I am all in ail, and you are Mine .
To believe this is your only fare for the
journey to the land of faith."
The Absolute Tru th, the transcenden
tal substance who is the object of our
inquiry through faith, is endowed with
all power and all consciousness. He is
kind, benevolent, and sweet. His power
is infinitely higher than ours, and we are
infinitely smaller than Him. Our attitude
should be that compared to Him, we are
insignifican t.
What, then, will be the real symptom
of a disciple? Who is a real seeker of
truth? What is the qualification of one
who is searching after the truth-what is
his attitude, his nature? And what will
be the symptom of the guru, the guide?
In Bhagavad-gitii Sri Kr~Qa says:

nr-deham iidyam sulabham sudurlabham
plavam sukalpam guru-karrat/hiiram
mayiinukiilena I1Ilbhasvateritam
puman bhavabdhiril na taret sa iitma ha
Srimad-Bhiigavatam (11.20.17)
In the infinite ocean we have boarded
our small boat, the human form of life,
and our destination is uncertain and in
conceivable. But it is conceivable to our
gurudroa (guru kan:zadhiiram). Our guru is
our guide-the captain of the boat. And
we must progress with sincere faith . We
are trying to cross a horrible ocean with
huge waves and dangerous sharks and
whale-swallowing whales. It is full of
danger. The guidance of saints is our
only hope. We must depend on them.
They stand like lighthouses in the infi
nite ocean to guide us to the land of faith .
Faith means "hope in the infinite."
VaikuQtha means "infinite." And
sraddhiimeans "good faith." Just as there
is a place called the Cape of Good Hope,
sraddhii means surcharged with good
hope in the infinite. VaikuQtha is infi
nite, and if we wish to draw the attention
of the infinite, the only way open to us is

sraddhii.
By sraddhii alone, we can attract the
infinite. And when sraddhii develops a
definite form, after progressing through
bhiiva, ecstatic emotion, sraddha becomes
prema-divine love. Columbus set sail,
and after a long voyage, finally arrived in
America; he reached the land of good
hope. In the same way, with hope,
L -__~________________________~
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tad viddhi prat)ipatena
pariprasnena sevayii
upadek$yanti te jniinam
jnaninas tattva-darSinal:z
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"One can learn the truth only by submis
sively approaching and inquiring from
those who have seen and experienced
the truth. And by rendering service to
them, one becomes initiated into trans
cendental knowledge.!,
What is required? Pral)ipiit, submis
. sion, and sevii, sex:vice. Then the inquiry
will be bona fide; otherwise it is a false
transaction: it may h ave no value. It may
all be a waste of energy. Genuine faith
does not allow us to think ourselves at
liberty to do anything an d everything .!f
it is a real transaction, there must be
some guidance from above. So sraddhii,
faith , is the most important thing for a
devotee .
When one develops faith, he will do
a nything to approach the higher subjec
tive realm. One who has faith wants to
connect with that higher substance
which is composed of eternity,
knowledge, and bliss. Faith moves in
consideration of existence, knowledge,
and love. And wh en these three main
points are realized , our existence is fully
satisfied. Faith asks us to approach the
higher world, not the lower. And to
think,"In every way Kr~Da is superior,
He is our guardian and well-wisher, " is
the basis of faith .
The rationalists are always searching
with their scientific brains for different
ways to utilize and command the things
they have discovered in their research.
But faith is concerned with a substance
far higher in all respects than even the
searcher himself. O ne who is an inquirer
about a higher substance must inquire
with what is generally known as faith.
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Proper guidance in faith is also neces
sary, and that guidance is given by the
higher plane. That must be the attitude
of our inquiry or search if we are to be
successful. So Bhagavad-gitii advises:
pranipiit, pariprasna, sevaya-"Surrender,
inquire, and serve." In the Upani~ds it is
said:

tad vijnaniirtharit sa gururit evabhigacchet
samit piil)iQsrotriyarit brahma-ni~!ham
"To understand the Absolute Truth, one
must approach a guru who is fixed in
spiritual knowled ge and well-versed in
the scrip tures. And he must approach
the guru being prepared for sacrifice. "
Th is is the general instruction of the

Upani$(lds.
Srimad- Bhiigavatam (11.3.21) similarly
advises:

tasmiid gururit prapadyeta
jijnasuQsreya~ uttamam
Siibde pare ca ni$l)iitarit
brahmal)Y upaSamiisrayam
"One seriously inquisitive to search for
his highest prospect should take com
p}ete shelter of a guru who has deep
realizations of the Supreme Lord and the
inner meaning of the scriptures. Such
spiritual masters have left aside all rela
tive considerations in favor of the
supreme absolute consideration."
We should be very attentive to these
things. We should try to understand
through self-searching whether we are
really approaching divinity through
faith . We must also see to it that our faith
Ir---------------------------~
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is real. Proper faith and credulity are not
the same. Whether one is a bona fide
searcher with real faith or one whose
faith is adulterated must be considered.
And there are symptoms of real faith.
We have to consult higher authorities to
guide us, because faith is a most im
portant thing.
If we are searching for truth, we are
dissatisfied with our present acquisition.
We are taking a risk to jump into a higher
prospect. We must therefore take gui
dance carefully. We must be attentive as
far as possible. We are told that our pre
sent reason is not sufficient to help us;
that more than reason, sraddhii is
needed, and sraddhii also has its symp
toms. Still, as far as possible we shall
apply our reaSon.
When I first came to the mission, I
thought, "The transcendental truths
that I hear from these devotees do not
come within the clutches of worldly in
telligence, but still, when I want to throw
myself into that association, I shall use
my reason and intellect as far as possible,
understanding that I am going to jump
into something which will be beyond my
control, beyond my calculation." So we
must carefully understand what sraddhii
is, with guidance from saints, scriptures,
and gurus.
Of course, even if we are going the
right way, it is never certain thatthe path
will be free from obstacles. Even if we are
making progress, unexpected hin
drances may trouble us and delay our
advancement. Though we see many
around us falling or retreating, we must
go forward. We should have the convic
L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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tion to think that although many began
with us on the path and are now going
back, we shall have to go on. We shall
have to strengthen our energy and go
forward~alone if necessary. Our faith
should be so strong that we have the
conviction to go on alone if necessary
and by the grace of our Lord cross what
ever difficul ties we find on our way. In
this way we must make ourselves fit. We
must develop exclusive devotion. Of
course, we shall always try to find good
association. Yet sometimes it may seem
that there is no association, that we are
alone. Still, we must go on and search
out the beacon light of the truth.
Progress means eliminating one thing
and accepting another. Yet we should be
able to see that there are so many others
who can help us in our progress in the
line of dedication; we must go forward
with our eyes open. And the
scriptures describe many levels that we
shall have to cross beyond in our prog
res~. By elimination, the path of progress
is shown from Brahma to Siva to Lak~mi.
At last Uddhava is shown to be superior
to all. But it is his opinion that the gopis
are the highest devotees. This is
confirmed by Rupa Goswami:

kannibhya!z parito hareb priyatayii
vyaktim yayur jfiiininas
tebhyo jfiiina-vimukta-bhakti-paramiib
premaika-ni?.thiis tatab
tebhyas tiib pasu-piila-pairkaja-drSas
tiibhyo 'pi sii riidhika
pre?!hii tadvad iyam tadiya-sarasi
tiim niisrayetkab krti
-Sri UpadeSiimrta (10)
8
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"There are those in the world who regu
late their tendency for exploitation in ac
cordance with the scriptural rules and
thereby seek gradual elevation to the
spiritual domain. However, superior to
them are those wise men who, having
given up the tendency to lord over
others, attempt to dive deep into the
realm of consciousness. But far superior
to them are the pure devotees who are
free from any mundane ambitions and
are liberated from knowledge, not by
knowledge, having achieved divine
love . They have gained entrance into the
land of dedication and are engaged there
spontaneously in the Lord's loving
service. Among all devotees, however,
the gopis are the highest, for they have
forsaken everyone, including their
families, and everything, including the
strictures of the Vedas, and have taken
complete shelter at the lotus feet of
Kr~r:ta , accepting Him as their only pro
tection . But among aH the gopis, Srimati
Radharar:ti reigns supreme. For Kr~r:ta
left the company of millions of gopis dur
ing the riisa dance to search for Her
alone . She is so dear to Sri Kr~r:ta that the
pond in which She bathes is His very
favorite place . Who but a madman
would not aspire to render service, un
der the shelter of superior devotees, in
that most exalted of all holy places?"
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highest, who, achieving a particular
stage, stop there. But we find in
Sanatana Goswami's Brhad
Bhiigavatiimrtam how Gopa-kumara, be
ginning from the lowest stage of devo
tion, gradually makes progress through
different levels, and at last comes to the
Kr~r:ta conception in the mellow of
friendship-sakhya rasa . There it is de
scribed how he gradually eliminates one
stage and makes further progress to the
highest stages of devotion.
As he progresses from one level to the
next, everyone seems to be very helpful
to him, but gradually, their company
seems to him to be stale. At that time, a
higher chance is given to him through an
agent of divinity, and, leaving that plane
behind, he goes to a new and higher
plane. In this way, the progress of dedi
cation is shown in Brhad

Bhiigavatiimrtam.
HIGHER LIGHT
Just as in the tangible world there is
the sun, the moon, and so many other
planets, in the world of faith there is a
gradation of planetary systems. We have
to scrutinize the scriptures, take ad
vantage of the guidance given by saints,
and understand how the progress of
faith to the highest plane is achieved by
eliminating the lower planes . And
whenever there is any doubt, we should
consult with some higher agent in order
to make progress.
Spiritual reality is eternal existence,
complete consciousness, and ecstasy.
Mere existence cannot fulfm us. Even
our inner hankering and feeling, con

GO DEEPER , GO HIGHER
In His talks with Ramananda Raya, Sri
Caitanya Mahaprabhu repeatedly says,
eho biihya, iige kaha iira . Go further, go
deeper, go higher! There are so many
who consider their position to be the
~--------------------------~I
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sciousness, is not sufficient. We require
rasa and iinanda, ecstasy, to give us
fulfillment.
Spiritual realization is also of different
types. We have to d istinguish between
different spiritual conceptions, and our
choices improve as we dive deeper and
deeper into reality. We must die to live.
And the consideration of death is also
deep, deeper, and deepest. The grada
tion of higher and lower is always there.
If we are to progress, there must be
elimination and new acceptance. The
duties that we find ourselves in the
midst of may be left for higher duties.
In this way we must progress, while
always consulting the saints and
scriptures. They will guide us in the
ocean of faith . Otherwise the spiritual
world is unknow n and unknowable. The
Absolute Truth is known and knowable
to a particular section, and they have
given us direction. If we take advantage
of that, then by the guidance of saints
and scriptures we shall gradually elimi
nate our faults.
First we must eliminate this mortal ex
istence. Then, we must satisfy our
reason, our consciousness. And finally,
we must satisfy our heart. Sri Caitanya
Mahaprabhu says that the heart is the
most important thing within us. We
should follow the d irection of the heart.
The highest fulfillment is fulfillment of
the heart, not the fulfillment of con
sciousness, or the attainment of eternal
existence. Eternal existence has no
meaning if it is not conscious, and con
sciousness has no meaning if it does not
give any fulfillment. So sat, eternal exis
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tence, cit, consciousness, and iinanda,
fulfillment, ecstasy, are the three princi
ples of our ultimate destination. And
considering these as our goal, we shall
progress further and further in our
spiritual life.
In the Manu-samhitii it is stated:

vidvadbhib sevitab sadbhir
nityam adv~-riigibhib
hrdayeniibhyanujnato
yo dha1mas tam nibhodhata
We can feel within our heart whether we
are gainers or losers. That tasting
machine is within us. As we progress in
Kr-?t:la consciousness, our karma, our
connection with this material world, will
evaporate in no time, and spacious
knowledge will come to satisfy us. At
that time, we shall feel the object of our
life everywhere (mayi dr~!e 'khilatmani).
When we can see that the fulfillment of
life has embraced us, we shall see that
everything within the environment is
helping us, everything is sympathetic to
us from all sides. In that spiritual do
main, everyone shall take interest in lov
ing us. We may be careless about our
own interest, but the environment there
is more favorable and affectionate to us
than we can even estimate, just as a child
cannot estimate the extent of his
mother's affection . In this way, friends
a nd home comforts will surround us,
and w ith th is realization we shall go back
to God, back to home.

~------------------------~l ll ~1------------------------~
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must try to look
deeper and then we
will find our friend; if
we are liberal in our
attitude towards the
environment,we can
not but come in con
nection with the place
which is really liberal.
Prahlada saw that
Krishna is
every where.
And Krishna con
.
.
sClousness IS com
manding the whole.
So we must not allow
ourselves to be dis
couraged under any
circumstances, how
ever acute they may
apparently seem to
us. Krishna is there. If
only we can develop
the right vision, the
smiling face of the
Lord will appear from
behind the screen.
Krishna is beautiful,
and He is eagerly
waiting to accept our
services.
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Devotion to Kr!?r:ta means sacrifice
" die to live." By devotion to Kr!?r:ta, our
whole conception of mundane, self
centered, self-interested life will be
finished totally .

sarvopiidhi-vinirmuktarit
tat paratuena nirmalam
hr~ikena hr$zkesa
sevanarit bhaktir ucyate
-Niirada Paficariitra
"Pure devotion is service to the Supreme
Lord which is free from aU relative con
ceptions of self-interest." ,
In his Bhakti-rasiimrta-sindh u, Srila
Riipa Goswiimi quotes this verse from
the ancient Puriil)as. Upiidhi means "all
relative conceptions of self-interest." We
must be totally free of all upiidhis.
And Riipa Goswiimi also gives us a
parallel verse describing bhakti:
anyiibhilii~itii-siinyaril

jiliina-kanniidy-aniivrtam
iinukulyena-kr$l)iinu
silanarit bhaktir uttamii
"Pure devotional service is the favorable
cultivation of Kr!?t:la consciousness free
from all traces of ulterior motives, such
as ka rma, self-promoting activities,
jfiiina. mental achievement, and so on ."
Bhakti, devotion, must be free from
any fleeting desires (altyiibhilii~), such as
kamla-the organized attempt for self
elevation-and jfiiina, the attempt to de
pend on our own ability, knowledge,
and consciousness to reach the ultimate
goal. To attempt to pu t one's own self as
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the subject, to become the judge of one's
own fate-that is jiiiina. Here iidi means
yoga and other external things. These
are all overcoatings (iivrtam) . In the soul
proper, however, these elements are not
found. The soul is an eternal slave of
Kr!?t:la (kr$!Ja- nitya-diisa ).
Mahiiprabh u said: Jivera 'svariipa '
haya- kr$!Jera 'n itya-diisa': "Slavery to
Kr!?t:la is the innate nature of the jiva
soul."
In order to realize the absolute, we
must corne to the standard of slavery; it
will take nothing less than that. We must
submit ourselves as slaves to the play of
His sweet will.
Once, the British government had to
entertain the Persian Shah, the king of
Persia . They invited him to England and
tried to please him in various ways to
gain his sympathy so tha t he would not
be converted to the side of the Russian
Czar. They showed him many things,
and at one point, he was taken to the
place where men condemned to capital
punishment were beheaded . There the
Shah was shown the place of execution.
They explained to him how that was the
place where so many great men, includ
ing even one king, Charles the First, had
been beheaded. When that place was
shown to the King of Persia, he asked,
"Oh, bring someone there and behead
him ! Let me enjoy how it was done."
They were astonished. "What is he
saying! For his pleasure, we shall have to
murder a man? No," they said. "Wecan
not allow this; British law cannot allow
that a man can be beheaded like this."
The Shah said, "Oh, you do not under
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stand the position of a king? I am a Per
sian king, and for my satisfaction you
cannot sacrifice a human life? This is dis
honor. Anyhow, if it is not possible for
you, I will supply one of my own men.
Take one of my attendants and show me
how you execute people here in your
country."
With humility, they submitted to him,
"Your Highness, the law of our country
cannot allow this . You may do it in your
own country, but here, your men also
cannot be murdered simply for the
pleasure of a man ." The Shah replied,
"Then you do not know what a king is!"
This is the meaning of slavery: A slave
has no position; by the sweet will of his
master he may be sacrificed. Of course,
in the lower material p'iane such things
may be quite abominable and unthink
able, but we should understand that in
the higher realm of divinity, in principle,
such a degree of sacrifice is shown by the
servants of the Lord. The depth of their
love is such that they are prepared to
sacrifice themselves wholesale, to die to
live, for Kr!?t:la's slightest satisfaction or
whim. But we should remember that
w ha tever is His pleasure, He is the abso
lute good . So by such sacrifice we do not
actually die, but live by gaining entrance
into a higher plane of dedication.
In Srimad-Bhagavatam (7.5.23-24) it is
written:

sravarzam kirtanam vi$rzo/:z
smararzam pada-sevanam
arcanam vandanam dasyam
sakhyam atma-nivedanam
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iti pumsarpita vi$rzau
bhaktis een nava-lak$arza
kriyeta bhagavaty addha
tan manye 'dhitam uttamam
"Hearing, speaking about, and remem
bering Kr~t:la, serving His lotus feet,
worshiping His Deity form, praying, be
coming His servant, cultivating His
friendship, and surrendering to Him ut
terly are the nine processes of devotion.
One who cultivates these nine processes
of devotion, offering himself completely
to Kr!?t:la, can easily attain the ultimate
goal of life. " What are the forms of
siidhana? What are the means to attain
kr~rza-bhakti? How can we revive our in
nate love for Kr!?t:la? We are told to hear
about Him, to talk about Him, to medi
tate upon Him, to praise Him, and so on.
But in his commentary on this verse,
Sridhara Swami has explained that we
should not anticipate what benefit we
shall derive from sravarzam-kirtanam,
hearing or talking or thinking about
Kr~t:la . Rather we should pray, "May
w hatever service I do go to my Lord. I am
not the enjoying party-He is the sale
proprietor." All these functions
(sravarzam , kfrtanam etc.) will be con
sidered devotion only if one condition is
fulfilled; otherwise they may be karma,
jnana, yoga, or anything else. They may
even be vikarma, polluted misdeeds. One
condition must be there to insure that all
these d ifferent forms of devotional activ
ity are actually bhakti: We are His prop
erty; we are not the owners of any wealth
or property. We must think, "My Lord is
the possessor and I am in His posses
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sion. Everything is His property."
Kr~~a says, aharil hi sarua-yajiiiiniiril:
"I am the only enjoyer of every action.
You must be fully conscious of this fact."
The stern reality is that devotion is not a
cheap thing. Pure devotional service,
suddha-bhakti, is above mukti, liberation.
Above the negative plane of liberation,
in the positive side, He is the only mas
ter. He is the Lord of everything.
He is the Lord of the land of dedica
tion. We must try to obtain a visa to enter
there. There, His sweet will is the only
law. It is very easy to pronounce the
word "absolute." But if we are to enter
into the meaning of the word, then it
must be recognized that His sweet will is
all in all. To get a visa to the world of
reality we must recognize this .
And this is especially true in Goloka,
where complete surrender is demanded.
In Vaiku~tha there is some considera
tion of justice; for those who are entering
there, some sort of lenience is given. But
Goloka is very tight. Complete surren
der is demanded in that place.
Otherwise, the atmosphere there is very
free. After one has been tested and the
superiors are satisfied that the souls who
have come there are wholly sacrificed,
then we gain their confidence. And
when it is seen that one is fully sur
rendered, there is complete freedom;
one may do anything.
WHIPPING KRISHNA
And freedom there is so great that
Kr~~a's mother Yasoda is whipping
Him! If we inquire deeply into where
Yasoda is taking her stand, we will come
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to the "die to live" plane. Yasodil can
embrace death millions of times to re
move a bead of sweat from the brow of
her son; she has so much affection for
Kr~~a that she is ready to die a million
times rather than find the sweat of labor
on His forehead. And that conscious
ness is in the background of everything
she does. This is why she is given so much
independence as to be able to whip Him .
Such is the play of the absolute.
If we have an idea of the infinite
broadness and depth of the absolute,
how can we value anything here? The
Himalayas may be very big according to
our standard, but from the standard of
the infinite, the Himalayas are so small
that they can't even be seen. This world
is all relative. We must not allow
ourselves to be cowed down by any
events here. We must go forward in our
march towards the truth. We may fail
anytime, anywhere; it does not matter. It
may be our master's will. Still, we have
no other alternative than to try for His
mercy, His grace.
This is our natural position. Even con
stitutionally, there is no possibility of liv
ing separately from Him. If, in igno
rance, we sometimes think that it is pos
sible to live separately from Him, that is
only temporary insanity. To attempt to
do so is only to create further distur
bance, to be covered with ignorance.
While ignorant, we may -be concerned
for many things that have no value. But
actually it is as in play: so many parties
are playing-<>ne must win, another
must be defeated-but we are told that
we must accept victory or defeat in the
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mood of a player. And everything is the
play of I<r~rya. He is playing H is lilii.
When we think that something is a great
I ss or gain, we are not seeing the lilii of
the Lord. Then we are outside the divine
flow, we are not in harmony with the
flow of lilii. Then it appears that reality is
not His lilii, and we find some other
reason for being, see some other objects,
conceive of relative interests, and find
loss and gain, victory and defeat, and so
many other misconceptions. But every
thing is His lilii, and that is nirgUl:za, with
out fault. In that plane, everything is all
right. Everything is perfect. Every inch
of movement there is fully perfect.
"I S H ALL CU RSE Y OU !"
Once, after the Kuruk~etra war, the
briihmarza Utaryka came to I<r~r:ta and
said, "Kr~rya, I curse You!" Kr~rya said,
" Why, My dear briihmarza, do you want
to curse Me?" Utaryka said, "Because
You are the cause of all the disasters of
Kuruk~etra . Because of You, so many
widows and orphans are crying in dis
tress. The bounds of their sorrow knows
no end, and You are the cause."
I<r~rya answered, "You may have col
lected some power by your penances in
sattva-gurza, but that will all be finished
when you curse Me. It won't produce
any result in Me because I am situated in
the nirgurza plane. " This is the nature of
the nirgul;la plane. It is ahaituky apratihatii:
it is causeless and it cannot be checked
it is irresistable. The wave of the most
fundamental plane is bhakti, devotion,
where everything follows the sweet will
of the center-nirgurza. That divine flow
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is causeless and can never be opposed.
We should try to take our stand in that
plane. Bh~kti is nirgul;la, beyond the in
fluence of material nature, and it is
ahaituki, causeless-that divine flow is
eternally going on. And it is apratihatii:
bhakti can never be checked by anyone. It
is irresistable.
This is the nature of the flow of devo
tion. Anyone who takes their stand in
consonance, in harmony with that flow,
will find the same thing: it can never be
checked or gi en any successful opposi
tion . This is the nature of bhakti accord
ing to Srimad-Bhiigavatam (1.2.6):

sa vai purizsiiriz para dharma
yata bhaktir adhak~aje
ahaitukyapratihatii
yayiitmii suprasidati
Bhakti is the highest function of the soul
(para dharma) . Our d uty here must have
its origin in the plane of bhakti; we must
be able to read and catch and utilize that
flow . We must dance in the waves ofthat
flow . Everyone's highest duty will be full
submission to the unseen, undetectable
causal power, which has no cause, no
rhyme, no reason . It is automatic, eter
nal, and can never be opposed by any
forces here.
And then only will we find our soul's
greatest satisfaction. We will feel real
satisfaction only when we come in touch
with that most fundamental harmonious
wave. Then we can feel the highest ec
stasy. That is bhakti.
So in coming to such a great idea of
life, whatever obstacles we must cross

J
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are only small losses and gains, victories
and defeats. We should not allow them
to disturb our march towards the truth.
BHAGAVA D GIT A
Kr!?t:ta tells Arjuna in the Bhagavad
gita (2.47):

karmatJy evadhikaras te
ma phal~ u kadacana
ma karma-phala-hetu r bhiir
ma te sarigo'stv akarmatJi
"Give your full concentration to dis
charging your duty and not to the result
of your work. The result is with Me; all
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responsibility is with Me." Highercalcu
lation is like that. The generals say,
" March ! Go forward. Onward! You have
to go . You are my soldiers; whatever I
shall ask, you must do. You may die and
the victory may come afterward; that is
not your concern. You are soldiers;
many of you may be finished, but the
country as a whole will gain." In this
way, so many important lives may be
sacrificed.
And as soldiers, we have no righ t to
calculate whether we shall gain or lose in
the long run. There are two things we
must be very careful about. We
shouldn't think that if we can't en joy the
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fruits of our labor, then there is no
reason to work. At the same time, we
shouldn' t think that we must get some
share of the fruits. Remembering this,
we should go on discharging our duty to
Kr~Da . That is devotion, and that is the
meaning of Bhagavad-gitii.
Bhagavad-gitii says, "You can't change
the environment. If you want peace, you
must regulate yourself according to the
environment." The whole gist of
Bfzagavad-gitii's advice is found here: Try
to ad just yourself with the environment,
because you are not the master of the
environment. All your energy should be
devoted to regulating yourself and not
the outside world . This is the key to suc
cess in spiritual life.
Bhakti does not depend on the envi
ronment or on the dealings of others. It is
ahaitukyapratihatii. Nothing can obscure
that flow except our own ego. I am my
own greatest enemy.

uddhared iitmaniitmiinanl
niitmanam avasiidayet
iitmaiva hy iitmana bandhur
iitmaiva ripur iitmanab
"We can elevate ourselves or degrade
ourselves. We are our own best friend or
worst enemy ." No force outside can
check us if we are sincere. Of course for
beginners there is some concern about a
proper environment for spiritual cultiva
tion, but even that is also dependent on
the nature of their sincerity, or sukrti: na
hi kalyiirza-krt kascid durgatiril tiita gacchati.
The assurance is given here by K.f$Da. He
says, ''I'll be there to look after you in
~--------------------------------~18
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any unfavorable circumstance . I am om
niscient. And I am omnipotent also. So if
anyone is directed towards Me, I'll look
after him." And it has also been seen in
history, in the cases of Dhruva,
Prahlada, and so many others. Sincerity
is invincible. Even obstacles may im
prove our position if we can take them in
the right way. From a higher angle of
vision it may be seen that everything is
coming to help us.
SRIMAD BHAGAVATAM
tat te 'nukampiiril susamilq,amii,:!o
bhuiijiina eviitma-krtaril vipiikllm
hrd-viig-vapurbhirvidhadhan namas te
jiveta yo mukti-pade sa diiya bhiik

Srimad-Bhiigavatam (10.14 .8) gives us a
most hopeful suggestion for all stages of
life: blame yourself and no one else.
Maintain your appreciation for the Lord,
seeing everything as His grace. At pre
sent we think our circumstances unde
sirable because they do not suit our pre
sent taste . But medicine may not always
suit the taste of the patient. Still it is
conducive to health. This verse is the
highest type of regulation given by the
siistra . If you can follow this law, then in
no time you will have a very good posi
tion. We must be careful not to blame the
circumstances, but to appreciate that
Kr~r:-,a is behind everything. Kr~Da is my
best friend; He is in the background of
everything. Everything is passing
through His attentive eyes . So there can
not be any defect there.
Even Srimati RadharaDi says, "He is
not to blame. This long separation from
rl ________________________________~
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Kn;r:ta is only the outcome of My fate. He
should not blamed for this." Although
outwardly it is admitted by ali that He
had cruelly left the gopis, RadharaDi is
not prepared to blame Kr~Da . "No
wrong can be found in Him," She
thinks. "There must be something
wrong in Me which has brought about
this unfortunate situation." The com
petition between the groups of gopis in
the service of Kr~Da is also hannonized
in this way by RadharaDi.
Kr~Dadasa Kaviraja Goswami has ex
plained this most important point. Ac
cording to him, it is not that RadharaDi
does not like any other party to serve
Kr~Da in competition with Her, but She
feels that they cannot satisfy Kr~Da as
well as She can. And this should be
noted very carefully. She knows that
they cannot give proper satisfaction to
Kr~Da, so She cannot appreciate their
trying to take Her place. That is Her con
tention. She thinks, "If they could serve
Kr~Da well and fully satisfy Him, I would
have no complaint. But they can' t. And
still, aggressively they come to serve? I
can't tolerate this."
THE BRAHMIN LEPE R
Kaviraja Goswami has cited as an ex
ample of this sort of devotion a historical
reference from the Puriil:ras . There was
once a chaste wife whose briihmal)il
husband was a leper. She always tried
her best to serve Him . One day, while
she was bathing her husband at a holy
river, he became infatuated with the ex
traordinary beauty of a prostitute by the
name Lak~ahira . Her name indicated
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that she possessed the luster and beauty
of a hundred thousand diamonds. The
leper briihmarla was irresistably channed
by her.
Upon returning home, his chaste wife
detected some dissatisfaction within her
husband, and inquired, "Why are you so
unhappy?" Her husband replied, "I felt
some attraction for the beauty of that
prostitute . And I can't take my mind off
her."
"Oh. You want her?"
"Yes. ] do."
"Then I shall try to make the arrange
ment. "
Then, because she was poor, the
chaste lady, although a qualified
briihma~a, began to go to the house of the
prostitute every day and work as a
maidservant. Although she was
aristocratic by birth, she accepted the
work of a maidservant without any re
muneration . And she did her duties so
diligen Uy that she attracted the attention
of the prostitute, the mistress of the
house, who began to inquire. "Who
cleans everything so neatly and beauti
fully?" And she came to know that a
briihmarlQ lady was coming every morn
ing and performing many menial tasks.
The other attendants said, "We tried to
stop her, but she would not hear of it.
She wants to meet you."
The mistress replied, "All right. To
morrow, you may bring her to me."
Then, the next morning, when she was
taken to the prostitute, the briihmarla lady
expressed her inner motive. "My
husband is so attracted to you that it is
my desire that you may satisfy him. It is
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my concern as his devout wife that he be
satisfied, and this is his aspiration. So I
want to see him happy." Then the
prostitute understood everything and
said, "Yes. Bring him tomorrow. I invite
both of you to dine in my house."
This was intimated to the briihmarw
and the following day they came. Many
dishes were prepared fitting the occa
sion. Two entrees were served. One was
prastidam on a plantain leaf accompanied
by Ganges water in an earthen pot-all
pure vegetarian food. Side by side with
that in gold and silver pots were so many
meats and rich dishes. They were served
with a very nice table arrangement and
sitting places. Of the two kinds of food
stuffs, one was sattvik, pure, and the
other was riijasik, filled with passion.
Then, with folded palms, the prostitute
invited the briihmat)a and his wife and
indicated, "This is bhagavata-prasadllm,
and those are rich dishes prepared with
meat. Whichever you like you may take
at your sweet will."
Immediately the leper briihmarw chose
the prasiidam, and began to take his meal.
After he had finished taking prasadllm,
the prostitute said, "Your wife is like this
prasadam--5Qttvik-and all these riijasik .
things-meat, rich dishes, gold, silver
this is like me. I am so low and your wife
is the purest of the pure. Your real taste
is for this sattvik prasiidam. ExternaDy, the
meat is very gorgeous, but internally it is
very impure, filthy. And therefore you
are repulsed by it. So why have you
come here to me?"
Then the brihmarw came to his senses.
"Yes, I am wrong. God has sent a mes
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sage to me through you. My fleeting d~
sire has ended and now I am satisfied.
You are my guru!"
Kaviraja Goswami has quoted this in
the Caitanya-caritamrta. The chaste lady
went to serve the prostitute. Why? For
the satisfaction of her husband. So
RadharaQi says, "1 am ready to serve
those in the opposition camp, if they can
really satisfy My Lord. I am completely
ready to serve them if they can really
satisfy Kr.?Qa. But they can't. Yet still
they have some demand. But I differ on
that point. It is not that I am concerned
that My share is being lessened. That is
not My attitude. Whenever any unfavor
able circumstances come, I think it is al
ways coming from within Me (durdaiva
viltisa); I don't find anything corrupt to be
traced outside."
That should be the attitude of a true
devotee of Kr.?Qa. With this attitude, we
shall be able to see within ourselves that
everything is ultimately part of the abso
lute good. Although it is not very easy,
still, our energy should be devoted only
to collect good will from external
circumstances. In this way we should
take care to see things in such a way as to
purify our own position.
DEEP VISION REALITY
And so, we are encouraged by Srimad
Bhagavatam to look deeper. We must try
to look deeper and then we will find our
friend; if we are liberal in our attitude
towards the environment, we cannot but
come in connection with the plane which
is really liberal. That is Kr.?I).a conscious
ness in its ultimate reach. If we look
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deeply into reality with this sort of vi it appears that way, it is only superficial
and misleading. That anyone can do .
sion, we will find our real home.
harm to anyone else is misleading. It is
Prahlada boldly met all adverse
circumstances and ultimately he was vic only true on the superficial plane. Of
torious. The calculation of Prahlada's de course, this does not condone harming
monic father about the environment was others or ignoring oppression, but from
the absolute standpoint there is no
falsified, but Prahlada's deeper vision
harm. When we reach the highest stage
sa w reali ty correctly.
of
devotion, we shall see that everything
He saw that K~~a is everywhere. And
is
friendly
and that our apprehension
Kr!?~a consciousness is commanding the
It was a misconception.
was
wrong.
whole. So we must not allow ourselves
Misconception:
maya means "what is
to be discouraged under any circum
not"
(mriyate
anaya).
When everything is
stances, however acute they may appar
measured
from
the
standpoint
of selfish
ently seem to us. Kr!?~a is there. As
ness and not the universal interest~that
much as the circumstances appear to op
pose us, it is really not so. If only we can is the cause of aU our troubles. We must
gradually realize, "My angle of vision
develop the right vision, the smiling face
was guided by selfish, not absolute, con
of the Lord will appear from behind the
sideration. So I am suffering. But now I
screen. That is Kr!?~a consciousness.
have come to understand that my in
Kr!?~a is beautiful, and He is eagerly
terest is included in the absolute
awaiting to accept our services.
interest. "
GOD AND HIS MEN
To parody an old saying, "A bad
Our inner wealth can be discovered
workman quarrels with his stools."
only by the help of siidhu, guru, and
According to our karma we produce the
scripture. Our vision should be that it is
environment. What I am blaming was
all nectar, but we have drawn a screen
produced by my own karma. When I take
food, stool comes as a natural reaction. It
between the nectar and ourselves and
are tasting poison, thinking that it is very would be foolish to blame the stool for
useful. On the whole, we must think
appearing. It is the effect of my having
that no blame is to be put on others, and eaten. In the same way, I have acted in
it is actually the truth. We are responsi
different ways, and the karmic result is
ble for our disgrace, our fallen condition.
my present environment. So to quarrel
And the pa th to self-improvement is also wit.h the reaction to our own misdeeds is
similar: we must learn to critique
a useless waste of energy.
ourselves and appreciate the environ
The advice of Srimad-Bhagavatam
ment. Our appreciation should espe
should be our guiding principle under all
ci.ally be for Kr!?~a and His devotees, and circumstances. Whatever is coming to us
then gradually everyone else. He has not is under His sanction, under His eye, so
given anyone the authority to harm us. If it cannot but be good. Everything is
~--------------------------~121~1--------------------------~
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padarit sadii pasyanti suraya diviva cak?ur
atatam. We should approach any duty

cording to our capacity we shall try to
execute their order. And accepting that
what they say is really coming from
Kntr:ta, the more we are able to follow
their instructions, the more benefit we
shall accrue. Srimad-Bhagavatam,
Bhagavad-gita, the Vedas and Upani$ads,
and so many agents who represent di
vinity are all helping us go back to our
real home. At present we are living in
different stages of the consciousness of
separate interest, but our guardians are
all trying to take us into that higher plane
of dynamic movement, lila, to enter into
the pastimes of Kr~r:ta.

thinking, "My guardian's eye is always
vigilantly watching over me, seeing ev
erything I am doing, and whatever is
happening to me. I need not worry about
this environment or circumstance."
So Bhiigavatani says, "Don't worry
about the environment. Do your duty.
Concentrate fully on what you are do~
ing, and in no time, you'll be relieved of
the black box of the ego and will join in
the universal flow of dancing and chant
ing, singing and rejoicing. You will gain
entrance into the lila or pastimes of the
Lord."
We are all suffering from separate in
terest, clash and reaction, good and bad,
pleasure and pain, happiness and dis
tress, but there in the spiritual domain,
everything is conscious and filled with
happiness. So not only total self
forgetfulness is required, but the whole
good will of the Lord should be invited.
We shall merge in the flow of the good
will of the Lord. That is Vrndavana.
Our guardians say: "00 this," and ac

ENEMY EGO/ REAL EGO
Here, everything is but a reflection of
the perfect world. Originally everything
is there, induding all types of service,
but here we have only a perverted reflec
tion. Leaving this variegated world be
hind, we should not attempt to merge
into nonconsciousness so that we won't
be able to feel any pleasure or pain. At
present we are under the influence of
our enemy ego. Real ego exists in the
spiritual world. All experience is found
there, but it is full of beauty and charm.
Kr~r:ta consciousness means full
fledged theism. This means that we can
have a relationship with the infinite up
to consorthood. Everything that we
need to help us and lead us in the right
direction is really to be found in the
spiritual world in its purest and most
desirable position. What we find here is
only a shadow, a black imitation. But
reality means full-fledged theism
K~r:ta consciousness-where the infi

perfect. The only imperfection is within
us, and therefore we should try with all
our energy to do our duty. In no time, we
shall find ourselves released from all
troubles. That is the key advice of the

Srimad- Bhagavatam.
OUR GUARDIAN'S EYE
The environment is not dead-an
overseer is there. Just as the sun is over
our heads, every action is under our
guardian's eye. This comparison is given
in the ~g Veda: Orit tad vi~r;zo paramarit
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nite embraces the whole finite. The infi
nite comes down to welcome, to fully
embrace the finite-that is Vrndavana.
And this is full-fledged theism: through
Kr~rya consciousness, one negligent part
of the finite may experience the blissful
embrace of the whole infinite. And in
Vrndavana, not a comer is left
neglected. Every grain of sand, every
blade of grass, is well-represented there
with personality. Here, what to speak of
a particle of sand, so many things are
insignificant. But in Vrndavana, every
thing is cared for. Nothing is ignored.
That is full-fledged theism. This is ex
plained in Srimad-Bhiigavatam (10.21.5):

varhiipi{lam

na!a-bara-vapu~

karnayo~

karnikaram
bibrad viisa~ kanaka-kapiSam
vaijayantin ca miilam
randh riin venoradhara-sudhayii
purayan gopavrndair
vrndiiranyam sva-pada-ramanam
priivisad gita-kirtib
Sukadeva Goswami reveals some
thing astounding to Parik!?it Maharaja.
When Kr~rya enters the forest of Vrn
davana by the touch of the soles of His
lotus feet, the earth feels the pleasure of
His embrace=-the personal embrace of
the Sweet Absolute (vrndiiranyam sva
pada-ramanam). This is inconceivable! By
the touch of the holy feet of Kr!?rya, the
sand and the earth feel the pleasure of
consorthood! Glorified by His cowherd
friends, He enters the forest of Vrn
davana, and the earth, the forest, and
everything that comes in connection
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with Him feels a higher, closer sense ex
perience of pleasure to the happiest
degree .
CONSORTHOOD
In Vrndavana, the earth feels the
mood of consorthood. So the vrndiivana
lila of Kr!?rya is so wonderful that even
Brahma, the creator of the universe,
said, "How can we understand You, my
Lord? I know something about my Lord
Narayarya, who is near to me. He and I
have some direct connection so that I
may discharge my official duties. But
You have come within my circle and I
can't understand You . What is this?/I He
tried his best to test Kr~rya by kidnapping
His cowherd boyfriends and calves, but
he was astounded to find that, Al
though I have removed them, every
thing is as it was before; Kr!?rya is still
surrounded by His friends and their
calves, engaged in their pleasure
pastimes. So He is infinite. Even as the
lord of the universe, my interference
could not disrupt anything under His
control. By His own sweet will He con
ducts His play. I tried to test Him, but
now I am bewildered by His inconceiva
ble potency. I could not understand that
although an apparently human cowherd
boy, He is nonetheless the supreme
most, higher than even Lord Narayarya. /I
He pleaded with Kr~rya,/lNow I have
come to my senses; please forgive me,
my Lord./I
What use is a particle of our intelli
gence? How much can it measure the
infinite? Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu says,
/lDon' t try to apply your brain to the
1/
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infinite. The brain is not a unit for mea
surement in that plane. Your intellect is
cancelled by the infinite. Try to
measure it only by feeling, by taste, by
heart-the brain will be your enemy. It
will always deceive you in its measure
ment, and that will disturb you and limit
your progress."
Only faith can help us. Otherwise
nothing can reach that plane. We can
reach the sun or moon only with the help
of advanced technology. We can't reach
out and touch it with our hand or with a
long stick. In the same way, to connect
with the highest reality, faith alone can
help one. Faith is the most spacious
medium. But even that is very meager in
consideration of the high thing with
which you would like to connect, the
supreme cause of all causes.
We are teeny souls. How much can we
accommodate with our faith? How wide
and how broad is our faith? What can we
catch within our faith? What we are
seeking is infinite, and we are very much
afraid; "Oh, if I rely on faith, something
may go wrong. I may be deceived." But
within our teeny hearts, how much faith
can we contain? Only by analogy with
the sky or the ocean may we understand
anything about the infinite, but what is
that in comparison? Nothing.
And what is the infinite? That from
which everything is coming, by which
everything is maintained, and into
which everything is ultimately entering;
the all-comprehensive, all-permeating,
all-controlling, all-attracting, all-feeling
Absolute.
So everything is all right with the infi
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nite and the environment. We have only
to correct ourselves, to adjust ourselves.
This is the conclusion-"Try to adjust
yourself; everything is all right with the
environment. We must leave everything
to the Supreme Lord and conduct
ourselves accordingly." That will bring
us real peace and progressive realization
in spiritual life.
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existence nor con
sciousness are
complete in them
selves. Consciousness
alone hankers for
ecstacy. And existence
without conscious
ness is to exist with no
purpose. But when
existence is endowed
with consciousness,
it can search for its
own good: ecstacy.

he divine feet of our holy Lord
are like the vigilant eye of a grand
guardian hanging over our heads
like the sun, and we are living be
neath the glance of that vigilant eye. We
shall always try to live not in the obJec
tive but in subjective relativity. We
should think, ''Above my conscious
ness is Superconsciousness; the vigi
lant guardian's eye is always watching
over me."
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The ~g Veda mantra says: om tad vi?~o
paramariz padam sada paSyanti suraya diviva
cak$uriitatam : The divine feet of our holy

indepe·n dent of His grace we can carry
out our dharma.
Actually, in our subjective relation
ship with divinity, we are just like the
Lord are like the sun above our heads.
His holy feet are like the vigilant eye of a rays of the sun. Where do the sun's rays
stand? They stand on the sun-that is
grand guardian hanging over our heads
their source. In the same way, we should
like the sun, and we are living beneath
think that our stand is in the realm of
the glance of that vigilant eye.
. We are interested not in objective, but divinity; we are so many particles of con
sciousness, and our stand, our mother
in subjective reality. We shall always try
to live not in objective but in subjective
land, is that conscious area. God con
relativity. We should never think, "Un sciousness means ~I).a consciousness.
We are consciousness and we are meant
der my feet I have firm ground to stand
for ~I).a consciousness--that is our re
on; I am big. I shall stand erect." Rather
we should think, "Above my conscious lationship. We should always be con
scious of this fact. We are connected with
ness is superconsciousness; the vigilant
K~I).a consciousness. We are members
guardian's eye is always watching me. I
of the ~I).a conscious world. And we
am living under the glance of that eye."
have come to wander in the foreign land
Our support comes not from below, but
of material consciousness, miiyikJl mis
from above. He is our shelter. We are
conception, thinking that we are units of
hanging from that substantial upper
world wherein He resides; our support is this material world, but it is not so.
We are units of the conscious world
found there. We must always be con
scious of that.
the Kr!?I).a conscious world-and some
how we have come within this material
This is a principle mantra in the .Rg
conception of existence, the world of
Veda. Before anyone approaches a new
.duty, he should think about his own
matter. Matter is what we can exploit,
position. We have been instructed by
the objective side of reality,_ and the sub
this verse from the Vedas to think in this
jective side is the element we:should re
way: "You are under the vigilant eye of
vere. Our relationship with the subjec
tive is that of reverence and devotion to
your guardian, and that great eye is as
living as the sun; its glance is just like
the higher entity, and not that ofexploi
that of the sun which is over your head.
tation or enjoyment. Real enjoyment, di
Like a light that can pierce through to see vine enjoyment, comes from service-
anything within you, His piercing glance not from exploitation.
is upon you." With this understanding
We must understand all these basic
of identity we should approach our
principles. Bhaktivedanta Swami
Maharaja once remarked to me that al
duty. Weare never encouraged to think
that we stand firmly here on solid earth,
though the engineers in New York have
and that on the basis of a strong position, built so many skyscraper buildings that
~--------------------------~127rl------------------------~~
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will stand for ages, they were never
mindful of how long their own bodies
would last. The buildings will stand for a
long, long time. But those who will live
in those buildings have forgotten how
long their bodies will stand. In this way
people are very busy on the objective
side, but they are neglecting the subjec
tive values. Their concern is with objects
and not with who will use them. They
think that no subjective cultivation is
necessary for the user of the objective
world. In this way they give all impor
tance to the objective side, neglecting
totally the subjective side.
CONSCIOUSNESS RAYS
Our real position is like the rays of the
sun. A sun ray touches the earth. Where
is its home? A sun ray comes to our plane
and touches the hills and the water, but
what should be considered as its home?
Necessarily the sun, and not the earth it
touches. Our position is similar. As rays
of consciousness, we pertain not to the
material world, but to the conscious
world. Our home connection is there: in
the sun-the spiritual sun.
We are advised by the Vedas to con
sider: " Although you have been cast in a
hole of this earth, still your native soil is
the conscious sun. You emanate from
there, you are sustained from there, and
your prospect is there. You have to con
ceive of reality in that way. Because you
are conscious, your home is the source of
consciousness. Whether you are bird or
beast, whether you are in the moun
tains, earth, or water-wherever you
are, whatever position you hold, your
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source is in consciousness, existence.
Your source is in consciousness just as
the rays of light have their home in the
sun."
The Vedas tell us: "You are not a child
of this soil. You may be a captive here,
but this is not your home; this is a foreign
land. All your hopes and prospects can
be supplied from that higher soil, be
cause your nature is of that order. Your
food, your sustenance, your everything
should be made of that higher stuff. But
what is found within this material world
is all poison to you."
Again, although what is pertaining to
consciousness is the immediate, nearest
realization of our nature, if we are to go
deeper into the conscious world, we
shall find something more substantial. If
we cross beyond the vision of light
consciousness, we shall find the real
necessity of our existence: happiness
ecstasy-and divine love.
After establishing ourselves in the
realm of consciousness, we must
establish ourselves in the realm of divine
love, ecstasy and beauty. We must
search for our fortune there, and never
in this material world. Ecstasy is above
light; transcendental mellow is above
consciousness. Beauty and charm are
above mere consciousness and under
standing. Feeling is not complete in it
self. Feeling must be for something. So
the fullest conception of a perfect thing is
something which is full in beauty or ec
stasy. Mere existence or consciousness
alone cannot be the highest perfection.
Ecstasy is the most perfect thing. Ec
stasy, divine love, and beauty presup
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pose consciousness and existence.
Spiritual reality is composed of three
substances: sat, existence, cit, conscious
ness, and ananda, ecstasy. And of these
three, ananda or ecstasy is the final con
ception of spiritual substance. Ecstasy
can exist by itself. Neither existence nor
consciousness are complete in
themselves. Consciousness alone
hankers for ecstasy. And existence with
out consciousness is to exist with no
purpose. But when existence is en
dowed .with consciousness, it can search
for its own good: ecstasy. Ecstasy is an
independent and concrete substance.
Both existence and consciousness are
subservient to ecstasy.
And one who realizes the ecstasy of
Kr!?Qa consciousness becomes free from
this mortal world. When one realizes
that, he need not be afraid of anything.
He need have no apprehension from any
fear that can arise here in this material
world where there is the constant threat
of nonexistence. Here in the material
world we not only have no fulfillment,
. but our very existence is also at stake. At
any moment we may be devoured by
nonexistence.

parently it seemed that His aim was fixed
on the same thing we see when we look
atthe Deity. To our vision, however, the
Deity of Jagannatha is only a doll made
of wood. And yet when Sri Caitanya
Mahaprabhu would fix His eye there, He
would shed tears of joy, and His tears
flowed in an incessant current. Where is
His vision of reality connected? What we
see as a wooden doll, He sees in a com
pletely different way. And just by look
ing at that, an incessant current of tears
pours from His eyes. Where is His con
nection with reality located? He is view
ing things from the opposite side, from
the subjective world.
So how should we approach the
Deity? When we have a look at the Deity,
what should be our attitude? The Deity
form of the Lord is not a mundane thing,
and so we should learn the proper way
in which to see the Deity. And more than
this, we must try to look at this from the
other point of view. As we are trying to
see the Deity, He sees us. He has come
down to help the fallen souls in this
material world, and He has come down
in such a way as to take us up to His
domain.
Ramanuja has classified the expres
DIVE DEEP INTO REALITY sion of the Supreme Entity in five forms:
But to come to the plane of ecstasy, we
para, vyuha, vaibhava, antaryami, and ar
shall have to dive deep into reality. We
cana. Para, the centra~ conception of the
must not be satisfied with the formal, the
highest entity; vyuha, His extended self
superficial. If we concentrate our atten
in different functions, in different fig
tion on the outward form of a thing,
ures; vaibhava, His appearance in this
neglecting its inner substance, then we
mundane plane as avataras like Matsya,
shall find that we are looking in the
Kurma, and Varaha; antaryami, His pres
wrong place. When Mahaprabhu would
ence in every heart and every soul, every
look at the Deity of Jagannathadeva, ap conscious unit; and arcana, His appear
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ance in the plane of our physical percep
tion as the Deity. In His form as the
Deity, I can touch Him, I can see Kim,
and I can serve Him. In a concrete form
He has come to help our understanding.
Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu looked at
the Deity and His eyes were flooded
with tears. It is not that His eyes were
fixed upon the superficial characteristics
of wood when He saw the Deity form of
Lord Jagannatha, but He was connected
on a vastly higher level with Kr~r:ta con
sciousness. His thoughts were deep
with K~r:ta consciousness. Sri Caitanya
Mahaprabhu thought, "Lord Jagan
natha has come here and is making
arrangements to deliver millions of fall
en souls, especially by extending His
own prasiidam to one and all in great
magnitude. His magnanimous presence
has manifest here for the re'lief of this
world."
And Kr~r:ta consciousness is the high
est relief work. Our guru maharaja used
to say that there is a famine of kr~~ katha.
There is a famine at present. But is the
world suffering from a lack of food? No.
The world is suffering from the famine of
Kr.?r:ta consciousness, Kr.?r:ta talk, k~7;la
kirtan. So we must try to open offices of
food distribution so that we may dis
tribute the food of Kr~r:ta consciousness
to all souls. Mahaprabhu said "Whoever
you come across, talk of Kr.?r:ta (yare de
kha, tare kaha 'kr~~' -upadeSa)." Give
them the food of Kr~r:ta consciousness,
kr~7;la katha. The world is filled with
famine-stricken people. We must dis
tribute food, give the life and breath of
Kr~r:ta consciousness to whomever we
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meet by speaking about Kr.?r:ta.
That was the feeling of Srila
Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati, and
Bhaktivedanta Swami Maharaja carried
that out in the West. Sma Bhaktisidd
hanta used to say, "1 do not admit any
other conception of famine. The only
famine is that of km1a katha, k~7;la smrti,
Kr.?r:ta consciousness." With such seri
ousness he conceived of our necessity
for Kr~r:ta consciousness. .
Kr~r:ta is of vital importance to our ex
istence. Only Kr.?r:ta can give us vitality.
And as Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu, Kr.?r:ta
Himself distributes Kr~r:ta conscious
ness. Vasudeva Ghosh says, therefore,
"Sri Gaurarlga is my life and soul, my
only vitality. If Gaurar:tga had not come,
how could I live? (Yadi gaura na ha'ta tabe
ki haita kemane dharitiim de.) By His grace I
have tasted such valuable food that
without this, my life would be com
pletely impossible."
Kr~r:ta consciousness is the vitality of
vitality. Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati
Prabhupada did his best to give Kn;r:ta
consciousness to the people of India,
and Bhaktivedanta Swami Maharaja dis
tributed that vitality all over the world. It
is by their grace and by the grace of
Caitanya Mahaprabhu Himself that so
many have come to Kr~r:ta conscious
ness. Haridasa Thakura once told
Caitanya Mahaprabhu, "By Your chant
ing of the holy name of ~r:ta, both the
animate and inanimate world has been
supplied with the food of Kr~r:ta con
sciousness. Whatever position they may
occupy, their life is fulfilled. I heard of
how, when You traveled through the
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jungle and chanted and danced, the
elephants and tigers also danced and
chanted the holy name of ~t:ta. What
wonder, then, should there be if I say
that the stones and trees have also at
tained their highest end~~Q.a
consciousness-when You are chanting.
What an intense degree of ~Q.a con
sciousness has been produced here by
Your chanting!"
But in order to chant the holy name of
Kr~Qa, something is required from our
side also. Amiininii miinadena kirtaniya~
sadQ hari~. We should resort tokirtana
always, but our attitude should be as
Mahaprabhu recommends: Trnad api

tion. That sort of assertion is offensive.
Slow and steady wins the race. Our
march towards the infinite is a long
journey, not a journey to be finished
within a few hours, a few days, or a few
years. And we have to adjust accord
ingly. It is not that we shall run quickly to
make progress and then stop and sleep.
It is a long way we shall have to go. We
will only be successful if we develop
humility-tnuU/ api sunicena. We should
not create any circumstance that invites
resistance. Still, if any resistance unex
pectedly approaches us, we should try
our best to forbear. And we must always
be conscious that our guardian'S eye is
sunicena taror api sahi?lJunii amiininii miin
always over us, eager to help us in our
adena. Our attitude should be one of
campaign. We are not alone. We may go
humility, and if we think that we are
on confidently: there is a person above
being done wrong, still we should be
us to redress the wrong that may be
patient, and under no circumstances
shown to us, so we should not take the
initiative.
should we work for our own position
and prestige; that should not be our aim.
We must not allow any ulterior
When the lower stands against the
purpose or temptation to induce us to
give up our search for Sri ~Q.a. Let the
higher, offense arises. That tendency
should be shunned. Primary education
satisfaction of guru, GauraQga, ~Q.a,
is also education, but that should not
and the Vai~navas be our only objective.
compete with higher education; we must Let no other element enter upon our
be careful about that. At the same time,
path. Our purity of purpose must always
the differentiation between higher edu be very scrupulously maintained. We
cation and lower education must be gen should think, "Alone I shall go on with
uine. Still, primary education must not
my duty. I won't be always searching for
be thought of as the highest education.
someone to come and help me. Let them
That will be dangerous. There is a saying do their own duty. This is my duty."
in Bengali-ilJpavidyii bhayarilkori-"A lit
With this attitude we shall go on. With
tle knowledge is a dangerous thing." We this sort of adjusbnent our concentration
may become more intense, our confi
must be careful about that, otherwise
dence in ~Qa will be increased, and our
our attitude will be suicidal. The ques
duty will be pure and clear. We should
tion of offense arises whenever primary
education stands against higher educa be conscious that hindrances and obsta
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des are almost sure to attack us, but we
must deal with them with humility and
forbearance. So this life is not a life of
comfort.
HOLY FEET OF VISHNU
But in order to develop this kind of
humility and forbearance, we must learn
to see the Lord's hand in everything.
And therefore the Vedas tell us to re
member that the glance of the Lord is'
always upon us. Orit tad vi?tlo paramarit
padarit sada pasyanti siiraya: We are asked
to see the holy feet of NarayaQa as we see
the sun in the sky. Why the sun? The sun
is described as pradiir?Qka: the seer, the
witness. Apparently we see the sun, but
really the sun helps us to see. The holy
feet of Vi~Qu means the lowest part of
Vi~Qu-yoge vidhiiyarit yasya vidyate
kvacit. His lower part to us is the begin
ning of realization for us. The beginning
of realization is to think that God is al
ways seeing us. As the sun helps us to
see, Vi~Qu's holy feet are like the sun. Sd
we should try to always see everything
by the rays of the holy feet of Vi~Qu.
From another point of view, His holy
feet are like a big eye spread over the sky.
He sees everything. Whatever we do,
our guardian's vigilant eye is over our
head like the sun. Before we enter into
any action we must remember this Vedic
mantra. The ~g Veda is the first Veda and
this is the most important mantra of the
~g Veda. The briihmatlas of the Vedic
school are told that whenever they do
any service pertaining to religion or
vartJiisrama, they must first remember
this ~g Veda mantra: "Vi~Qu's feet are
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over you and they are looking at you like
a guardian's vigilant eye. Always re
membering this, do your duty."
If you always remember that He is see
ing everything you do, you can't do any
thing wrong. You won't be able to ven
ture to do anything offensive to the Lord
as long as you remember that through
everything, the searching eye, the all
knowing, omniscient eye of the Lord is
always watching over you. This re
membrance cannot but purify your heart
and understanding and the whole of
your mental system, and help you to
approach divinity in the right way. It is
not that you can do anything and every
thing without His knowing; not that you
are the master wire-puller of both your
own life but of the world; not that you
are going to exert your mastery, your
influence over the environment in a self
ish attempt. Always remember that one
big eye is spread over your head seeing
everything like the searching light of a
strong x-ray. What even you do not
know about yourself, He knows. What is
underground in the innermost subcon
scious region of your heart, He can also
see. If you remember this as you move
and live, you cannot but be purified. Just
as cancer can be removed from the body
by a laser ray, the whole disease of mate
rial existence will vanish from our hearts
by this purifying influence of the divine
rays of light from the holy feet of Vi~Qu.
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ay that lord of the cows
be satisfied by us. Who is
Indra when compared to
Krishna? Krishna is the
master of Indra. And yet He has ap
peared as the master of cows; the Su
preme Absolute Truth has accepted a
simple position as the keeper of cows.
Superficially, He is a mere cowherd
boy. But let that cowherd boy, who
holds within Him the power of control
ling the whole universe, be satisfied
with us. We want to worship that Lord
who has taken the humble position of
the king of the cows.
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deve va~H yajrUl-viplavaru~
vajrasma-va~nilai1;r
sidat-pala-paSu-striyiitma-~rat;Ul1h

d~tviinukampy-utsmayam

utpiityaika-karentl ~ilamavalo
lilocchilindhram yathii
bibrad go~/hamapiin mahendram adabhit
priyiin ntl indro gaviim
-Srimad-Bhiigavatam 10.26.25
The very gist of the Govardhana lila,
the very substance of the pastime, is rep
resented in this verse. The milkmen in
Vrndavana used to observe a sacrifice to
satisfy the king of heaven, Indra, at
whose command the rain, clouds, and
other subtle elementary powers move.
The main wealth of the cowherd men is
the cow, and the cow's main food is
grass. Only rain can produce grass, and
so the cowherd men used to perform
sacrifice to satisfy the subtle power who
is supposed to be in command of na~al
substances like rain.
By satisfying Indra, favorable rains
would come and there would be suffi
cient grass. The cows could then graze
easily on the grass and generate milk
profusely. The gopas, the cowherd men
and their families, used to make differ
ent preparations from the milk, sell them
in the marketplace, and in that way earn
their livelihood.
As the grazing ground in one place
was finished, they would move from one
forest to another. Only for the purpose
of obtaining grass for the cows, Kr.?Qa's
father Nanda Maharaja and the cowherd
men would wander from one place to the
next. In this way, they lived sometimes
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in Vrndavana, sometimes in
Nandagrama, and sometimes in Gokula.
Once, ~Qa wanted to assert Himself
and modify the worship of Indra. He
wanted to establish His own domain,
Vrndavana, in its pristine glory.
Although He was only a boy, He was a
boy of extraordinary capacity. He was
only seven years old. But in the Padma
Puriil;la it is said that the development or
growth of special personalities is one
and a half times that of ordinary persons.
Although Kr!?Qa was only seven years
old by ordinary calculation, He was
eleven according to general calculation.
Kr!?Qa said, "Why should we perform
this sacrifice to Indra? We have a direct
concern with Govardhana Hill and not
Indra." He announced this idea to the
gopas, and somehow, willingly or re
luctantly, thegopas submitted to the ad
vice of Kr!?Qa. Nanda Maharaja was in
fluenced by affection for his son, and,
because he was the king, he told them,
"This time we shall worship Govar
dhana Hill and not Indra."
INDRAINSULTED
And so the gopas, the milkmen ofVrn
davana, followed ~Qa's advice-some
reluctantly and some willingly-and
they began the sacrifice for Govardhana
Hill. This news reached Indra, who
thought to himself: " A boy of special
capacity lives there. Now He has taken
the leadership of Vrndavana and
stopped this ancient sacrifice to me. For a
long time it was the tradition of the gopas
to perfonn sacrifice to satisfy me, and
now one boy is the cause of stopping my
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sacrifice!" He was very much enraged.
Indra ordered the clouds and the wind
and the lightning to attack the residents
of Vrndavana.
According to Vedic understanding, all
the elements are personified. In ancient
days, the Aryans and Rajar~is, elevated
human beings and great sages, used to
see everything as persons. They saw
everything in a personal way. They
thought of the creepers, the trees, and
everything else in the ervironment as
persons. They understood that they
were all persons who, according to
karma, are wandering through the differ
ent species of life.
Once I was asked by a professor of
biology about alternatives to Darwinian
evolution. I advised him that evolution
from consciousness to matter may be un
derstood on the basis of Berkeley's
theory. Whatever we think of is really
part of our consciousness. And con
scious.ness means person. Everything
that we may be conscious of is a person.
We may think of the wind as an inani
mate object, but it was thought of in the
Vedic line as a person. Lightning, wind,
clouds, and rain are all persons. What
ever we consider to be elementary mat
ter, gross and subtle, were all considered
by the ancient seers of the truth to be
persons.
Indra commanded the wind, the
clouds, and the rain to go and devastate
the whole area of Gokula Vrnda.vana.
"The residents of Vrndavana have in
sulted me!" He said. "They have re
jected me, have stopped worshiping me,
and are instead worshiping that moun
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tain, that hHl of Govardhana. I can't tol
erate this insult! Go and devastate
them."
By the order and wrath of Indra, the
master of aU the higher subtle elements,
heavy rain began to fall. And so thunder,
hail, and rain simultaneously attacked
the whole of Vraja MaQ.Q.ala.
Consequently, all the residents of
Vrndavana were thrown into a great dis
aster. Misery, pain, and sorrow afflicted
the animals and the protectors of the ani
mals, the gopalas . So the helpless-the
women, children, and animals of
Vrndavana-had no alternative but to
take refuge of K~Q.a. They all came to
Kr~Q.a for relief. They cried, "0 Kr~Q.a!
Now what are we to do? You influenced
us to stop the sacrifice meant for Indra,
and now Indra, being vindictive, has be
gun to afflict us in this very heavy way.
How can we live? Please save us!" They
all came to Kr~Q.a for protection. Seeing
this" Kr~Q.a had much pity for them. Be
ing merciful upon them, He smiled a lit
tle, thinking, "They have all come to Me
for relief."
At that time, with only one hand
Kr~Q.a lifted up the Govardhana moun
tain. For Him, it was a very easy thing;
with only one hand, He uprooted the hill
and lifted it up as a child lifts a toy ball.
And holding up that great mountain,
Kr~I).a gave protection to all those who
were living in Gokula. The men,
women, and children of Vrndavana
brought the cows and all their worldly
goods and took shelter beneath Govar
dhana Hill.
The whole cowherd society was given
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shelter under that hill . In this way, by
lifting Govardhana Hill, Kr!?l)a gave pro
tection to the residents of Vtndavana,
and crushed the pride of the lord of
heaven, Indra himself.
And so Nanda Maharaja prays in this
verse, "May that lord of the cows be
satisfied by us. Who is Indra when com
pared to Kr!?l)a? Kr~l)a is the master of
Indra. And yet He has appeared as the
master of cows; the Supreme Absolute
Truth has accepted a simple position as
the keeper of cows. Superficially, He is a
mere cowherd boy. But let that cowherd
boy, who holds within Him the power of
controlling the whole universe, be
satisfied with us. We want to worship
that Lord who has taken the humble
position of the king of the cows."
From this verse of Srimad-Bhiigavatam,
we can understand the position of the
Lord's pastime at Govardhana. It is also
described here that when the Vrajavasis

worshipped Him and engaged in sac
rifice for His satisfaction, they saw Gov
ardhana Hill as the Supreme Person, ex
tending His hands, accepting the things
offered to Him, and feeding Himself.
At that time, Kr!?l)a pointed out, "You
see! You thought that Govardhana Hill
was only a heap of stone. No-it is liv
ing, it is the Supreme Personality of
Godhead." At that time, Kt~I)a revealed
Himself as Govardhana Hill and showed
how it is also His extended self. Accord
ing to authorities in our line,
Radha-kul)<;la is the extended self of
Srimati Radharal)i and Govardhana is
the extended self of Kr~l)a. And so we
worship a stone from Govardhana Hill, a
part of Giridhari, as :Kr~l)a Himself. We
may understand from this that a part of
the infinite is infinite. And yet so feeble
is our ordinary vision that although
Govardhana-sila is a part of the infinite,
and therefore also infinite, to our mate
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rial vision it is only a piece of stone.
This pastime shows that a thing may
appear to be ordinary stone, but its pos
sibility is infinite. In the general sense,
Einstein's theory of relativity has an
nounced that anything we see is that
thing plus something more. In his own
scientific way he explains that the reality
of a thing indudes its possibilities, its
prospect-reality is not at a standstill.
Reality is not limited to what is seen or
conceived by our senses. Our vision or
estimation of anything may be limited,
but unknown to us, its prospect may be
unlimited. Everything has infinite possi
bility. We do not even know what infi
nite possibility a particle of sand may
have. We do not know what sort of pos
sibility may exist within a leaf of a plant.
It may appear ordinary, but it may con
tain invaluable medicinal properties.
GOD THE BEAUTIFUL
A part of the infinite is also infinite.
The Govardhana-sila represents ~r:ta
as the master and keeper of cows. Within
Govardhana is that mild and soft con
ception of God the Beautiful. We beg for
His mercy, His affection, and His gra
cious glance upon us.
That may save us from the negative
influence of this material environment.
When we try to put a stop to our material
form of life and take our course towards
Godhead, I<r~r:ta consciousness,
neglecting the imperative duties that are
upon us, so many difficulties may come
to trouble us, to trap us in our journey
towards the ultimate truth. But if we
stick to the order of Kr!?r:ta, He will pro
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confirms this in Bhagavad

gita:
sarva-dharman parityajya
miim ekam Silratlam vraja
aham tvam sarva-papebhyo
mok~yi~yami ma suca~
He says, "Abandon all other concep
tions of duty and just surrender unto
Me. Have no fear. I shall protect you and
free you from all sinful reactions that
might arise from neglecting your ordi
nary duties."
Different material tendencies and
mental impulses may attack us--even
Indra himself, the king of heaven and
the controller of all ordinary activities,
may attack uS'-but if we are attentive
towards our goal, if we are careful to
read the order of I<r!?r:ta, He will protect
us in the shade of His lotus feet. He will
give us shelter under the shade of Gov
ardhana Hill, where no Indra will be able
to touch our heads. And with full faith
that I<r!?r:ta will give us protection, we
should try to take shelter under Govar
dhana Hill and pray: "0 I<r!?r:ta, give me
protection from all the difficulties that
may come to attack me because of my
leaving behind my ordinary
obligations. "
Although many anomalies may try to
catch us, I<r!?r:ta will protect us. And in
His representation as Govardhana Hill,
that wonderful master of the cows will
sa ve us from all sorts of difficulties. How
is this possible? God works wonders.
His ways are unknown and
inconceivable.
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rishna
is infinite; He is the
wonderful wonder of
wonders. As much as
we search Him out,
we will find no end to
His wonders.
Even Lord Brahma,
the creator of this
universe and the
original guru of our
sampradaya, was
astonished by the
wonders of Krishna.

offer my prayers unto You,
a praiseworthy Lord who
are the child of the cowherd
Nanda. Your complexion is the
dark-blue color of a thundercloud and
You are clad in silk garments that shine
like lightning. Your charming face is
adorned with gunja mala ornaments,
and Your hair is decorated with a
peacock feather. You look beautiful
wearing a garland of forest flowers,
and that beauty is enhanced by the
morsel of food in Your left hand. You
carry a buffalo horn and a stick for
herding cows tucked beneath Your left
arm. You hold a flute and other
emblems, and Your feet are as soft as
a lotus.
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The Supreme Personality of Godhead,
Sri Krsna, the ultimate cause of all
harmony, is so wonderful that simply by
approaching Him, we will be charmed
by His ways. He is known as Urukrama,
for His strides are wonderful, unthink
abie, unknown, and unknowable. There
is no end to His wonders. Ascaryavat pa

Syati kascid enam iiScaryavad vadati tathaiva
ciinya/:z: At every step towards Him, one
feels wonder. We find no end to that
feeling. Kr~:t:la is infinite; He is the
wonderful wonder of wonders. As much
as we search Him out, we will find no
end to His wonders.
Even Lord Brahma, the creator of this
universe and the original guru of our
sampradiiya, was astonished by the
wonders of Kr~:t:la. Once when ~~
was living in Dwaraka, He heard that
Lord Brahma, the creator of the uni
verse, had come to see Him. ~:t:la asked
His messenger, "Which Brahma?"
When the messenger put this question to
Brahma, Brahma thought, "Are there
other Brahmas also? How is it possible?"
He told the messenger, "You just inform
Kr~:t:la that I am the father of the four
Kumaras: the four-headed Brahma."
The messenger went to ~~ with the
news.
"Yes, show him in," Kr~:t:la said,
knowing Brahma's temperament.
Brahma went in, but he was astounded
to see that so many Brahmas had
gathered there from all of the universes
in the creation. There were hundred
headed, thousand-headed, million
headed Brahmas-all present there.
Because the whole creation is based on
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~:t:la's hypnotism, the four-headed
Brahma could see Kr~:t:la and all those
other Brahmas, but the other Brahmas
could not see each other. Each one of
them saw only Kr~:t:la. Each one of them
thought, "K~:t:la has come in my uni
verse and called for me out of some
necessity." But the Brahma of this uni
verse could see everything because he
had inquired, '''Which Brahma?' What is
the meaning of 'Which Brahma?' Are
there any other Brahmas? I wonder.... "
In this way, Lord Brahma, the creator of
the universe, was baffled by the wonder
ful ways of ~:t:la.
Previously, in Vrndavana, Brahma
had also had some doubt about the posi
tion of the Lord. He thought, ''Who is
this cowherd boy? His ways are very
questionable. He moves in such a way
that it appears that He does not care for
anyone. He is within my brahmiinda, my
universe, but He does not care to know
me. What is this attitude? Who is He? He
is not Naraya:t:la. Only Naraya:t:la is above
me. And I am a little accustomed to His
ways and manners. But this boy is not
Naraya:t:la. That anything can exist above
Naraya:t:la is impossible. Then who is
He?"
To test Kr~:t:la, Brahma took away the
cowherd boys and calves accompanying
Him and hid them in a cave. After a year
he returned to see how life was continu
ing in Vrndavana, to see how ~:t:la was
doing without His calves and cowherd
boys. And he found that everything was
as before. The Lord, surrounded by His
cowherd boyfriends, was carrying His
flute under His armpit and a morsel of
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food in His hand. He found everything
going on as it had been.
Then Brahma began to think, "What is
this? Have the calves and cowherd boys
come back without my notice?" He again
checked the cave where he had hid them
and found that they were all there. Then
he thought, "How is this possible? I stole
the calves and cowherd boys and hid
them here and now that I have returned,
I find they are all stiU here just as
before."
Finally, perplexed, he fell at ~Q.a's
lotus feet, praying, "My Lord, I could
not recognize You. You have come to

play such a plain and ordinary part, that
of a cowherd boy. How can anyone be
lieve that You hold an even greater posi
tion than that of NarayaQ.a? Please
forgive whatever I have done."
In many places in Srimad-Bhiigavatam,
we find Lord Brahma. the creator of the
universe, being tested by ~Q.a. And
still, Brahma is our gurudeva. He is the
original guru of our line. That he could
become bewildered is so perplexing and
difficult to understand that Madhva
carya eliminated that section from the
Srimad-Bhiigavatam. He couId not accept
those two chapters of Srimad-Bhiigavatam
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where Brahma was under illusion,
where he had some misunderstanding
about Kr~l).a. But Sri Caitanya
Mahaprabhu accepted everything in
toto.

This is a very peculiar thing. How can
the original guru of our sampradiiya be
come bewildered about Kr~l).a? It is
acintya, inconceivable. Still, everything
is intelligible through the philosophy of
acintya-bhediibheda-tattva, "inconceivable
oneness and difference." How can we
accommodate that our original guru be
comes perplexed, not only once, but
twice? That is lilii, a divine pastime. An
example of acintya-bhediibheda-tattva is
found in the way Kr~l).a deals with His
devotees. ~I).a Himself is independent
of everything. Still, sometimes He
shows Himself to be completely subordi
nate to His servants and must do what
ever they want Him to. Then again,
sometimes He completely ignores them.
These are the spontaneous pastimes of
the Sweet Absolute. Sometimes He
shows absolute submission to Srimati
Radharal)i, and again, sometimes He ig
nores Her. This is the very nature of
Kr~Qa's lila.
CROOKED PASTIMES
Riipa Goswami has supplied a verse
from his UjjvaIa-nfIamalJi as the basis of
the proper understanding of k~lJa-lfLa.
When we think about the pastimes of the
absolute, we, the finite, will have to wear
this armor: aher iva gati~ premlJQ~
svabhiiva-ku/iLa bhavet. We must under
stand that Kr~Qa's pastimes are naturally
crooked, just like the movement of a
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snake. A snake cannot move in a straight
line; he moves in a zig-zag way. The
waves that flow from the absolute move
in the same way. That characteristic of
kr~lJa-lfLa is always maintained above ev
erything else. Kr~Qa can never be ruled
by any law. With this initial considera
tion we should approach any study of
the absolute. We must always keep in
mind that He is absolute, and we are
infinitesimal. He is adhok~ja, trans
cendental, beyond the world of our
experience.
Once I asked our Prabhupada, "Why
is there a difference between Sanatana
and Riipa in their conception of the final
part of k~lJa-lflii? Sanatana closed his
summary of Kr~Qa's pastimes in his
Kr~lJa-lilii-stava-in Mathura, and Riipa
took it another step towards Dvaraka in
his Lalita-miidhava. He wrote two plays
dealing with kr~lJa-lflii: one about
Dvaraka and one about Vrndavana.
Vidagdha-miidhava takes place in Vrn
davana; Lalita-miidhava takes place in
Dvaraka. But Sanatana Goswami liked
to complete Kr~Qa's pastimes in
Mathura.
According to Sanatana Goswami, af
ter a long separation .b etween Kr~Qa and
His family and friends, like a wheel the
pastime moves from Mathura again to
Vrndavana. After Kr~Qa has gone to
Mathura, the residents of Vrndavana,
overwhelmed by separation, begin to
think, "Kr~Qa has been gone for such a
long time. Nanda and Yasoda have lost
their child!" The separation intensifies
and develops further until they begin
to think, "Oh, Nanda and Yasoda
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have no child!" Then they think, "They
must have a child," and begin to pray for
the appearance of Kr!?I).a. Then Kr!?I).a ap
pears as the son of Nanda and Yasooa.
The cycle is complete and everyone is
happy thinking, "Oh yes, Yasoda has
got a child." In this way Kr!?I).a's
pastimes again begin developing in Vrn
davana and move to Mathura, where He
kills Kamsa.
In his Kr~1Ja-lila-stava, his summary of
kr~1Ja-1iIa, Sanatana Goswami did not
take Kr!?I).a into Dvaraka from Mathura
MaI).9ala. But Rupa Goswami, in his
play Lalita-madhava, showed the paral
lels between kr~1Ja-lila in Vrndavana and
k!?1Ja-lila in Dwaraka. And so, in his
Lalita-madhava, Rupa Goswami draws a
parallel between Lalita as Jambavati,
RadharaI).i as Satyabhama, and
Candravali as RukmiI).l. In this way, he
shows the transfonnation between Vrn
davana and Dvaraka.

qualification here in this world, but in
relation to the transcendental truth of
the highest order, the tendency to want
to know everything is a disqualification.
We want to know the value of every
thing. We want to have the key to every
thing in our possession. But this is really
a bar to progress. If we assert ourselves
in this way, we rather lose what confi
dence we might have in divinity, and
there will be some delay in extending the
key to us . If a servant, upon getting em
ployment in the master's house, is very
eager to be entrustedwith the house
keys, then the master will suspect him.
So to want to know' everything is a type
of disease, it is an enemy to our progress.
This is, of course, difficult to accept.
But still, it is true. Surrender is every
thing. What cultivation of knowledge do
we find in the gopis-the most exalted
devotees of Kr!?I).a? What was their ac
quaintance with scripture? Nothing.
What we understand to be "standard
BEYOND EXPERIENCE
. purity," what we,think to be
I asked Srila Bhaktisiddhanta
knowledge-all these things are disqual
Saraswati Prabhupada about this differ ifications in giving pleasure to the abso
ence between Rupa and Sanatana. He
lute. An example of how our miscon
ceived
standards of "purity" and
simply said, "It is adhok$ilja, beyond our
"chaStity"
are a disqualification can be
understanding. So kr~1Ja-1i1a is "un
understandable" (acintya). Everything , seen in the following story.
is not bound to come within our fist. The
A MYSTIC PHYSICIAN
Supreme Lord has"All Rights Re
served." This must be understood if we
at all want to 'b e in connection with that
plane of reality.
So Srimad-Bhagavatam says: piane
prayasam udapasya namanta eva: It is a de
fect to want to understand everything
about divinity. Knowledge may be a

In order to prove the supreme position
of Srimati RadharaI).l, one day, Kr!?I).a ap
peared to suddenly fall ill. As He lay
sick, He came in another fonn, disguised
as a physician, and said:
"0 YaSoda, I have heard that your boy
has caught some disease. Is it true?
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in the pot, but she dared not venture to
"Yes, yes, who are you?"
try it, seeing the attempt of her mother.
"I am a physician-a mystic physi
Still, Yasoda was so earnest in her re
cian. I would like to see your son. What
quest that Kupla also could not avoid the
is His disease?"
task. Yasoda couldn't tolerate for a sec
"He fainted; perhaps He has a
ond that her son was in such a condition.
headache."
And so her request was so intense that
Then K~l),a in the dress of the physi
Kupla had to go. But she could not fetch
cian told Mother YaSoda, 'This is a very
serious disease. I wanttocure Him. ButI water either, because there were so
many holes in the waterpot that the wa
can only do so if I can have some water
brought in a porous pot. Some water
ter just poured through.
They were astonished, thinking,
should be brought from the Yamuna in a
pot that has many holes in it. Only a
"What can we do? Among all the girls in
chaste lady can do this. A chaste girl
Vraja, not a single chaste girl is to be
must bring some water in a porous pot.
found? What a horrible thing!" So
With the help of that I shall give some
Kr!?l),a, in the garb of a phYSician, sing,led
medicine to this boy, and He will come to out Radharal),i, saying: "I think that She
is a chaste lady. Request Her to fetch the
consciousness immediately."
water."
Then Yasoda madly began to search
And at the request of Yasoda, Radha
Vrndavana for a chaste lady. Jatila and
Kupla were Radharal),l's mother-in-law
ral).i could not avoid the task. She had to
go fetch water, but She was thinking of
and sister-in-law. Because they natur
ally preached that there was doubt or
Kr!?l),a: "If You come to My relief, then
suspicion about the chastity of the other only it may be possible; otherwise it is
impossible," She prayed. Radharal),l
girls among the gop's, they themselves
were generally considered to be chaste.
dipped the porous pot in the water as
Kr!?l),a touched the pot from within the
So Yasoda appealed to one of them,
lapla, first. "Take this porous pot and
water. And Radharal),i with great suspi
fetch some water from the Yamuna."
cion took the pot from the water and in
"How is it possible? To fetch water in a great wonder She said, "The water is .
porous pot is impossible ."
there!" She had taken some of Her
"No. The physician says that if one is
maids, the sakhls, Her chief friends, with
Her, and they were all astounded to find
really a chaste lady, then she can fetch
that She drew the water from the
water in a ,p orous pot."
lapla could not avoid the mad request Yamuna. The holes were there but still
of Yasoda. Her request was so intense
the water remained within the pot. So
that she had to go. But she could not
She brought the water to Yasoda and
fetch water from the Yamuna because
everyone was astounded. And that wa
there were so many holes in the pot.
ter with some fictitious medicine was gi
Then Ku~ was requested to fetch water ven to the boy Kr!?l),a, and Kr!?l),a arose
~--------------------------~145~1--------------------------~
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from His "unconscious" state.
This was a tactic by Kn;r:ta to show the
position of Radharar:ti, to show what
chastity is. What is chastity? Ordinary
"chastity" is not real chastity. Real pur
ity, real chastity, is far above all relative
considerations of chastity. And that is
inconceivable, beyond our knowledge
and reason, just as how a porous pot can
contain water. It is a miracle.
But God works wonders. His ways are
filled with miracles. W~ should be pre
pared for that. We should be prepared
that all the knowledge of this world, all
our experience, will prove to be wrong.
So it is said, jnane prayiisam udapasya
namanta eva: Be dear of your past experi
ences, what you have drawn from the
world of the senses, empiric knowledge
(pratyak~-jiiiina) . Your tendency will al
ways be to try to push your way into the
transcendental world on the strength of
mundane knowledge. But this verse is
saying, "You fallen people, your capital
is the experience of this world, of the
senses. But it won't do, it won't have any
value in that higher plane. What is found
there is a new thing, so approach that
world with an open mind; understand
that everything is possible with the infi
nite. All your expectations, your past ex
perience, has no value. Why don't you
give up trying to dodge this point?"
The transcendental world is some
thing quite new to us. It is very difficult
to get out of this superstition of so-called
"truth" here. But still it is necessary that
we accept that anything and everything
is possible with God. He is the master of
impossibilities. Possibility and impossi
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bility are found only in our dictionary,
yet even Napoleon wanted to remove
the word "impossible." He said, "'Im
possible' is a word in a fool's dictionary."
How are we to understand that the
original guru of our sampradiiya becomes
bewildered? It is "impossible." We must
suspend our "knowledge" (jiiiine
prayiisam udapiisya namanta eva) . We may
take it that Kr!?r:ta is playing hide and
seek, perhaps, with Brahma, our
gurudeva. It is like a game of hide and
seek. Sometimes Kr!?r:ta is defeating
others and sometimes He is defeated.
KRISHNA & BALARAM
When Kr!?r:ta and Balarama are playing
with Their friends in the jungle, They
generally play in two groups. Kr!?r:ta is in
one group and Balarama is in another.
Kr~r:ta is considered to be less strong
than Balarama. Balarama was the
strongest person there, and the next
strongest was Sridama, so Sridama used
to play on the side of Kr~r:ta.
Whenever Balarama was defeated, He
would become enraged. Kr!?r:ta would
diplomatically help His own team, and
when Balarama saw that His own team
was disloyal due to Kr!?r:ta's tricks, He
would tum to His younger brother
Kp?r:ta and say, "I shall punish You!" But
Kr~r:ta would say, "No, You cannot
punish Me; Mother Yasoda has en
trusted Me in Your care. You can't mis
treat Me."
One day, Balarama slapped Kr!?r:ta, but
Kr~r:ta went to Mother YaSoda and told
on Him. Balarama was very disturbed
and said, "I slap You once, and You
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complain to Your mother that I do not
love You? Kr!?I)a, how could You do
this?" At last Kr!?I)a was perplexed and
accepted His defeat.
So kr:;rza-lila moves in a crooked way
(aheriva gatib premna...). This fundamen
tal point, the foundation of our under
standing about k~rza-lilii, has been given
by Riipa Goswami in this verse. He says,
"Don't be eager to find reason every
where in the pastimes of divinity. They
are naturally crooked. In kr:;rza-lilii we
shall find that although no party is defec
tive, still, one will find fault with another
and begin a quarrel. No defect can be
found there. But still, for the necessity of
lila, false defects are found, and some
quarrel begins. This is the meaning of

lila, pastimes: what we find here by
necessity flows there automatically.
We can't try to apply our reason or our
standard of measurement to the move
ments of the infinite. And whatever gain
we have made by connecting with that
flow of lilii will be lost in our attempts to
measure it; that will be the only conse
quence of our analysis. So we should try
to have a taste of lila with a submissive
attitude. Sometimes reason, logic, and
analysis are neCessary, but only to
preach to the people in general who have
a lower understanding. Only for the
purpose of preaching to people addicted
to reason do we have to take the help of
reasori. But when devotion becomes
automatic, anuraga, then both reason
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and scripture are left in the subterranean
position . There is no place for scriptural
arguments there. To a certain extent,
reason is necessary for our development
up to vaidhi-bhakti, the elementary stages
of devotion . But above that, it has no
use.
Anuriiga-bhajana is automatic; that is
the nature of lflii: aher iva gati~ premna.
Everything there moves by His sweet
will. Sweet will means that it is not a
fixed program. It moves in such a way
that we can't say, "It will pass by this
road ."
.
When the Maharaja of Mysore used to
drive into town, he would not speak to
his driver, giving him directions which
way to go, because if any fixed prog...m
were arranged, then his life might be in
danger. So whenever he would come to
a crossing in the road, h@ would touch
his stick to a particular shoulder of the
driver. If at the crossing, the Maharaja
wanted to go to the right, he would
touch the driver on his right shoulder. In
this way, he would never disclose which
way he would go, but only at the last
moment he would beckon the driver to
take a particular course.
So Kr~r:ta' s divine movements are kept
in reserve by His sweet will: "All Rights
Reserved." We want to search for some
law above His sweet will, but this is in
consistent. It is self-contradictory. On
the one side we say that Kr~r:ta moves by
His own sweet will, but on another side
we try to find some law governing His
movement. This is a contradiction. Lilti
moves by sweet will . When we say it is
lila, then we can't give any shape to that.
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We can say that it was shown in a
particular place in a particular way. But
we cannot be sure whether today the
same course will be taken.
This is why we find differences in the
explanations given about different liltis
in different ages. Jiva Goswami has ex
plained that the reason for different de
scriptions ot the pastimes of the Lord in
the Puriirzas is because at one time that lIlii
was played in one way, and another time
it was played in another way. So we find
differences even in the explanations of
the same pastime.
Scholars may challenge: "Why is it
tbat somewhere in Padma Puriirza the lIlii
is mentioned in this way, but the
Bhiigavata Puriina reveals the description
in another way? Why does Harivamsa
differ from Mahiibharata?" We say that
in different kaJpas, or ages, the pastimes
are enacted in different ways. In infinite
ways a particular lilti of the Lord may be
represented within this world, because
He is infinite, independent, and abso
lute. So leaving aside all doubts and
suspicions, we shall be most generous in
approaching the absolute, free from all
inhibitions. We shall approach Him with
that spirit, and try more and more to
leave aside our past prejudices and pre
cedents, the records of our past
experience.
IS GOD DEAD?
We shall approach Him remembering
that He is still living. It is not a,stereo
typed thing. We should not expect
only what was done once betore. If we
expect the same thing it will only reas
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sure us by its repetition that He is not a
living thing; that Divinity is under
historical law . Should we think that in
the past He showed Himself in a particu
lar way, so He is compelled to show
Himself in that way always? Is He not
living today? Can He not show anything
new?
At every moment, every second, He
can show everything in quite a new way.
So our heart should open wide when we
approach the highest authority of the ab
solute plane of play. That means surren
der must be increased to no limit. Sur
render is limitless, and His play or lila is
also limitless. With that sort of deep vi
sion, we shall try to read His lila. So
although Brahma and the other gods and
gurus and the givers of many Siistras may
have given some deSCription of His
pastimes, we shall have to realize that
Kn;t:\a's pastimes are not bound by their
descriptions. Kn;t:\a is not confined
within a cage.
So for this reason, Sri Caitanya
Mahaprabhu did not hesitate to give a
description of the bewilderment of
Brahma (brahma-vimohana-lilQ). Brahma
was bewildered in kr$1Ja-lilQ in Vrn
davana, and again when Brahma went to
have an interview with Kn;t:\a in
Dwaraka, we find the same condition.
The boundary of the sweet will of the
infinite is such that anything can be ac
commodated there, and even Lord
Brahma, the creator of the universe, can
be perplexed by Kn;t:\a.
All these pastimes are like so many
lighthouses showing us which way to
go. Brahma is our guru, but he was be
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wilde red by Kr~t:\a. And Vedavyasa, the
universal guru, was also chastised by
Narada. Narada was put to the test many
times. All these examples are showing
us the way, they are pointing out the di
rection. It is said, srutibhir vimrgyiim: The
authentic books about the revealed truth
are only showing the way. They say:
"Go in this direction. Where? We do not
exactly know, but you may go in this
direction." They are only showing"the
direction. All the srutis, the guidance gi
ven by the scholars of revealed truth,
give some direction: "Go this way, in
this direction, and perhaps you may find
it. "
Kr~t:\a says: Vedais ca sarvair aham eva
vedyo: "All the Vedas are intended to re
veal Me, the infinite." They mean to
show how the infinite is moving. If I
analyze one atom within my fist, I can
analyze it again and again and reanalyze
it to no end. It is already within my fist,
and yet it is infinite. So it has been said
that we may get the maximum benefit by
surrendering. Kn;~ says, "Give up all
your prejudices and the limitations
drawn from the limited world and be
open. Then it will be easy for the infinite
to cast different shades of light on your
soul and your knowing faculty. And
then it will be easy for you also to cleanse
your plane of understanding, cleanse
your glass, the mirror of your heart."
In connection with the infinite you will
find that everywhere there is center, no
where circumference. But to realize this,
you must try to live in eternity, in Vai
kut:\~a. KU1J!ha means "measurement."
Vaikut:\~a means fIno crookedness, no
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limit, no measure." That is VaikuDtha.
When Kr~?Da opened His mouth, Ya
soda was astonished to find the entire
universal creation. Yasoda was non
plussed. "What do I see? The whole uni
verse? The infinite in the finite?" At that
moment she almost fainted, but then her
cat cried aloud. And Kr!?Da, as if He was
very much afraid of the sound of the cat,
caught hold of His mother out of fear.
Then at once, Yasoda's apprehension
disappeared. She thought, "Oh,
no... He is my son! There is no represen
tation of the infinite within Him; He is
my son." And she embraced Him.
When Brahma took away the cowherd
boys and calves, he thought that he had
created some want in the lila, but he
came to find it flowing just as it had
been. Not even the least part of it had
been disturbed. Kr~Da had expanded
Himself to become the calves and the
cowherd boys. When ~Da Himself
took the form of all the calves and cow
herd boys, then the mothers felt an
infinite type of affection, so much so that
they could not understand, but were
rather entranced, thinking, "How
beautiful these boys are!" And the cows
were also mad to show their affection to
those calves. Then, Brahma thought,
"Have those cowherd boys and calves
that I have stolen come here stealthily to
join Him?" Again he went to see where
he had hidden them. He saw, "No, the
b~ys and calves are where I kept them in
the caves of the mountain. They are
there!" Again he returned to where
Kr!?Da was and saw everything continu
ing as it had been. At that time Brahma
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surrendered and was reassured. He
spoke the following prayer:

naumidya te 'bhravapU$t tQ{lidambaraya
gunjiivatamsa-paripicchala-sanmukhaya
vanyasraje kavalavetravi~tul-ver:ru
lak$maSriye mrdupade pasupa~gajaya
-Srimad-Bhiigavatam 10.14.1
"1 offer my prayers unto You, 0
praiseworthy Lord who are the child of
the cowherd Nanda. Your complexion is
the dark blue color of a thundercloud
and You are clad in silk garments that
shine like ligh tning. Your charming face
is adorned with gunja-mala ornaments,
and Your hair is decorated with a
peacock feather. You look beautiful
wearing a garland of forest flowers, and
that ;b eauty is enhanced by the morsel of
food in Your left hand. You carry a buf
falo horn and a stick for herding cows
tucked beneath Your left arm. You hold a
flute and other emblems, and Your feet
are as soft as a lotus."
That is tke general meaning of this
verse. The internal meaning of this
verse, however, is this: "0 venerable
one, we submit our prayers to You. Who
are You? You are unseeable, unfeelable,
unknown, and unknowable. Your com
plexion is the color of a black cloud, and
therefore You are very difficult to see,
but You can be seen because of Your
yellow garb." Yellow is RadharaDi's
color. So only by the help of Kr!?Da'S
potency can it be ascertained who He is.
Ta{iit means lightning. By the help of
lightning we can see a black cloud at
night. So although Kr~Da is unknown
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and unknowable, His potency can reveal
Him to us. Brahma says, "You are the
venerable entity I have come to know.
Now I bow down to You. Your body is
like that of a black cloud, and that is
some mystic representation. Black gen
erally cannot be detected. But Your dress
of yellow color helps us to know what
You are. It is carrying some similarity to
the yellow dress of Naraya~a. Your black
body and yellow dress hints towards the
personification of Naraya~a. You are un
known and unknowable Yourself. But
'Your yellow dress---Your potency
makes You known to us.
..And You come down to our level as if
You were one in our position. You are

dressed as a cowherd boy, playing in the
jungle with a lump of foodstuffs in Your
hand. That deceives us in ascertaining
who You are. And You adore ordinary
things. Even the garland that You wear
is collected from ordinary jungle flow
ers. Your taste appears to be for lower
things.
"And all these signs are misleading
us. You take a morsel of food in Your
hand and run after cows. That is a sign of
being low-class. The higher-caste people
like briihma1Jas and k$Qtriyas cannot move
like this or behave in such a way with
their food. The instrument you carry-a
bamboo flute-is also unsophisticated .
And Your stride is short. All this is mis
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leading us to have a lower conception of
You. You are hiding Yourself, so how
can we understand You? What fault is
there on our part, then, for not recogniz
ing Your supremacy? It is difficult to ac
cept that You, Kr~l)a, are the master of
everything.
"You have so many plain ornaments.
We don't find anything that is gorgeous
or filled with splendor here in Vrn
davana. We are accustomed to find those
things in Vaikul)tha. But this is new.
You have come here to show Your play
ful pastimes. Here in Vrndavana we
have come across a new conception.
And it is wonderful, plain, and chann
ing. Plain, yet most attractive.
"With simple ordinary things You
have decorated Yourself, but You are so
extraordinarily charming. It is impossi
ble to understand and to describe. Gen
erally in this world, the ,position of cow
herd boys is of no real significance.
They represent the lower section ot soa
ety. But here in Vrndavana, such a posi
tion is so wonderful and channing that
we find You all-attractive-hypnotizing
us.
"And Your movement is very slow but
sure. Your movement is such that You
don't care for anything else in this world.
Though You are in a lower position,
Your posture is such that apparently You
don't care for anything in this world. In
You we find the highest conception
garbed in a very plain way-but a very
wonderful way. In connection with You,
things of ordinary value become chann
ing. Although I am the Creator and have
created everything, I fail to understand
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this sort of creation. I am proud that I
have created so many things in the
world, but I am overwhelmed to see the
bea'uty of the environment here in Vrn
davana. Here Your movement is slow,
but sure and beauti·ful. You may be the
son of that human being who keeps the
cows; this is not a very high status in
society or in the scriptures, but it is the
nature of Your personality that whatever
You do, You make it hold the highest
position. What is this! Whoever You may
be, my vanity is defeated. I take refuge at
Your holy feet-I surrender. Please help
me to understand what You really are."
In this way, Brahma surrendered.
And so, Kr~l)a is beyond the under
standing even of the creator of the uni
verse. He is infinite. And He is infinite
not only in the consideration of space,
but also in the consideration of time-He
is infinite in every sort of consideration.
Infinite. His infinite potency is rep
resented in consciousness, in existence,
and then in dealings of love.
ABSOLUTE SWEETNESS
The scriptures give us three concep
tions of the infinite: Brahman, Param
atma, and Bhagavan. The Brahman con
ception is the all-comprehensive infi
nite. Whatever we can conceive is within
it. Paramatma is the smallest of the
small: a~or a~iyan. Whatever you can
conceive of that is small, it is smaller than
that. And the Bhagavan, or personal
conception of Godhead, is of two types:
one is as the master of infinite majesty
and pcwer, and the other is of absolute
sweetness .
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Jjva Goswami has given the essential
meaning of Bhagavan in his Bhakti-San
darbha. He says, bhagaviin bhajaniya-sar
va-sad-gu1)avisi~!ha. By Bhagavan, he de
scribes this aspect of infinite: bhajaniya,
worshipable. When we come in touch
with Him, then we want to surrender
ourselves for His satisfaction-that type
of infinite. There are various types of
infinite. The highest conception of the
infinite is bhajaniya gu1)a visi?!ha: He is so
beautiful and attractive that He is attract
ing all to surrender to Him. No other
conception of the infinite, neither infi
nite space, nor time, nor anything else
can approach this highest conception of
the infinite: the all-attractive infinite. All
the other aspects of the infinite-infinite
time, infinite space, infinite power=-are
external. But infinite love which attracts
love and self-surrender is the highest
type of infinite. And that is ~~r:ta.
Attraction is the most fundamental
element everywhere. All else can be
eliminated and forgotten if we come in
touch with attraction and love. Every
thing can be ignored if we are in connec
tion with love. The fulfillment of our ex
istence, of all existence, of everything, is
in love. Love is the principle in the center
which is the only fulfillment of all exis
tence. The very gist of existence is there;
it can't be ignored or challenged by any
other fonns or aspects of our substantial
existence. It is unchallengeable and
absolute.
Whatever we may experience, the
most central need for fulfillment re
mains: love. The absolute king of every
thing is love. Nothing can stand in com-
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parison with it. Coming in clash with the
principle of love, all will have to accept
defeat. Mahaprabhu pointed out that
this is the most substantial thing in this
world.
J Madhvacarya, in his conception of
how one should see the iiciirya, the
spiritual master, could not hannonize
Brahma's bewildennent. After all, he is
the sampradiiya guru, the foremost guru
of the tradition, the Brahmii-Madhva
sampradiiya So Madhvacarya omitted
these two chapters on the illusion of
Brahma from Srimad-Bhiigavatam. But
Mahaprabhu did not. He accepted
5ridhara Swami's edition, which is in
accordance with the suddhiidvaita
philosophy of Vi~r:tuswami. The Vi~r:tu
swami sampradtiya are followers of riiga
marga, spontaneous devotion. 5ridhara
Swami included those two chapters with
his commentary, and Mahaprabhu ac
cepted that, and it is corroborated in
Caitanya-caritiimrta. Madhvacarya could
not accommodate the idea that guru may
be seduced. He could not tolerate that
guru may not know everything, may not
be omniscient, but Mahaprabhu could.
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ove's
power is unthinkable.
Although it is impos
sible, the infinite is
defeated by the finite.
What is that unthink
able position? It can
only be attained
through love.
And how adorable
and precious and
valuable that love is!
To aquire a drop of
that divine love, no
sacrifice is sufficient.
So we are encouraged
to die to live."
/I

()¥.1)
are worshippers not of
the fatherhood of
Godhead, but of the
sonhood of Godhead.
We don't worship
Him as the creator or
as the controller, out
on the circumference,
but in the conception
of sonhood, He is in
the center. He is not
on the circumference,
but in the center. That
is the conception of
Srimad-Bhagavatam:
sonhood, and then
consorthood a more
heavenly expression,
is found there. He is
in the center and His
extentions emanate
from Him. So in our
conception of the ab
solute. His father is
controlling Him, His
mother is abusing
Him, and He is seen
to fall at the feet of His
beloved.
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This can be understood by considering
that we are worshipers not of the father
hood of Godhead, but of the sonhood of
Godhead. We don't worship Him as the
creator or as the controller, out on the
circumference, but in the conception of
sonhood, He is in the center. He is not on'
the circumference, but in the center. It is·
not that from one side He is furnishing
everything, creating everything in the
background. No; He is in the center.
That is the conception of ~rimod
Bhagavatam: sonhood, and then consort
hood, a more heavenly expression, is
found there. He is there in the center,
and His extensions emanate from Him.
So in our conception of the absolute, His
father is controlling Him, His mother is
abusing Him and punishing Him, and
He is also seen to fall at the feet of His
beloved. What to speak of guru, even
Godhead Himself may appear to become
bewildered about His absolute position.
And why? Love divine. Prema. So how
highly precious a thing divine love must
be. After liberation, beyond calculative
devotion, in the highest plane of the
whole creation, etemallove reigns
supreme. And that divine love emanates
from Him just as rays of light emanate
from the sun.
So He is at the center and His exten
sion is on all sides. Baladeva on one hand
supplies the energy of existence, main
taining everything in the background,
and the ecstatic side is controlled by His
potency Srimati RadharcU:t1, who can
make the Absolute Independent a ball in
the play of Her hand.
It is inconceivable, it is incalculable,
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but this is the very nature of divinity.
The Lord says, aham bhakta-paradhino...
"Yes, I have freely accepted subjugation
to My devotees. I have no independence
of My own. The way My devotees treat
Me is so wonderful that it makes Me
subservient to them." Divine love is so
charming that it is considered to be the
ultimate goal of life, and Sri Caitanya
Mahaprabhu personally came along
with Nityananda Prabhu to broadcast
that news to the world.
OCEAN OF LOVE
We may have a taste of that divine life
only in that plane of nectar. That we may
live in the waves of that ocean of love is
the highest objective of our lives.
In that divine realm our individual
personalities can be maintained. It is not
necessary that if we dive deep into the
plane of consciousness, we must lose
our own personality, our own individu
ality. It is not necessary at all. And yet
the nature of divine love, is that you are
still living, but you are living on His be
half, wholesale converted into His
service. It is a wonderful thing: you can
keep your personality for the interest of
K~t:la. But you must have no selfish mo
tive, no conception of separate interest.
Merging there is not physical, mortal
merging, not merging of the losing vari
ety, but the kind of merging spoken of in

Srimad-Bhagavatam (11.29.34):
martyo yadQ tyakta-samasta-karma
niveditatma vicikj~ito me
tadamrtatvam pratipadyamano
mayiitmll-bhuyiiya ca kIllpate vai
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VICTORY OF DEVOTION
Once, Radharal).i left the rasa-liliiwhen
She saw that'all the gopis were being
dealt with almost equally by Kr~l).a.
Equal treatment towards one andall did
not satisfy Her. So She decided to dis
playa composition of singing and danc
ing to please Kr~l).a in a most wonderful
transcendental way. Radharal).i showed
And in Bhiigavad-gitii (18.55) Kr.?l).a says:
Her skill in various ways, and then at the
last moment, She suddenly disap
peared. And as Kr~l).a was engaged in
bhaktyii miim abhijiiniiti
that combined singing and dancing, He
yiiviin yas ciismi tattvatab
suddenly found that Radharal).i was ab
tato miirl! tattvato jiiiitvii
sent. So He left everyone to search for
viSate tad-anantaram
Radharal).i. He met Her on the way, and
"Only through love and devotion can I
after walking for some time, Radharal).i
be understood as I am. Thereafter, fully
told Him, "I can't move, I can't walk
anymore. If You would like to go on, You
understanding Me, you can merge into
will have to carry Me. I cannot go
My entourage."
This "merging" is explained by Kr~l).a:
further." And suddenly, Kr~l).a
"They enter into Me to become a person
disappeared.
A disciple of Srila Bhaktisiddhanta
in My family. Among the circles of My
Saraswati Thakura once asked him why
friends, he enters: viSate tad anantaram.
He becomes as if My own. That means
Kr~l).a had disappeared in such a way.
that without losing your personality you But our guru mahiiriija was very disturbed
to hear such a question. In this lilii, Kr~l).a
can be fully My own." To enter into the
is apparently showing some disregard
Lord's family is a living merging, not a
for Radharal).i. So our guru mahiiraja, by
physical or dead merging into Brahman,
his very nature, could not even tolerate
spirit. That is the result of prema, divine
such a question. He had so much partial
love.
That ideal is above the general concep ity towards Radharal).i that he was not
disposed to hear anything against Her.
tion of merging into the oneness of
Brahman, where one loses oneself in the And so, in a rather,'excited mood he an
ocean of consciousness as if in a sound
swered, "Do you find any devotion here?
What bhakti do you find here that you
sleep. We are not interested in that.
have asked me this question?" Theques
Rather, through Kr~l).a consciousness,
tion was rejected. He could not tolerate
we become lost swimming in the ocean
even
an inquiry regarding that pastime.
of sweetness. This has been accepted by
When
this news came to me, I tried to
Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu.

"One who is subjected to birth and death
attains immortality when he gives up all
material activities, dedicates his life to
the execution of My order, and acts ac
cording to My directions. In this way, he
becomes fit to enjoy the spiritual bliss
derived from exchanging loving mel
lows wi,t h Me."
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find what Bhaktivinoda Thakura had
written in his own words about this
verse of Srimad-Bhagavatam in his own
transla tion, Bhagavatarka-Marici-Mala.
Bhaktivinoda Thakura has harmonized
the difficulties in the verse. He explains
tha t Kr!?t:\a was thinking, "I would like to
see what will be the mentality of separa
tion in Her." Only to appreciate the
depth of the separation She felt from
Him did ~t:\a disappear. Then of
course Kr!?t:\a returned after some time.
But our guru maharaja could not even
tolerate the idea. "Where is devotion to
be found here?" But Bhaktivinoda Thak
ura interpreted this pastime to mean that

Krsna was driven to see what kind of
h~ppiness in separation Srimati Radha
rat:\i would experience. He took this as
an example of how the absolute becomes
subservient to His devotee. And so we
find that the negative, Srimati Radha
rat:\i, is so powerful that the positive,
Kr~t:\a, becomes powerless near Her. It is
as if the positive loses its separate exis
tence. This is the victory of devotion.
Devotion is represented in the nega
tive side, drawing from the positive.
There is the juice in a fruit and the one
who extracts the juice from the fruit. The
highest devotion is found where the ex
traction is in its most intensified
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condition-there is the victory of the de
votees: where the absolute accepts de
feat before His servitors. This reveals the
real presence of devotion, dedication,
surrender.
LORD OF LOVE
Surrender is so powerful that it can
even capture the absolute. We are aspir
ing for that kind of potency. And who
ever possesses that-they are all in all;
they are our masters. For our highest
interest, we must look towards the direc
tion in which that power is intensified.
We shall try to look wherever we find
surrender in a thick, condensed stage.
Our aim should be directed towards
that. We are beggars of that. We are not
beggars for anything which can be found
in this mundane world: na dhanam na
janam na sundarim ... not wealth, follow
ers or the enjoyment of women, but
eliminating everything else, our aim
should be directed towards o'ne thing
that most intensified condition of divine
service to the Lord of Love.
We should try to convert everything in
such a way that it can go to that un
known quarter beyond the jurisdiction
of our sense experience or mental ac
quisition, like a rocket sent towards deep
space. Srimad-Bhagavatam, which draws
the essence from all of the revealed
scriptures, says that divine love is the
most desirable and original thing. We
must not allow ourselves to run here and
there searching for base fulfillment. We
must forceably concentrate our attention
on divine love. Divine love is the highest
thing for us; it is the highest in creation,
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the highest in eternity.
And to take our stand in the negative
position is the strategy of remaining in
the relativity of the highest quarter of
service to 1<f!?Q,a. Srila 5haktisiddhanta
Saraswati Thakura once composed a
verse expressing the proper attitude. Pii

jala ragapa!ha gau rava bange mattala siidhu
jana vi~ya range. "The path of divine love
is worshipable to us and should be held
overhead as our highest aspiration."
He ordered that a cottage be built for
him in Govardhana and said, "I shall live
there. I am not fit to live in Radha
.k uQ,Qa. So I shall live in a lower position,
but my gurus-Gaurakisora dasa Babaji,
Bhaktivinoda Thakura, and others-are
fi t to serve there. So I shall go and serve
them there in Radha-kuQ,Qa, and then
return to a little lower position, in Gov
ardhana. There I shall stay." That is the
proper tactic to maintain a subjective
position in the subjective world .
Otherwise, if we think that we are in
the highest quarter, that higher reality
will vanish from us. Only from a little
lower position shall we view that higher
plane with respect. But whenever we
think that we have attained that higher
position, that we are there-we are no
where. That is the nature of the higher
world. So we must maintain a respect
able distance. If we try to look directly,
we lose, but if we try to look at that plane
through a screen or from a hidden place,
then we may see. It is most peculiar. If
we want to come in direct contact with
things of a higher order, then they van
ish from our experience. If you can't
come in direct connection with some
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autocracy. It is considered the lowest
thing, you may find out about it by
espionage-it is something like espion
thing. But autocracy is there in the high
est world. So it is known as aprakrta: the
age. If you try to know it directly, it is
highest quarter of the transcendental
impossible. Only from behind a screen
world which can harmonize everything.
can we have a glimpse.
The beauty of that plane is that even
In that way we can experience the
highest ontological truth. As ifby chance what is considered to be of the lowest
ontological truth comes to us, He accepts type here is all harmonized there. The
us suddenly, and we can find Him. He is harmonious strength is so great there
absolute, He is an autocrat, He is inde
that what is undesirable, nasty, and bad
pendent; whenever He comes by His
here is harmonized in such a way that it
own whim to give His connection to us,
gets the highest position there. Kr!?r:ta's
we can have it. It is never within my
peculiar position is such that the lowest
clutches. He is not an object to come
has been proven to be the highest by His
directly within my control. He is always magical touch. Because He is there, no
above.
blot is a blot; it is pure. Kr!?r:ta conscious
By this system we can come to the
ness is the touch of ~r:ta, the beauty of
the highest order. Just as the touchstone
highest realization. In the highest order
will not only convert silver into gold, but
of lila of Radha-Govinda, ~r:ta asks
Radharar:ti to do something, and She re it will also transform even iron. lead, or
fuses, saying "No, I won't do that." And any lower thing into gold, the touch
yet this has been accepted as the highest stone of ~r:ta is so powerful that the
lowest type of everything within our
mood of the negative side. To deny
conception receives the highest position
Kr!?r:ta whatever He may want is called
bhama-bhava. And Radharar:ti is full of
by His magical touch.
that nature. But that enhances the eager
Raghunatha Dasa Goswarni says that
if you are unable to accept this as truth,
ness, the earnestness of ~r:ta. The
then you will be thrown down into Vai
whole system is a crooked one. And yet
kur:ttha: "Go live there, where general
this is the way recommended for the
poorest to come in contact with the high law rules, where there are fair dealings.
est. It is a wonderful device. The direct
Go down to the land of fair dealings,
transaction, the clear face-to-face trans
simple dealings, where you can calculate
action, is absent there. Everything is like and go on living very nicely."
stealing. Everything there is a stealthy
A COWHERD JJOY
performance. In the highest area, in the
But the higher world ofVrndavana is a
area of autocracy, it is wholly black
most diplomatic position. Even
marketeering. And for that reason it is
known as apralqta-just similar to the
Mahadeva and Brahma are both be
lowest conception ot things. In our pre
wildered in understanding it. Baffled by
sent living condition, we can't tolerate
Kr~r:ta, Brahma surrendered to Him and
~------------------------~161rl--------------------------~
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confessed, "How could I know that the
highest truth was a cowherd boy with a
rod under His armpit and a morsel of
food in His hand, searching for His
friends?" Brahma said: "1 have some in
timacy with my father NarayaDa;
whenever any difficulty appears, I
approach Him to get some instruction
and then act accordingly. But I have
never come in connection with any
supreme power like this. A cowherd boy
taking His food in one hand and a rod in
the other, going off in search of His
friends-He is the highest? It is incon
ceivable. But now I see that You are far
above my father NarayaDa. VaikuD!ha is
a fair and lawful field we know. But we
have never experienced such pastimes of
tactful and obscure diplomacy. That this
sort of thing is going on in the highest
quarter, we should not be blamed for
being unaware of that. It is wonderful
and hidden, obscure. And yet there is a
plane where so much wealth and sweet
ness are unknown to us." Thomas Gray
once wrote:

thief, like one of us. That is a peculiar
plane and a peculiar type of pastime.
There, all are equal, and some may
even be superior. The father and mother
of the absolute may be chastising Him,
, and the Lord may be weeping. Here is
bhakti. Where is bhakti? What is the
symptom of pure devotion? Where the
highest authority is submissive to the
servant-that is devotion. Bhakta
pariidhinatr: The highest has been forcibly
taken down to serve the devotee. Devo
tion has such a peculiar position and
power. I4etra-hari prema bhajana: The last
acquisition of devotion is that which can
control the Supreme Lord and forcibly
take Him to the devotee as a friendly
servant. The master surrenders to the
servant.
The infinite is at the disposal of the
finite. Can we conceive of this? Not only
that, but it is done stealthily in various
diplomatic ways. So in Kp:'Da conscious
ness, the finite achieves the supreme
most unthinkable position, when the in
finite comes to serve him. Such a glori
ous and unthinkable position appears
"Full many a gem of purest ray serene
impossible. Yet this impossibility can be
The dark unfathomed caves of ocean bear;
effected by devotion, riiga, love. Love's
Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,
power is unthinkable. Although it is im
And waste its sweetness on the desert air."
possible, the infinite is defeated by the
-Elegy in a Country Churchyard
finite. What is that unthinkable position?
It cal. only be attained through love.
How peculiarit is to find thatthe mas
And how adorable and precious and
ter of everything is a thief. Everything is valuable love is! To acquire a drop of that
in His possession, and yet He comes as a divine love, no sacrifice is sufficient. So
thief. Everyone belongs to Him, but He
we are encouraged to "die to live." And
plays the part of a debauchee. ~Da' s
in that sense, wholesale death is ador
able. To achieve such divine love is the
pastimes are all wonderful. Everything
belongs to Him, yet He behaves like a
impossible of the impossible, but
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Mahaprabhu came to give us that. How
magnanimous He is! He Himself took
the position of a canvasser begging from
door to door, "Enlist your name. 1 have
come to recruit everyone for that highest
quarter where the infinite will be a slave
to the finite. Take a drop of that valuable
thing." It is the impossible of the impos
sible, the inconceivable of the
inconceivable.
So give up your wild -goose-chasing
habit and collect and concentrate all your
migh t to progress in this line, to try to go
to the temple of love divine.
In Srimad-Bhtigavatam (10.47.61), Ud
dhava says:

iisam aho caral)a-re7;lu-jul'iim aham syiirh
vrndiivane kim api gulma-latau~hinam
yii dustyajariz svajanam iirya-patham ca hitvii
bhejur mukunda-padaviriz
srutibhir vimrgyam
"The gopis of Vrndavana gave up their
husbands, children, and families who
are very difficult to renounce, and sac
rificed even their religious principles to
take shelter of the lotus feet of Kr~r:ta,
which are sought after even by the Vedas
themselves. O! Grant me the fortune to
take birth as a blade of grass in Vrn
davana, so that 1may take the dust of the
lotus feet of those great souls upon my
head."
Risk enhances the mood of love. It is a
necessary part of the highest form of
love: to risk so-called worldly achieve
ment. The quest of divine love must be
undertaken even at the risk of so much
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so-called purity of this world. That com
mands the highest position. Still, it
should be very carefully taken. It should
follow the line of humility shown by
Newton, who was considered by scien
tists of his day to know everything. He
said, "I know nothing." That is the way
of proper realization: As much as one is
in the midst of genuine purity, so much
he thinks that "lam impure." That is the
nature of infinite measurement. Because
the charm is so infinite, it cannot but be
estimated in that way.
The more they achieve, the more they
thirst, the more earnestness is found
within them. This is the characteristic of
realization of the infinite. As much as
one progresses, so much he thinks him
self helpless in going further for mea
surement. No part of the infinite comes
into the plane of measurement.

mukam karoti viicalariz
panghum langhiiyate girim
yat krpii tam ahariz vande
sri gurun dina-tiiranam
We cannot understand the infinite; we
don't find ourselves qualified to give any
expression about that, so we become
dumb, thinking, "What shall 1 say?" But
He makes us speak, He makes us open
our mouths. Otherwise the reader, the
knower, becomes dumb.
A bona fide searching person is struck
dumb with Kr~r:ta's ways. He cannot
give any expression to that. But the
power from on high comes down to
make him give some statement. In that
way, the truth from that part comes
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here. He begins to speak, to give vent to
his feelings, being pressed by the higher
plane, that higher entity. He has no
power of his own rowalk, but the Lord's
wonderful power can help him cross
mountains. This is the nature of the
grace of the almighty, of the absolute: by
His power, everything can move and
live. Yato vii imiini bhutiini jiiyante, yena

jiitiini jivanti, yat prayanty abhisamviSanti:
"He is the cause of production, suste
nance, and again withdrawal. Evo
lution, dissolution, and sustenance in
the middle. He is the prime, universal
cause."
We are quarreling in a foreign land for
fictitious gain. But Kr~r:ta is engaged in a
loving searCh for His long lost servants.
He wants to save them and take them all
home. Only by the grace of that absolute
is it possible. A wave is coming from
there to take us home, to where every
thing finally enters. Everything which is
created disappears into the subtle ex
istence at the wholesale dissolution of
this world. But again with a newevolu
tion they come out. And some enter into
the permanent lilii and do not come back
into this world of exploitation and
renunciation.
SEARCH FOR KRISHNA
We must inquire after Kr~Da. But first
we should inquire, "Who am I? Where
am I? In which way shall I move to
approach the higher domain?" We are
always inquiring, but for what type of
thing? Now we should open our hearts
wide and inquire about Him. This is our
dire necessity. We can't avoid it. And
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what that inquiry contains, we can't pre
dict the level of thought. Brahman,
Paramatma, Bhagavan. Bhagavan in
quiry is the highest: the search for Sri
Kr.?Da, Reality the Beautiful.
It is a natural necessity within us, for
our own interest; we can't avoid it. A
sane man who does not want to deceive
himself can't avoid the search for Sri
Kr~Da. The most general thing in our
nature is to inquire after happiness. This
is the general question of all animated
beings. The search for Sri Kr~Da means
searching for rasa, the highest form of
ecstasy.
If we examine ourselves, we will read
and cry: "What have I done? What is my
necessity? And how am I passing my
days? I must repent, cry. I have passed
my days uselessly, I am a traitor to my
own self, I am committing suicide. My
real complaint is against myself and my
so-called friends. We have nothing to do
here." So, read and cry; do or die! Prog
ress in the right way, or you are inviting
your death. The general tenor of life, of
all existence, in the most scientific way,
will be this: Search for Sri Kr~Da, Reality
the Beautiful. That is the highest goal not
only of humanity, but for all creation.
And all problems are harmonized and
solved by that.
No complaints against this attempt
can be normal. Deviation from this gen
eral instruction, the general call, is all
false, unnecessary, and injurious. This is
the truth, the necessity of everyone,
wherever there is life. The most grand,
extensive, and friendly call to all, to the
whole of the world- the only friendly
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call-is this: "March towards Knir:ta!" It
is the only call. All others should be
silenced. All other topics should be
silenced, should be stopped, and only if
this call remains, the real welfare of the
world remains. 50 the Upanisads say:

Yasmin vijiiate sarvam idam vijiiiltam
bhavati yasmin prapte sarvam idam praptam
bhavati. "Inquire into that upon knowing
which, nothing further remains to be
known. Try to achieve that upon gaining
which, nothing further remains to be
gained."
A comprehensive call is going out, and
this is really nonsectarianism. Appa
rently it is thought to be sectarian by the
abnormal thinkers. But to every normal
thinking person, it is the most general
universal thing that can be dealt with.
At present, we are quarreling in a
foreign land for fictitious gain. But a
sweet wave is coming from above to save
us and take us all home. Only by the
grace of the Lord's loving search for His
lost servants is it at all possible. And all
that is expected from us is to join the
search for Sri Kr~r:ta and march towards
the divine domain. Let us join the uni
versal march towards the divine do
main, save ourselves, and go back home,
back to Godhead .
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,...--....-.J he innermost hankering of
every living soul is for beauty,
love, affection, and harmony; not
for power, knowledge, or anything
else. This is the diagnosis of the whole
creation in time and space: their com
mon cause is one. But it is rare for a
soul to reach such a clear stage of han
kering for reality as to understand this
point. Few souls are to be found in this
world who are really conscious of their
innermost necessity, who realize, "We
want Krishna! We want Vrndavana!
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bhidyate hrdaya-granthis
chidyante saroa-sarhSaya~
k~iyante casya kannaIJi
mayi dr~!e'khilatmani
"Our inner aspiration for rasa, ecstasy, is
buried within our hearts which are tied
down and sealed. But hearing and
chanting the glories of Kr!?l).a breaks the
seal on the heart and allows it to awaken
j:lnd open to receive Kr!?l).a, the reservoir
of pleasure, ecstasy Himself."
Here, Srimad-Bhagavatam is saying:
"There is a knot within our hearts, but
that knot will be tom asunder by Kr!?l).a
consciousness. At that time, the flow of
our innate tendency for divine love
(svarupa sakti) will inundate the whole
heart. When the knot of the heart is tom
apart, then, as the sleeping soul
awakens, the Goloka conception within
will emerge and inundate his entire
being."
But this is apparently a difficult prob
lem. How is it possible that all our
doubts may be cleared? Is it possible for
the finite to know everything? This state
ment seems rather inconsistent. It seems
absurd. The Upani~ads, however, say:
"Who knows Him knows everything;
who gets Him gets everything." How
will the finite know that he has every
thing, that he has known everything? It
appears absurd, but it is confirmed in the
scriptures. And if this problem is solved,
then all problems are solved automati
cally. The finite will realize wholesale
satisfaction; all his inquisitive tendencies
will be satisfied. This is confirmed not
only in the Upani~ds, but also in the
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5rimad-Bhagavatam.
When I first came to the Gauc;liya
Math, I mixed very carefully with the
devotees. I thought, ''They say that what
they teach is the only truth and that all
else is false-this is a bitter pill to swal
low. They say, 'Everyone is suffering
from ignorance. And whatwe say is the
right thing.'" I thought, "What is this! A
sane man cannot easily swallow such a
pill." I also could not digest it so easily at
first. But what they were saying was
confirmed by Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu,
Srimad-Bhagavatam, Bhagavad-gita, and
the Upani?ads. All these authorities say,
"Yes, it is so. If you know Him, every
thing is known. If you get Him, every
thing is gotten."
Srimad-Bhagavatam (4.31.14), in a verse
similar to the above line from the
Upani?ads, also says that all doubts are
cleared by Kr!?l).a consciousness, and as a
result, we come into real knowledge.
There it is written:

yatha taror mUla-ni~canena
trpyanti tat-skandha-bhujopasakhii~
priiIJopahiiriic ca yathendriyiiIJiirh
tathaiva saroiirhaIJam acyutejyii
"By watering the root of a tree, all the
leaves and branches are automatically
nourished. Similarly, by supplying food
to the stomach, all the limbs of the body
are nourished. In the same way, if we
satisfy the central conception of the
Supreme Absolute, all our obligations
are automatically fulfilled."
If we put food into the stomach, the
whole body is fed. If we pour water on
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the root of the tree, the whole tree is fed.
In the same way, if we do our duty to
wards the center, then everything is
done. This is the greatness, the mysteri
ous position of the absolute center: He
has control over the complete whole.
This is the peculiar position of the center
in the system of the organic whole.
If a particular position of the brain is
captured, then the whole body is con
trolled: one needle in that particular sec
tion of the brain, and all the functions of
the body will be paralyzed. The peculiar
position of the absolute center is some
thing like that. So the impossible be
comes possible.
Suppose I am a poor girl who has
nothing. Ordinarily it would not be pos
sible to acquire anything. But if I marry a
rich man who is the owner of a big prop
erty, I can have command over many
things by my relationship with him. Al
though we may be poor, our relationship
with a powerful master makes us the
master of many things . In the same way,
the Absolute Center controls every
thing, and our affectionate relationship
with Him may endow us with the com
mand of many things. This is how it is
possible for the finite soul to have pos
session of everything-through the sub
tle link of affection.
Through Kn;Da everything is possible.
And ,t he nearer we come to Him, the
more we shall catch. His influence in
spires His devotees, and all His qualities
fill their hearts (sarva maha-gul)a-gal)a
vai$l)ava-sarire, kr$l)a-bhakte kr$l)era gUl)a
sakali sancare-Caitanya-caritamrta,
Madhya-lila22.75) . In that way, although
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a devotee is not himself a master,
through the link of love he can be master
of anything. This is the line of thought
explained by Srimad-Bhagavatam and the
Upani$ads.
Without having a real connection with
the absolute center, your attempts to
know everything will be useless. If you
try to know even a particle of sand,
lifetimes will come and go, millions of
lives will pass, and you will continue to
analyze the sand, finding no end to
understanding even one particle.
THE ABSOLUTE CENTER
Weare told, "If you want to inquire
inquire about the center. That is the call
of the Upani$Qds: "Don't waste your time
trying to analyze the smallest part of this
creation, trying to be its master; it is not
possible. Your inquiry should be prop
erly guided. Kr~Da says, "I am the
center, and I say, 'Come to know Me,
and through Me you will be able to know
everything because I know everything
and I control everything. Your connec
tion with Me can give you that capacity.
Approach everything through Me. Then
you will be able to know the proper posi
tion of all things. Otherwise you win be
come acquainted with only a partial as
pect of reality, and that will be external
and incomplete. And you will pass mil
lions of lives trying to know and under
stand reality to no end.'" Bhagavatam
says:
1/

athapi te deva padambhuja-dvaya
prasada-leSanugrhita eva hi
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jiiniiti tattvam bhagavan mahimno
na ciinya eko 'pi ciram vicinvan

ation they may find themselves in, they
should progress by fully dedicating their
mind, body, and words to You. In this
"Only one who is blessed with the mercy way the infinite, who is never conquered
of the Lord can know His true nature. On by anyone, becomes conquered through
the other hand, those who try empiri
love."
caUy to understand His inconceivable
We can approach the Supreme Lord
glories can study and speculate forever
only through submission, and when we
without arriving at the proper
achieve Him, we won't care for knowing
conclusion."
anything else. We will have no regard for
Here, through Bhiigavatam, Kr.?I)a tells what is happening or not happening in
the outside world. We will deeply en
us, "You may devote yourself for
eternity in an erroneous direction, with
gage in His service for His satisfaction.
no possibility of coming to the end of
There, in His service, we will find the
understanding. But if you try to
object of our lives fulfilled . And this ex
ternal knowledge of "things outside"
approach the absolute center, then in
no time you will be able to know what is
will seem to us as rubbish. We will
what." That is the direction given by the realize, "What is the necessity of wasting
Upani~ds and Srimad-Bhiigavatam, that is
time with all kinds of calculation-the
the direction we must take, and that is
nectar is here! It is far deeper than what
devotion.
is found in the external plane." And at
It is so satisfying that once you have
that time, we shall give all our attention
attained it, you won't care to know any
to His service.
The question is often asked why van:zii
other thing. We need only concentrate
on Kr!?Da's-service. Srimad-Bhiigavatam
srama-dharma, the Vedic system of social
(10.14.3) declares:
stratification, was ignored by Sri
Caitanya Mahaprabhu, and why it is that
jiiiine prayiisam udapiisya namanta eva
anyone from any social position is ac
jivanti san-mukharitiim bhavadfya viirtiim
cepted by our devotional school. We
sthiine sthitiib sruti-gatiim
have to cross over the constraints of the
tanu-viin-manobhir
caste system (van:ziisrama-dharma), offer
ye priiyaso 'jita jito 'py asi tais tri-lokyiim
ing the results of our work to Kr!?Da
(km1a karmiirpanam), devotion mixed
" Hatefully giving up all intellectual at
with the desire to enjoy the fruits of work
tempts to understand the Supreme
(karma-misra-bhakti), and devotion
Truth, those who want to realize You
mixed with the desire for liberation
(jiiiina-misra-bhakti) . They have all been
should completely surrender unto You.
rejected by Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu.
They should hear from self-realized
His slogan was eho biihya iige kaha iira:
devotees about Your holy name and
transcendental pastimes. Whatever situ "These things are external; go deeper, go
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deeper." When Sri Caitanya
Mahaprabhu asked what is further and
higher than all these different concep
tions of theism, Ramananda Raya sug
gested jfiana-siinya bhakti, unalloyed
devotion. When this was suggested by
Ramananda Raya, Mahaprabhu said,
"Yes, here' real theism begins."
KARMA AND ]NANA
That means karma, fruitive work, and
jfiana, the cultivation of knowledge, are
unnecessary. One can begin a life of
bhakti independently of karma and
jfiana-from any position. Bhakti need
only be developed through sukrti, ac

cumulated devotional piety, and
through ruci, our eagerness and earnest
ness for Kr~I:ta. That is what is necessary,
and not our aspiration to know anything
and everything (jfiana) or to have so
much energy under our control (karma) .
These two paths lead us to exploitation
and renunciation. But wherever one
may be, if he wants to get in touch with
the Lord, he need only have some incli
nation to hear about Him from a proper
source, a real saint. This is the proper
beginning of bhakti. And so, one may
begin in the bhakti school inde
pendent of any position in the social
system of vaT1Jiisrama .
To become Kr!?I:ta conscious, one need
not be a wise man, nor a very energetic
man, he may not bea master of opulence
and power-the only requirement that is
demanded from him is that he must have
an earnest hunger for the Lord. He must
find some sweetness, some taste in His
words and His affairs when he hears
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from a proper source-a genuine saint.
That taste will take him gradually further
and further into the highest domain.
If they want to be successful in their
search for the infinite, the seekers of
knowledge and power, the jfianis and
karmis , will ultimately have to cast out
their attachments, break out of their cir
cle, and come to this position. They will
have to depend on taste. Taste is every
thing. A taste for His affairs is the all
important qualification for a devotee. It
is all in all. Wherever one may be does
not matter. Through his taste for Kr!?I:ta,
one will progress from ruci to the ulti
mate end of life.
So we are told, "Giving up every
thing, and even rejecting all conceptions
of society and religion as external, exclu
sively surrender to ~I:ta . " Without
hesitation, one should take exclusive
shelter of the Lord with full confidence,
giving up bad association, and even
neglecting the regulative principles gov
erning society and religion. That is to
say, one should abandon all material at
tachment. Saranagati: Take shelter under
His protection absolutely.
CREEPER OF DEVOTION
A devotee thinks, "Kr!?I:ta is very, very
sweet. I can't avoid Him, I can't live
without tasting His sweetness." That
feeling is the real seed which can pro
duce the bhakti creeper, the creeper of
devotion. And that will gradually grow
until it touches the feet of Kr!?I:ta.
The creeper will grow and yet it won't
try to find support anywhere in the
planes of consciousness within this
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world, but it will grow higher and
higher. Finally, when it reaches the
personal conception of the Absolute, it
will experiences some sort of satisfac
tion . Still, it won't stop there. It will go
up to Goloka. It will not stop with the
calculative devotion of VaikuI:t~ha.
Crossing that plane, it will rise up to the
stage of spontaneous, automatic
devotion.
BACK TO GODHEAD
There we win find the Lord of Love.
Love is the worshiping and adoring
factor everywhere in that plane. The es
sential feature of that realm is the rela
tionship of divine love to the central ob
ject. And we will find our fulfillment by
getting service in a particular position in
relation to Him . That is what is needed
by everyone: to enter into the land of
love and achieve some engagement in
the loving service of the central rep
resentation of absolute sweetness,
beauty, and love. And that highest abso
lute center came down as Sri Caitanya
Mahaprabhu to invite His long lost
servants to return to His home, saying:
"I have come to invite you and to take all
of you to My home---<ome with Me!"
What a fortunate opportunity we have!
By accepting His proposal and gaining
admittance in that line, how happily we
can go back to home, back to God.
This is the very gist of all religions.
Knowingly or unknowingly, every soul
is searching for divine love. Still, differ
ent varieties of obstacles are coming to
dissuade us from our campaign. But the
heart won't be satisfied unless and until
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it reaches there. Once begun, our
journey towards K~!?I:ta can never be
stopped anywhere . It is merely a ques
tion of delay: a long long time, ages and
ages may pass by, but our ultimate suc
cess cannot be checked.
K~!?I:ta alone can really attract us. We
cannot relish anything else from the
depth of our heart and accept it as our
final destination. We want only beauty
and love, not power or knowledge.
BEGGARS OF LOVE
It may seem that we want power. We
sometimes think that we must have ev
erything; we want that controlling capac
ity. We want that everything will come
under our control, that whatever we
want shan be done . But that is not what
we truly want. It may seem that we want
power, but ultimately power cannot
satisfy us. And sometimes we may think
that we want to know everything. We
may not want to have the power of con
trol over all, but we want to know every
thing; we don't like to be ignorant. But
that is also not the ultimate end which
can fulfill our inner necessity. Tha t is not
what we really want. We must become
educated about our actual necessity
the inner search of our hearts. If we do
that properly, we shan find that we are
all beggars of love and affection .
Adoration is the innermost necessity
everywhere. And tha t can be complete! y
satisfied only in ~!?I:ta's pastimes in
Vf11davana.
This conclusion was broadcast by
Vedavyasa, the compiler of the Vedic
scriptures. Even contemporary scholars
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admit that Vedavyasa has disseminated
all possible lines of philosophical
thought in the Vedas, Puriinas, Mahii
bharata and Vediinta-siltra. And in his last
days, in his philosophical maturity, he
gave Srimad-Bhiigavatam, which culmi
nates in the conception of divine love,
kr~IJa-prema.

"WE WANT KRISHNA"
The innermost hankering of every liv
ing soul is for beauty, love, affection,
and harmony; not for power,
knowledge, or anything else. This is the
diagnosis of the whole creation in time
and space: their common cause is one.
But it is rare for a soul to reach such a
dear stage of hankering for reality as to
understand this point. Few souls are to
be found in this world who are really
conscious of their innermost necessity,
who realize, "We want ~Q.a! We want
Vrndavana!" Such sincere souls are not
easily found . This is mentioned in many
places in scripture. (Manu$yiiniim
sahasrt$u ... nariiyalJa pariiyalJa ...
brahmaniiniim sahasrebyo.... )
There is only one end-many are not
necessary--onlyone, the one, that very
one we want, is a relationship of divine
love .
An intellectual understanding of
Kr!?Q.a consciousness is impossible. Just
as a bee cannot taste honey by licking the
outside of a glass jar, one cannot enter
the domain of higher spirit through the
intellect. As subjects we are subordinate
to the Supreme Subject. So there must
be sevii, service. Seva is the all- important
factor. In the Bhagavad-gita it is
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mentioned that pralJipiita, respectfully
approaching, pariprasna, sincerely in
quiring, and seva, an attitude of service
are necessary to enter into the domain of
divine love. Only by service will Kr!?Q.a
be satisfied and come down, only then
will we be able to understand the nature
of higher plane. This is Vedic
knowledge.
We are tatasthii-Sakti, marginal po
tency, and if we want to know any truth
about higher reality, we must realize that
it is more subtle than our existence, it is
super-subjective: It can touch us, but we
cannot climb up to that domain out of
our own sweet will. Only if we are given
the grace which can take us up can we
go.
One who has this understanding will
be able to combat all the existing intel
lectualists. The intellect has no capacity
to enter into the higher subjective area.
That supreme truth is atindriya-manasa
gOalra1;: beyond the plane of the senses,
mind, and intellect. This expression
manaso vapu$o viico vaibhavam tava gOalra/:l
by Brahma, admitting to Kr!?Q.a that He
was beyond the reach of his body, mind,
and words, was not only a lip-deep
statement of the mouth. If we want to
know the absolute truth, the only condi
tion for realizing Him is a submissive
attitude. In that way, He may be satisfied
with our attempt and reveal Himself to
us. Divine revelation is not a matter of
research within this world-we should
have a sincere heart to serve.
The scientists are discovering so many
wonderful things. But are these things
there already? Or are the scientists the
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creators? Those wonderful truths are al
ready there. It is only that some of them
are being discovered. It is not the crea
tion of the scientists, so they are not
superior to those truths. And in any
case, they can know only a part of it, and
even that with some endeavor. But the
conscious nature of reality, the superior
reason of divinity, is unknown to them,
although they may go on researching,
researching, researching. Whatever they
find is only the outer cover, not the real
spirit, the substance. Na te vidutz sviirtha
gatiriz hi vi~/Juriz. In the Srfmad
Bhiigavatam (7.5.30) it is written:

of the first importance. According to
them, if one wants to enter that realm, he
should first acquire knowledge through
scholarship and then try for love. They
think that by knowledge alone we can
understand what divine love is, and
then we can have admission into that
domain. They don't approve of the idea
of jfliina-sunyii bhakti, or "knowledge
free devotion."
Once, the founder of the Bharat Seva
Ashram Sangha wanted me to join his
mission. I told him, "My head is already
sold to the teachings of Sri Caitanya
deva." He said, "Yes, I also revere Him,
but I say that first you must learn indif
ference to this worldly pleasure, as
matir na kr$/Je paratatz svato vii
Buddha preached. Then you may come
mitho 'bhipadyeta grha-vratiiniim
to study the Vediinta of Sari.kara, under
adiinta-gobir viSatiiriz tamisrariz
stand what is knowledge proper, and
punatz punas alrvita-alrva/Jiiniim
realize that all this world is nothing, and
Srfmad-Bhiigavatam tells us that we can Brahman, spirit, is everything. Then you
try to enter the world of higher reality
may approach the prema-dhantUl, the
through intellectualism, but we will
love of Sri Caitanyadeva, which I also
think to be the highest object of attain
again come back, baffled in our at
tempts. If we try to press with our intelli ment." I answered, "You say so, but Sri
gence to enter into that domain, we will
Caitanyadeva did not say that we should
come back dissatisfied in despair and
go to the Buddhist school to learn abne
will wander here within this mortal
gation and then to the Sari.kara school to
world again and again. The world of
acquire Vedantic knowledge before
sense experience will come and go
coming to Him. He said that wherever
through its different phases, but it can one is, one should get the association of a
not eriter that spiritual plane. To enter
real Vai~I)ava saint and go on with
that world, the only requirement is sub sravana-kirtana, hearing and chanting the
mission to a real agent of divinity. He
glories of the Lord." That man was
may impart the process, and if we can
struck dumb. He could not speak; he
accept that, we will be able to enter that
was silenced.
world; otherwise we will have to wander
Another time, the president of the
in this world of sense experience.
Arya Samaj came to see me in Karachi
Some scholars think that knowledge is and told me that, "If the finite can know
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the Infinite, He is not infinite." I replied,
"If the Infinite cannot make Himself
known to the finite, He is not infinite."
He could not answer my argument.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
So it is not from any qualification on
our side that the absolute can be caught.
Whomever He chooses to make Himself
known to will know Him. This is ex
plained in the Upani~s: He cannot be
known by lectures or discussions, by
sharp memory or vast intelligence, or by
genius or supematural intellect. One
may have extensively studied all the re
vealed scriptures, but that is no qualifi
cation. ~~I).a reserves all independence
on His side. There is only one way by
which He can be known: whomever He
chooses to make Himself known to can
know Him. Otherwise all rights are re
served there by His sweet will.
How can we draw His sweet will? Tha t
is the question . How we can tackle His
sweet will. That can only be done
through SaTarzagati, surrender, by in
creasing our negative side. We must
think, "I am so poor; without Your
grace, I can't live." We must think like
this to try to arouse pity within His heart.
We must appeal to His understanding
that we are in extreme need of Him and
that without His grace we can't live.
Only such a sincere feeling of necessity
can draw His attention to us. Otherwise
we have no possibility for capturing
Him. So the negative approach has been
recommended for capturing Him. Our
exclusive prayer is that we are the most
needy and sincere. That alone can draw
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His attention towards us. And that is not
an opinion or speculation, it is a fact. It is
reality.
I once met a scholarly sannyasi in
Badarikasrama who posed as an atheist
in the course of our discussion. He ar
gued, 'What is the evidence that God or
the soul exists?" Then I quoted a verse
from Srimad-Bhagavatam (11.22 .34):

atma parijiiana-mayo viviido
hy astlti nastiti bhidartha-ni~!hal:z
vyartho 'pi naivoparameta purizsariz
mattab paravrtta-dhiyariz sva-lokiit
I explained to him that although iitma,
spirit, is self-effulgent, there is a con
stant quarrel between two opposing
parties. One party says, "God exists!"
The other says, "God does not exist!"
Srimad-Bhagavatam says that the iitma is
self-effulgent, but still we find that one
class of men say, "He exists, we see Him,
He can be seen," and another says, "He
has never existed." This quarrel has no
end because one of the parties hasn't got
the eye to see what is self-evident. This
quarrel is a useless waste of time, but still
it will never stop; it will continue forever.
Why? Because there are those who have
the eyes to see God and those who have
no eyes to see Him or their own self. One
of these classes of men have deviated
from God consciousness. There is a bar
rier between them and God conscious
ness, between them and self
consciousness. So the disagreement will
only continue on account of their
ignorance.
Those who have eyes to see will say,
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"The sun exists; There is the sun." And
those who have no eyes will say, "No,
no, there is no sun." This argument will
continue forever, butthatdoes not mean
that the sun is not existing. It can show
itself.
An analogy has been given in this con
nection. A boy is born in a dungeon, a
dark prisonhouse. And he grows up
there without any experience of
sunlight. One of his friends from outside
the prison would come and visit him.
One day, the boy's friend said, "Let us
go see the sun. Come with me, I shall
show you." The boy replied, "Yes, I
shall go," but he began to take a lantern
with him. His friend remarked, "It is not
necessary to take the lantern." The boy
said, "What do you say! Do you think
that I am a fool? Can anything be seen
without the help of a lantern? I am not a
fool!" Then his friend forcibly took him
by the hand and showed him the sun.
The boy said, "Oh, this is the sun! By its
ligh t everything can be seen."
The soul is like that. God is like that.
He is seen by His own light, and it is only
by His light that we can see anything. He
is self-effulgent. By His own light He can
show Himself to others. He is the source
of all knowledge. This is the proper con
ception of Godhead. He is automatically
existing. He cannot be seen by our
knowledge, just as the sun cannot be
seen by the help of any other light. It is
not necessary that we try to acquire God
consciousness through intellect or
knowledge. Knowledge of God is inde
pendent. It can come and go of its own
accord. And if He comes to me, every
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thing comes to me. But nothing can force
Him to come within our vision. The sun
cannot be taken into your dungeon, but
you have to go to the sun and see things
by its grace; in the same way, the Lord is
self-effulgent. He can be seen only by
His own light.
Intellectualism is a disqualification.
We are interested in jfriina-siinyii bhakti,
knowledge-free devotion. Affection, at
traction, sympathy-these things are all
the outcome of having a heart. The sci
entists feel that animals have no real
brain, no intelligence. Yet we see that
even without much of a brain, an animal
can live, but without a heart, none can
live. As the brain is a representation of a
computer, the animals have no real com
puter to calculate. Animals may follow
intuitive knowledge, and so they can
work unconsciously. And we can see
that intuition can go above brain calcula
tion. So many birds and beasts can un
derstand that an earthquake is coming,
but so far, no human calculation can un
derstand precisely when an earthquake
will come . There are many things that
our brain cannot feel, cannot catch,
whereas even the animals can get some
cl ue about them beforehand. And after a
long and deep research, men cannot find
what is beyond their reason. The posi
tion of reason and intellect is explained
in Srimad-Bhiigavatam (10.14.3) :

jfriine prayiisam udapiisya namanta eva
jlvanti san-mukharitiiril bhavadiya-viirtiim
sthiine sthitii~ sruti-gatiiril
tanu-viin-manobhir
ye priiyaSo 'jita jito 'py asi tais tri-lokyiim
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"Hatefully rejecting any attempt in the
intellectual line, we must nurture a sub
missive spirit within ourselves and try to
live our lives in association with topics
about the Lord. Of course, this does not
mean any topics about the Lord; they
must come from a genuine source. And
it does not matter what position we hold
at present. Whoever wholeheartedly at
tends to the teachings of His divine
agents by thought, word, and deed, can
conquer Him who is otherwise
invincible."
This is the path of realization recom
mended by the Srimad-Bhiigavatam,
which condemns the path of intellectual
attainment:

sreyab srtim bhaktim udasya te vibho
klisyanti ye kevala-bodha-labdhaye
te$iim asau kleSala eva si~yate
niinyad yathii sthiila-tu$iivaghiitiniim

"a Lord, those who want to have a
clear conception of You through their
intellect find their attempts useless.
Their endeavors end only in frustration,
like those who try to beat rice from
an empty husk." (S.B. 10.14.4)
So jniina, knowledge, is like an empty
husk. Energy and knowledge are only
outer aspects. The real substance, the
rice, is devotion-love. That is the taste
ful thing within. Other things are covers
(jnana-kannady-aniivrtam). But what is
within the cover is tasteful, eternal, aus
picious, and beautiful: satyam, sivam,
sundaram. Beauty is reality, ecstasy is re
ality; everything else is only an outer
cover. If we concern ourselves too much
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with the cover, we cannot get the sub
stance within. Then our life becomes a
disappointment:
nai~kannyam

apy acyuta-bhiiva-varjitam
na Sobhate jnanam alam niranjanam
kutab punab Sasvad abhadram iSvare
na carpitam kanna yad apy akiiralJilm

"Mere retirement is not considered to be
fulfillment in anyone's life. Although in
the stage of liberation no contamination
of death, birth, disease, and infirmity are
to be found, still that cannot be con
sidered perfection. Then what to speak
of kanna, a laborious life of work which is
not done for the satisfaction of Kr!?r:ta?"
(S. B. 1.5.12)
The only thing that can give fulfill
ment in both labor and rest is Kr!?r:ta: He
is the harmonizing principle of both. If
work is done as a service for Kr!?r:ta, then
our labor is converted into gold: it is no
longer iron. And only if renunciation is
related to divine service does it have any
value.
ADAM AND EVE
Those who are suffering from hard
labor naturally want rest. They are de
pendent on labor to live, yet it is thought
to be useless and undesirable: if we are
to live, we must labor; still, it is con
sidered a dishonorable life. Generally
our aspiration is how to live without
labor; we are in search of a peaceful life of
rest where we are not the servants of
labor. This is the general tendency in our
life of struggle and labor.
In the Bible, we find that when Adam
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and Eve were surrendered to God in
heaven, their sustenance was automatic;
when they fell down, they had to earn
their bread by the sweat of their brow.
They were forced to labor in order to live.
And it is a low and dishonorable form of
life. But if we want to live, we must
labor.We wonder, "Is there a life where
one can live without labor?" We find
such a tendency in our life from the be
ginning of existence. So we aspire for
freedom from kanna.
BUDDHA AND SHANKAR
Both the Buddhist school and the
Sankara school want to discover a place
where one can live without labor.
Buddha says that life itself is unneces
sary; that there is in actuality no labor, no
life, no existence. According to the
Buddhist school, we can do away with
our existence. It is a mania to keep up our
existence in the struggling world, so we
should do away with this mania. Why
should we live at all? So the Buddhists
advocate nirviilJa, the cessation of
existence.
And Sankaradirya says, "Of course
there is life, but this life is not desirable.
Weare always suffering from injury, and
there is a force which is always diminish
ing us, and ultimately we die. We are
challenged by slow death, slow poison."
It is true that life in the world of mortality
is undesirable. Then what is the solu
tion? Sankara says that the endeavor to
main tain one's individual self is unde
sirable. There is no possibility of main
taining individuality and at the same
time enjoying real peace, eternal peace.
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So we shall have to give up the charm of
individual life.
According to Sankara, there is one
Universal Spirit, and that is a blissful
conception. We are merely reflections of
that. That Spirit has been reflected
everywhere. Somehow it has created
this mysterious individual ego or con
sciousness. We must not be very eager to
maintain this false ego; we must dissolve
it. And when that is done, we shall find
that only Spirit remains.
In our present condition there can be
no cure to the disease of mortality. At
every moment we are losing ourselves in
some way or other. This cannot be
solved. But Buddha and Sankara have
given only a partial understanding.
But Srimad-Bhiigavatam says, "The
proper solution is to practice abnegation,
detachment from the environment, by
seeing it in relation to the service of
Kr.?Da. That knowledge by which you
can attain perfection while maintaining
your own individuality, interest, and
prospect is possible only with bhakti, de
votion, dedication. By exploitation you
have to die. And by abnegation you
merge into a sort of zero (Viraja,
Brahmaloka) in some unknown quarter,
never to rise from there again. But I
recommend the kind of renunciation
and knowledge which is embraced by
devotion, dedication to ~Da. If you ac
cept that, then your inner self, your true
self, can live forever in a happy life."
Naj~kannyam means no pain of labor.
A labor of love is the innate function of
the soul. In our ordinary conception,
labor carries a reaction. As we labor,
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things diminish and vanish, attacked by
death. But these difficulties have all been
eliminated by the recommendations
given in Srimad-Bhiigavatam. Srimad
Bhiigavatam advocates vairiigya and jfiiina
embraced with bhakti, a life of dedica
tion. Bhiigavatam says, "Shake off exploi
tation and renunciation. You will not
have to depend on them. They can be
absorbed by dedication. Renunciation
and knowledge are complete in devo
tion, and at the same time you can main
tain your individuality."
Srimad-Bhiigavatam has hannonized
knowledge and renunciation by supply
ing their very life in devotion. Through
devotion, we can maintain our individu
ality, our activity, our prospect, and at
the same time find immense peace and
ecstasy in life. Srimad-Bhiigavatam offers
us a happy, etemallife simply by adding
dedication to jfiiina and karma.
You will work, or energize; but it will
not come under the jurisdiction of karma,
which hasa reaction . Your energy will be
used for the center. Bhagavad-gitii tells
us, "Work only for the center, otherwise
you will be tied down with a reaction."
So it has been made clear that a very
laudable life is possible for us if we dedi
cate ourselves to the highest center. That
is neither dishonorable nor tiresome.
Neither is it ignorance. So we should
take this course which Srimad
Bhiigavatam recommends for us.
If we are attentive to that and try to
follow the advice coming from the real
source, from real saintly persons, we will
become properly adjusted; we will de
velop a proper understanding. And ev
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erything will be hannonized. One who
has this realization will be victorious
over all poSSible suggestions or concep
tions of knowledge. Only by devotion,
by dedication to I<r!?~a, can we very eas
ily become free from ignorance in the
world of suffering.
To be a devotee means to serve;
service is everything. Our proper life is
to be found in dedicating ourselves and
in self-distribution, not self
aggrandizement. We can live in service.
All difficulties will be removed if we take
to the line of dedication. There we will
find everything: our individuality, the
most favorable environment, our high
est prospect. Only our angle of vision
should be changed. And that angle of
vision should be acquired through the
center. We must try to understand how
everything wiU be seen in relation to the
center. Whatever we see, we must try to
study its position in accordance with the
center. We must locate or calculate what
its position is in relation to the center.
And with that angle of vision, we may
establish our relationship to anything. If
we can develop this vision, we will get
relief from all undesirability. This is the
teaching of Srimad-Bhiigavatam.
This is the specialty of Bhiigavata
philosophy. It always tries to establish
the conception of divine love, divine
sentiment, and divine feeling above in
tellectualism and the mastery over en
ergy. The masters of power and the
masters of knowledge have no value if
devoid of the master of love. On the
other hand, if it is possible for one de
void of knowledge and power to enter
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into the area of love, his life is successful.
His movement is no longer considered
as reactionary labor (kanna), and his
knowledge is real knowledge about
Kri?r:ta (sambandha-jiiiina). Real
knowledge about ~i?r:ta, His
paraphernalia, and who is who in the
spiritual world, is not within the juris
diction of the knowledge that we can
obtain by conducting scientific research.
It is not like that; it is fulfilled in itself.
And Devar!?i Narada carne to Veda
vyasa to recommend to him, "You must
introduce this very clearly in your pres
ent book. In the Vedas and Upani~ads and
in the Mahiibharata you have dealt previ
ously with different aspects of
knowledge and work. But it is not so
clear. And now very clearly and defi
nitely you should describe the success of
life in its fullest form, independent of
knowledge and energy." It is possible to
reinstate ourselves with our lost wealth
independent of energy and intellectual
research.
THE SEAL OF EGO
We have only to break the seal of the
ego, and the natural flow of divine love
will corne and automatically help its own
cause. Such an arrangement is there for
us by which we may return home. We
won't feel that it is a tedious, laborious
journey. We will be carried by our
natural attraction, independent of exter
nal guidance. The tendency wi thin us for
divine love can understand its own soil;
it has that natural gift of attraction. An
automatic attraction will be there for our
horne; no scientific search is necessary.
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Rather, we will have to put a stop to
our intellectualism, ambition, and aspi
ration. It is unnecessary. It is a wild
goose chase. It will never help us to
reach our goal. The heart will reject that.
There will be no room for any suspicion
at all. It is an infallible, naturae complete
selection. So we should try to find that
natural thing which cannot be acquired
as the result of any long program of re
search. It is quite natural. It is only the
artificialism within us that must be re
moved and bid adieu forever.
And the reactions ,that we have ac
quired after so long in our false journey
will evaporate out of their own accord .
They will present no problem. This is
certain. There will be no reaction, and no
necessity of finding any new discovery
or invention. Once achieving that reali
zation, we will see that our "pro
gressive-knowledge-civilization" is all
redundant.
No intellectualism is required. Just as a
child knows his mother, we can recog
nize our real horne. In the midst of so
many cows, a calf will run to its own
mother. They have some instinctive
scent or a natural guidance that directs
them. In the same way, no trouble, no
investigation, no experiment or suspi
cion is necessary. Devotion to ~!?Da is
automatic, naturae happy, and
spontaneous. It is a spontaneous life, an
automatic flow, a natural movement.
Our real interest is love. Love is inde
pendent of everything. It is the in
nermost substance in our existence. 'Try
to dive deep into reality/' we are told.
"Dive deep into reality, and you will find
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your home there in that divine realm .
You are a child of that soil. " That is the
message of Srimad-Bhagavatam and Sri
Caitanya Mahaprabhu. And that is not a
very meager conception, an abstract or
hazy dream, but that is the most intense
and concrete reality.
Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu demon
strated this by His character, by how in
tensely He searched for Sri Knirya, and
by how intensely and deeply He en
gaged Himself in the lilii of Kr~rya, ignor
ing so many facts which seem concrete in
the outside world. Forgetting every
thing, despising everything which is so
important to us, He neglected all other
functions and considerations of duty. He
engaged Himself in kr~lJa-Lilii so deeply
and intensely-diving deep into it-that
it captured His whole heart so much that
He was externally found to be helpless.
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upa
Goswami
Prabhupada says that
Krishna's name,
form, qualities, and
eternal associates
everything about
Him - is not mun
dane, but purely
spiritual. It cannot be
perceived by our
gross senses. Simply
by vibrating the
sound krishna, our
tongues cannot pro
d uce Krishna, our
noses cannot catch
the transcendental
&agranceofHisbody,
our eyes cannot have
a vision of His beauti
ful figure which is
supramental. This is
true not only for our
physical senses, but
for the mind also. Our a..-....,......
minds cannot con
ceive of Krishna. He
is transcendental and
supramental. His
existence transcends
all the knowledge in
our possessIon.
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If it is to be effective, the sound of the
holy name of Kr!?Qa must have a divine
quality. The holynameofKr!?Qa which is
infinite can do away with everything un
desirable within us; but the name must
be invested with a real spiritual concep
tion. It must not be a mere physical imi
tation produced only by the help of the
lip and tongue. That sound is not the
holy name. If it is to be genuine, the holy
name of Kr!?Qa, Hari, Vi!?Qu, or
NarayaQa must be vaiku1;Itha-niima: it
should have spiritual existence, divine
backing. That principle is all in all in vi~
brating the holy name.
We are concerned with sound vibra
tion that has spiritual depth. The physi
cal imitation of the holy name is not the
name proper; it is not Sabda brahma, di
vine sound. Only imitation sound may
come from the plane of mundane con
ception. The holy name of Kr!?Qa means
divine sound; it must have some
spiritual background. Something
spiritual must be distributed through the
physical sound.
In the case of a capsule of medicine,
the capsule is not the medicine; the
medicine is within. Externally, one
capsule may look like another, but
within one capsule there may be
medicine and within another there may
be cyanide. The capsule itself is not the
medicine. So it is not the sound of
Kr!?Qa's name that is Kr!?Qa: Kr!?Qa is
within the sound. The holy name must
be surcharged with the proper spirit, not
any mundane sentiment.
Even the followers of the impersonal
Sailkara school have faith that the name
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is not confined within the jurisdiction of
physical sound. They consider it to be
within the mental plane, within the
plane of sattva guna. Unfortunately they
think that the holy name is the product
of miiyii, or misconception, and so they
conclude that the names of Hari, Krsna,
Kali, and Siva are all one and the ~~e.
The Ramakrishna Mission and the
Sailkara school both preach in that way.
But that conception also has its origin in
the plane of misunderstanding.
DIVINE SOUND
The divine sound of the pure name
(suddha-nama) must have its origin
beyond the area of misconception or
maya. The extent of miiyii is up to the
highest planet in the material worl~,
Satyaloka. Beyond Satyaloka is the Vi
raja river and the world of conscious
ness, Brahmaloka, and then the spiritual
sky, Paravyoma. The pure name of
Kr!?Qa must have its origin in
Paravyoma, the spiritual sky. And if we
are to examine it further, the holy name
of Kr!?Qa really comes from the most
original plane of all existence: Braja,
Goloka. According to this understand
ing, the sound must have its origin in the
highest plane of the spiritual world in
Vrndavana if it is to be considered the
genuine Kr!?Qa name.
The mere physical sound is not the
holy name of Kr!?Qa. A true conception of
the holy name is necessary, not only to
free us from this world of misconcep
tion, but also for the attainment of
service to Kr~Qa in Vrndavana. Only that
true name of Kr~Qa which has its origin
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in the plane of Vrndavana can lift us up
and take us there.
Otherwise, although the spirit is
within the name, if the sound we vibrate
is based on any other conception, it may
only take us to that layer of conception.
This is quite scientific; it is not unreason
able . The mere word kr~1)a is not the holy
name. What is important is the meaning
of that sound and the depth of meaning,
the deep conception of the meaning of
the name. That is everything-it is all
important in serving our purpose.
There's a nice story that illustrates this
point. When our spiritual master, 5rila
Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Thakura,
was a young boy, both he and his father,
Bhaktivinoda Thakura, went to visit the
holy place of Kulinagrama, which is
located in the Hooghly district near
Calcutta. Kulinagrama was a village
where the great devotee Haridasa Tha
kura, as well as other famous Vai~?I:\avas,
used to live, and was the home of four
generations of devotees.
A HAUNTED TEMPLE
They went to visit that ancient holy
place, and just on the outskirts of
Kulinagrama, as they were entering the
village, they passed by an old temple.
Suddenly a man came out of the temple
and humbly asked them, "Please stay
the night here. In the morning you may
enter the village and take darSana of all
the places there." Bhaktivinoda Thakura
and our guru maharaja, who at that time
wasa young boy, stayed thenightin that
temple house.
Just after nightfall, as they were rest
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ing, Bhaktivinoda Thakura experienced
something unusual. He found that
brickbats were being thrown about from
different directions. He thought, "How
is this happening and why? Who would
throw big brickbats like this?" Then he
had some apprehension that there might
be ghosts living there, creating disturb
ances. He began loudly chanting the
Hare Kr~t:la maha-mantra. After some
time, the disturbance disappeared, and
Bhaktivinoda Thakura and 5rila
Bhaktisiddhanta passed the rest of the
night there peacefully.
In the morning, they entered the vil
lage and began visiting different holy
places. After some time, one of the local
gentlemen noticed them and said, "You
entered our village early this morning.
Where do you come from? And where
did you spend the night?" Bhaktivinoda
Thakura explained, "We stayed in that
temple just outside the village there."
One of them said, "Oh! How could you
stay there? So many ghosts live there
and throw stones and bricks at anyone
who passes by that place at night. How
could you stay there?" Then
Bhaktivinoda Thakura said, "Yes, you
are right. But when I found such a dis
turbance there, I began to loudly chant
the Hare Kr~t:la maha-mantra, and subse
quently the problem disappeared." The
men of the village then asked
Bhaktivinoda, "Who are you, and where
are you coming from?"
Then they came to know that he was
Bhaktivinoda Thakura. They had al
ready heard of him, and some of them
had read his books. They welcomed the
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haktivinoda
Thakura told them
that the priest must
have only repeated
the syllables of the
name. What he was
produeing was onlya
mayik sound, a
physical, lip-deep
sound. It did not have
the spiritual essence;
the life of the name
was absent when he
was chanting. The
priest had been
committing offenses
to the holy name, and
as a result became a
ghost. They asked,
"Then how can he be
released from that
wretched condition ?"
Bhaktivinoda said, "If
he meets a bona fide
sadhu who has a
genuine connection
with Krishna, and he
hears the real name
from hislips, then he
may be released from
his ghostly condition."
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two of them, and showed them all the
holy places they had not yet seen.
At one point, they said to
Bhaktivinoda Thakura, "The gentleman
who was formerly the priest of that tem
ple was transformed into a ghost after
his departure. Since that time, we have
regularly seen the disturbances caused
by that ghost. Why did he become a
ghost? As the priest of that temple, he
used to regularly chant the holy name of
Kr~r:ta. We are witness to that fact; we
have all heard him. Why was he turned
into a ghost? We cannot understand this.
Please explain."
LIP-DEEP SOUND
Bhaktivinoda Thakura told them that
the priest must have only repeated the
syllables of the name, the nama-ak~ra.
What he was producing was only a mayik
sound, a physical, lip-deep sound. It did
not have the spiritual essence; the life of
the name was absent when he was
chanting. It was niima-aparadha, offensive
chanting. Bhaktivinoda asked them,
"What was his character?" They said,
"He was not a good man. He committed
many sinful acts. That we know. But we
can't deny the fact that he used to chant
the name of the Lord almost always.
How could he become a ghost?"
Bhaktivinoda Thakura explained that
the physical sound of the name is not the
name proper. The priest had been com
mitting offenses to the holy name (nama
aparaaha), and as a result became a ghost.
They asked, "Then how can he be re
leased from that wretched condition?"
Bhaktivinoda said, "If he meets a bona
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fide sadhu who has a genuine connection
with Kr~r:ta, and he hears the real name,
or the proper explanation of Bhagavad
gitii or Srimad-Bhagavatam from his lips,
then he may be released from his ghostly
condition. It is mentioned in the
scriptures that this is the only way to
become free from the entanglement of
material nature." After this discussion,
Bhaktivinoda Thakura and Bhaktisid
dhanta Saraswati left Kulinagrama.
From that day on, all the troubles
caused by the ghost at the temple in
Kulinagrama ceased. The villagers were
astonished. One of them said: "That
priest who had become a ghost must
have been released from his ghostly con
dition after hearing the holy name
chanted by Bhaktivinoda Thakura.
When the trouble began, Bhaktivinoda
loudly chanted the name, and gradually,
by hearing the holy name of ~r:ta from
his holy lips, that suppressed soul has
been liberated from his condition as a
ghost."
After that, many people journeyed to
see Bhaktivinoda Thakura. They would
tell him, "We are confident that you are a
great Vai~r:tava-after hearing the holy
name of Kr~r:ta from your lips, a ghost
has been released." This story was
published in the newspapers, and Srila
Bhaktisiddhanta Prabhupada used to re
count this story of his own experience
with Bhaktivinoda Thakura.
The point is that simply the external
sound of the name is not the real name.
The most important thing is the spiritual
realization backing the name--thatis the
real name. Otherwise, a tape recorder
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can pronounce that holy name of Kr~Da.
Even a parrot can pronounce the name--
but the physical sound is not the thing
itself. In the background there must be
spiritual truth, which is conscious. That
super-knowledge is beyond the
knowledge of this mundane plane.
SUPRAMENTAL NAMA
This understanding is confirmed by
Rupa Goswami Prabhu in his verse:
ata~

sri-kmla-niimiidi
na bhaved griihyam indriyai~
sevonmukhe hi jihviidau
svayam eva sphuraty ada~
He says that Kr~Da's name, form, qual
ities, and eternal associates--everything
about Him-is not mundane, but purely
spiritual. It cannot be perceived by our
gross senses. Simply by vibrating the
sOUI:td k!~~a, our tongues cannot produce
Kr~Da, our noses cannot catCh the trans
cendental fragrance of His body, our
eyes cannot have a vision of His beauti
ful figure which is supramental. This is
true not only for our physical senses, but
for the mind also. Our minds cannot
conceive of Kr~Da . He is transcendental
and supramental. His existence trans
cends aU the knowledge in our
possession.
We cannot be the subject and make
Kr!?Da our object. He is the subject. He
exists beyond both the iitmii and
paramiitmii. We should never forget that.
We should always be mindful of the
plane in which He exists. As finite souls
we are tafasthii jivas- the marginal po
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tency of the Lord. The tiny soul can think
and know only those things which are
more gross than himself. But in trying to
know that which is more subtle than
himself, he is helpless. A connection
with that higher spiritual realm is only
possible when the higher area wants to
bring the lower up into that plane.
Therefore, to understand Him is possi
ble only through surrender (sevonmukhe
hi jihvadau).
DIVINE SLAVERY

If we can accept the current of
surrender-if we can die as we are and
surrender our innermost self at His
disposal-His will can easily carry us up
to the spiritual platform. Our soul will
become as a blade of grass in that cur
rent, and so be carried up into the center
of the infinite. It is not that we can enter
there and walk proudly as we do here in
this gross material world . Here we walk
on our feet, but there we shall walk with
our heads. Only by the Lord's grace
upon our heads can we attract that plane
to take us up.
Everything there is qualitatively
higher than our own existence. The sub
stance of that divine realm, the
atmosphere, the air, the ether
everything ther~is higher than any
value we might have. Only those with a
sincere spirit of service may be allowed
to enter there. And there they will be
. taken to the highest position of divine
love by the residents of that plane, who
are venerable, generous, affectionate,
and filled with good wishes.
We have as our prospect the chance to
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go there, but always as a matter of
grace-and never as a matter of right.
We must accept this creed from the be
ginning. Still, the atmosphere there is so
happy and loving that no one there feels
any distinction between slave and mas
ter. A slave there has no sense of being a
slave. Everyone is family. Having at
tained the state of divine slavery, one
should consider: "I am a slave-the
generosity of I<r!?Da and His eternal as
sociates is my wealth." But by the power
of Yogamaya, those who are taken up
into that plane forget that they are
slaves. That is the greatness and
magnanimity of that atmosphere where
love is intensely flowing . It is really by
their love and not by our own fortune
that we may somehow gain entrance
into that high and noble land.
But to realize this we must realize the
s piri tual position of I<r!?Da's name, form,
and eternal associates. I<r!?Da's name is
not material. We cannot capture the
name of I<r~Da simply by vibrating the
syllables of the name with our tongue.
RavaDa wanted to capture Sitadevi and
thought that he had done so. But the fact
was that he could not even touch the
holy body of Sitadevi.
What RavaDa captured was only a
mundane representation of Sitcldevi, a
material double, an imitation which was
like a statue of Sitadevl. Sitcldevi herself
is another thing; she is not made of flesh
and blood. For a person here in this
world, Sitadevi and her divine plane is
not at all approachable. A mundane
person cannot see, feel, or enter that
plane-what to speak of the possibility
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of snatching Sitadevi and taking her
away. The scriptures have explained
that Sita's capture was all show. RavaDa
was cheated . Of course, the apparent
kidnapping of Sita by RclvaDa was done
to serve some purpose, to teach some
thing to the people of this mundane
world. But in the real sense, no Ravana
can come in connection with ell Iy of the
eternal associates of the Lord who are
living in VaikuDtha. In the same way, no
mundane person can touch the Vai
kUDtha name simply by imitating its
sound.
Recently I was asked about a young
boy who had been killed in an acciden t. I
was told that he shouted the name of
I<r~Da at the time of death. I was asked
"What was his destination?" I explained
that whether one is young or old in the
plane of flesh and blood is no qualifica
tiori for spiritual attainment. One's men
tality must be examined. According to
the particular time and p'lace and the
conception of the person involved, that
sound may be the genuine name, or it
may be niimiibhiisQ, the shadow of the real
name.
NATIONAL NAMA
When Gandhi was shot, he cried,
"Rama! Rama!" He was shotin the chest,
and his spectacles were thrown into the
street. Within half an hour he passed
away, but he pronounced the words
"Rama! Rama!" He was on his way to
deliver a religious lecture, but his men
tality was full of thoughts of national
progress, so in his case, the vibration of
the name may have worked in the plane
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of nation-building. To understand a
person's destination at the time of death,
we must ask, "What was his mentality?"
Sometimes chanting the name may re
sult in namabhasa-the shadow of the
name. Whether or not it is suddha nama,
the genuine name, depends on the men
.tal system of the person chanting the
name. It depends on his relation towards
Kr~r:ta, his intention.
"GOPI, GOP!, GOPI!"
A few days before Sri Caitanya
Mahaprabhu took sannyasa, He was
chanting "gop;, gop;, gop;." Hearing this,
a tantric brahmarza came to give some ad
vice to the Lord. "Pandit," he said, "You
are a scholar; You know the scriptures.
Still, You are chanting the name gopi,
gop!? What benefit will You get from
that? The scriptures say that if You chant
the name of Kr~r:ta, You may get some
benefit. You will find this in many places
in the scriptures, especially in the
Puranas. Why then do You chantgopi,

gop!?"
Angered at the brahmalJa's ignorance,

Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu, in the mood
of a follower of the gop;s, picked up a
stick and began to rebuke him. "You
have come from the enemy camp to con
vert us into followers of Kr~r:ta?" He ran
after the brahmana to beat him with His
stick. In this exa'mple, we find that Sri
Caitanya Mahaprabhu was chanting
"gop;, gopi" and neglecting the name of
K~r:ta. Apparently He was advised to
take the name of ~r:ta and became
enraged-but what is the underlying
thought there?
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If we are to understand the effect of
someone's chanting of the holy name,
we must examine his underlying
purpose. Sometimes his chanting may
have some effect, but not always. Still,
Jiva Goswami mentions the following
example as evidence that the holy name
may have some effect even if one is una
ware of its full meaning.
Once, a wild boar attacked a Moham
medan, and the Mohammedan cried,
"Harama! Harama!" Hariima means "that
abominable hog!" On the other hand, Ha
Kama means "the Lord," who has al
lowed a hog to attack me. Somehow,
Lord Rama was invoked, and the holy
name had a divine influence on the
Mohammedan, who attained liberation.
Another example given in the
scriptures is that of Valmiki. Before be
coming a saint, the sage Valmiki was a
dacoit. But the great saint Narada had a
plan to benefit him. Narada thought,
"This person is the most notorious and
heinous dacoit I have ever seen. Let me
experiment with him to see the potency
of the holy name. I shall ask him to chant
the holy name of Rama." He tried, but
Valmiki could not pronounce the holy
name of Rama. Then Narada told him to
chant mara-the word for "murder"
instead. The dacoit said, "Yes, I can do
this. This is just the opposite of the name
of Rama." He began to chant "mara

mara-mara-mara-riima-rama- riima-riima."
In this way, after some time, mara be
came riima . Valmiki began to chant the
name of Rama, and gradually his mental
attitude changed. So it is possible for the
name to have an effect on someone even
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if he has no proper conception of its
meaning. This is calIed niimabhasa: the
shadow of the name. It can effect libera
tion. But a real devotee is not interested
in liberation. He wants to enter the do
main of divine service.
The sound and its effect depends
upon the attitude we accept, and the
quality we can conceive, because the
actual vaikut'!ha niima is infinite. In that
plane, the divine name is equal to the
substance named. When the sound as
pect is one and the same with the origi
nal aspect of the thing, that is vaikulJ!ha
niima. Here in this world, a blind man's
name may be Padmalocan-lotus
eyed-but really he may be blind. The
name and the figure may be entirely dif
ferent. But in VaikuD~ha, in the infinite
world, the name and the named are one
and the same.
Yet to experience the vaikulJ!ha niima,
one must avoid both niima apariidha,
offenses to the holy name, and niimii
bhiisa, the shadow of the holy name. By
niimiibhiisa, we get some relief from this
worldly bondage, and by niima apariidha,
we become entangled in this inayik
world. But the ordinary physical sound
cannot represent the real name, which is
supernatural.
It is said that one name of Kr!.'Da can
remove more ignorance and sin than a
man has the power to commit. But what
is the quality of that one name? We may
chant the physical name of Kr!.'Da so
many times without getting the result of
even one real name. There is a great dif
ference between the ordinary sound of
the name, the superficial mayik name,
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and the pure name . The pure name is
one and the same with Kr!.'Da, but that
descends down to our level only by His
grace. We cannot vibrate it simply by
dint of our moving our tongue and our
lips. The pure name of ~!.'Da is not lip
deep, but heart deep. And it ultimately
goes beyond the heart and reaches the
land of Kr!.'Da. When Kr!.'Da comes
down, the name Kr!.'Da comes through
the heart and moves the lips and tongue.
That vibra tion is the holy name of Kr!.'Da,
kr$t'a niima.
NEGATIVE POWER
When Kr!.'Da in the form of sound de
scends from the transcendental world
into the heart, and from the heart, con
trolling every aspect of the nervous
system, comes to the lips and begins
dancing there, that is km1a mlma. The
initiative is in the transcendental world.
That sound is not produced from the
physical plane. The spiritual sound has
to come down into this plane; He can
come down, but we cannot so easily go
up there. He is the Supersubject; we are
an object to Him. We cannot interfere
with His independence. Only by the
negative power of surrender can we
attract the Supreme Positive to come
down to our level.
And so the holy name is not a produc
tion of our senses. It can be realized only
when we approach Him with a very in
tense serving attitude. At that time,
Kn;Da Himself may come down by His
grace, being attracted by our serving na
ture. Then He can influence this element
and produce transcendental sound and
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dance within the mundane plane. That is
the holy name, the vaikutzfha niima, the
real name of ~Da. We cannot produce
it with our lips. The sound we create
with our physical or mental production
is not ~~?Da. He is independent from
whatever sound we may produce, and
yet, because He controls everything, He
can appear anywhere, in any form, in
any plane, in any sound.
And this is confirmed in Bhagavad-gitii
(4.6). ~Da says, "When I come here by
the power of My internal potency, I re
move the external potency's influence
and appear anywhere and everywhere."
The mundane wave is forced back, just
as a plane rides in the sky and pushes
back the influence of air and wind as it
forcibly passes. By removing the influ
ence of the material waves, He appears
within this world by the strength of His
own force.
The Lord says, "I have My own po
tency, and by the power of that potency,
I remove this gross material energy. And
so I live and move here in this world."
The laws of material nature cannot apply
to Him. He has special power. And with
the help of that special power, He sub
dues the laws of material nature and
comes here. He does whatever He wants
with His own potency. Wherever He
goes, the laws of material nature with
draw from that place and give Him His
way. In this way, He can appear within
the realm of sound as the holy name.
The real importance of the name is not
to be found merely in the arrangement of
its syllables, but in the deep meaning
within that divine sound. Some scholars
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argue that in the Kali-santaratza Upani?Qd,
Lord Brahma says that the Hare ~Da
mahii-mantra is properly pronounced
only when the name of Rama precedes
the name of Kr~Da: "Hare Rama, Hare
Rama, Rama Rama, Hare Hare/ Hare
K~Da, Hare ~~Da, ~~Da ~~Da, Hare
Hare."
KRISHNA NAMA
In the Kali-santaratza Upani~ad, the
Hare ~~Da mahii-mantra is given in that
way. But to say that the name of Rama
must precede the name of ~~Da in the
mantra is a superficial understanding. It
is said that because it comes from the
Upani?Qds, the Hare ~~Da mantra is a
Vedic mantra, and therefore, because
the ordinary people may not have any
entrance into Vedic mantras, Sri
Caitanya Mahaprabhu readjusted this
mantra by reversing the order of the
words. In that way, it is said, the concern
that it is a Vedic mantra is thereby
cancelled, and so Sri Caitanya
Mahaprabhu gave it to all without
breaching the injunctions of the Vedas.
Some devotees in Uttar Pradesh who
have great affection for Sri Caitanyadeva
like to give this opinion.
But our faith is that the mentioning of
"Hare Rama" first is only superficial. It
concerns the idea that since the Rama
avatiira appeared first and the ~Da ava
tiira afterwards, the name of Rama,
"Hare Rama," should come first in the
mahii-mantra. A deeper reading will con
sider that when two similar things are
connected together, the priority will be
ordered not on the basis of historical pre
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cedent, but in consideration of the most
highly developed conception. The holy
name of Kr!?Da is higher than the holy
name of Rama. This is mentioned in the
Pura~as: three names of Rama equal one
name of Kr~Da. The name of Kr!?Da is
superior to the name of Rama. Where the
two are connected together, the first
position should be given to the one that
is superior. Therefore, the name of
Kn;Da must come first in the maha

mantra.
This is one point. Another point is that
within the eternal plane, everything is
moving in a cyclic order. In an eternal
cycle, which is first and which is next
cannot be ascertained, and so, in the
eternal plane of lila, it cannot be de
tennined whether Kr!?Da is before Rama
or Rama is before Kr!?Da. So from that
consideration also, since the names of
Kr!?Da and Rama are eternal and unre
lated to any historical event, we may be
gin the mantra from any place.
RAMA MEANS KRISHNA
But above these considerations, our
sampradaya has given another, higher
consideration. A deeper understanding
will reveal that the Hare Kr!?Da mantra is
not at all concerned with rama lila. In the
name of Rama within the Hare Kr!?Da
mantra, the Gau<;iiya Vai!?DavaS will find
Radha-ramana Rama. That means
"Kr~Da, who gives pleasure (raman) to
Srimati Radharani." In our conception,
the Hare Kr!?Da mantra is wholesale
Krsna consciousness, not Rama con
sc·i~~sness. Sri Caitanya's highest con
ception of things is always svayam
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lila, radha-govinda ma.

That is the real purpose of Sri Caitanya
Mahaprabhu's advent and teachings. In
that consideration, the Hare Kn;Da man
tra does not mention the rama lila of
Ayodhya at all. There is no connection
with that in the highest conception of the
Hare Kr!?Da mantra.
And the inner conception of the man
tra is responsible for our spiritual attain
ment. When one pronounces the name
Rama, if he means Dasarathi Rama, his
attraction will take him there, to
Ayodhya; if he means Parasiirama, he
will be attracted to another place. And if
Rama means Radha-ramana Rama, he
will go to Goloka. The inner conception
of the devotee will guide him to his
destination.
My original name was Ramendra
Candra. When I was given initiation,
Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Tha
kura gave me the name Ramendra
Sundara. I asked him, "What is the
meaning of Ramendra?" He told me, "In
our consideration, Rama does not mean
Dasarathi Rama or Lord Ramacandra,
the son of King Dasaratha. It means
Radha-ramana Rama-Kr!?Da, the lover
of Radharani."
The name "Hare" may also mean dif
ferent things according to one's concep
tion. That the meaning of the word Hare
in the mantra is taken to mean RadharaDl
is also determined according to the
spiritual development or qualification
(adhikiira ) of the chanter. When one is
finnly established in conceiving of
Radha-Kr!?Da in the background of
everything-when one finds svayam
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riipa, the original form of Godhead, un
derlying of all sorts of conceptions of all
things good-then only will he find that
sort of meaning and nothing else.
For beginners, the word "Hare" in the
Hare Kr~Da mantra can be conceived to
mean Hari. That is one meaning. It may
also mean N~sirphadeva. And just as
"Rama" can mean Dasarathi Rama,
'~Kr~Da" may refer to different types of
K~~Da. There is also a Kr~Da in Vai
kUDtha, where the vaibhavas, or exten
sions of the Lord, number twenty-four.
In VaikuDtha, first there is Narayana,
and then four extensions: Vasudeva,
Sankar~na, Pradyumna, and
Aniruddha . Each of these four has five
agents, making twenty-four in aU. One
of these is the ~Da of VaikuDtha. Then
there is the Kr~Da of Dwaraka and the
K~Da of Mathura.
In this way there are various concep
tions of Kn;Da. But the highest concep
tion of K~Da is ~Da in Vrodavana:
Radha-Govinda. When one cannot re
move himself from that plane, he will
conceive of divinity only as Hari-Hara.
He will see nothing else .but Radha
Kr~Da. Those who are completely and
perfectly installed in madhura-rasa
who have the highest kind of divine
vision---cannot come down from that
plane. If they do, it is only for the interest
of Radha-Govinda. In that case, the de
votee may go anywhere, but his real in
terest is under lock and key in Vro
davana. Only on behalf of the service of
Radha-Govinda will a devotee leave
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V~davana

line, "Hare" in the Hare
mantra can only mean Hara:
Srimati RadharaDi. Hara means "Radha,
who can even snatch the attention of
Kr~Da, Hari." The word harana means
"to steal." One who can steal the mind of
He who is most expert in stealing-who
can steal even the mind of Kr~Da-She is'
Hara . Stealing in its highest capacity is
shown by RadharaI)l. And "Kr~Da"
means "He who is most attractive in the
absolute sense." They are both rep
resented in the mantra.
K~~Da

R. U PAN U G A N A M A
The followers of the riipiiniigii
sampradaya can never deviate from that
consciousness in their chanting of the
mahii-mantra. And with this conception,
they go on with the service of Hari-Hara,
Radha-Kr~Da. They absorb themselves
in riidhii diisyam. They cannot think of
anything else but that. And once having
fully attained that plane, they can never
come down from that level, from the in
terest of Radha-Kr~Da. They cannot al
low themselves to be out of that circle.
That is the position of our highest as
piration, and according to a devotee's
iidhikara, or spiritual qualification, that
sort of meaning will awaken in one's
mind. It will be awakened, discovered
by siidhana. At that time the covering of
the heart will be removed and divine
love will spontaneously spring up from
the fountain of the heart as the inner
function of the soul.

V~davana.

For those who are followers of the
~----------------------------~94~----------------------------~

Gaudiya Vaishnavas
know only Radharani.
They are concerned
only with Her, and
Her duties, Her
necessities. They are
ready to serve Her in
all respects, and
cannot contemplate
any service without
Her. That is the
highest achievement
of the Gaudiya
Vaishnavas, that is
the special feature of
Mahaprabhu's party,
and that was an
nounced by
Raghunatha Dasa
Goswami.

is a hope which is sus
taining me and nur
turing my existence.
And with that hope I
am somehow passing
my days. But my pa
tience has reached its
end. I can't endure it
any longer.
At this moment if You
do not show Your
grace to me, Sri
Radha, I shall lose my
prospectforeveLI
shall have no desire
to continue my life.
and Vrndavana,
which is even dearer
to me than my life it
self -- I am disgusted
with it. And what to
s peak of anything
else, I am even dis
gusted with Krishna.
It is shameful to utter
such words, but I can
have no love even for
Krishna unless and
until You take me
within Your confiden
tial camp of service.
RAGHUNATH DAS

THE

SERVICE

Once, the Diwan of Bharatpur had
come on a pilgrimage with his family to
the holiest of places, Sri Radha-kUI).c;la,
the holy lake of Srimati RadharaQi. He
and his family were circumambulating
Radha-kuQc;la. They would fall flat on
the ground, offering obeisances lying
down with their arms outstretched. Ev
ery time they bowed down in this way,
they would mark the spot where their
fingertips touched the earth. Then they
would slowly rise, step forward to where
that spot had been marked, and again
fall flat, offering their obeisances with
great respect and adoration. In this way
they were circumambulating the entire
Radha-kuQc;la. Upon seeing such intense
worship, Paramananda Prabhu, an inti
mate disciple of our guru mahiiraja Srila
Bhaktisiddhiinta Saraswati Thiikura, in
timated to Prabhupada that the Diwan
and his family must have great respect
for Radhiirii~ to circumambulate the
Riidhii-kuQc;la in such a fashion.
At that time Prabhupiida said, "Their
angle of vision towards Radhii-kUI).c;la
and RadhariiQi is different from ours.
They recognize and revere ~Qa. And
because RadhiiriiQi is Kr!?Qa's favorite,
they also have some reverence for
Riidha-kUI).c;la. But our vision is just the
opposite. Our concern is with Radhii
riiQi. And only because She wants Kr!?Qa
do we have any connection with Him."
And so, the Gauc;liya Vllil1Qavas know
only RiidharaQl. They are concerned
only with Her, and Her duties, Her
necessities. They are ready to serve Her
in all respects, and cannot contemplate
any service without Her. That is the
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highest achievement of the Gauc;liya Vai
!?Qavas, that is the special feature of
Mahiiprabhu's party, and that was an
nounced by Raghuniitha Dasa Goswami
in his Vilapa-ku~umanjali (102):

asabharair-amrta-sindhu-mayaiJ:r kathaficit
kalo mayatigamita~ kila siimprataril hi
tvam at krpam may; vidhiisyasi naiva kim me
pranair vraje na ca varoru bakarinapi
This verse is a direct prayer to Radhii
raQl. It expresses a particular type of
hope which is so sweet and reassuring
that it is compared with an unlimited
ocean of nectar. He says, ''There is a
hope which is sustaining me and nurtur
ing my existence. With that hope I am
somehow passing my days, dragging
my life through these tedious times.
That nectarine ocean of hope is attracting
me and keeping me alive. But my pa
tience has reached its end. I can't endure
it any longer. I can't wait any more.
" At this moment if You do not show
Your grace to me, I am finished. I shall
lose my prospect forever. I shall have no
desire to continue my life. It will all be
useless. Without Your grace, I can't
stand to live another moment. And Vrn
diivana, which is even dearer to me than
my life itself-I am disgusted with it. It is
painful; it is always pinching me. And
what to speak of anything else, I am even
disgusted with Kr!?Qa. It is shameful to
utter such words, but I can have no love
even for Kr!?Qa unless and until You take
me within Your confidential camp of
service." This is the prayer of
Raghunatha Dasa.
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When 5rila Bhaktisiddhanta
Saraswati Prabhupada would begin to
explain this verse, his figure would be
come transformed. He would become
full of emotion; his face would become
like that of a phantom.
In this verse, Raghunatha Dasa
Goswaml, taking an extreme risk, says,
"0 Radha, if I do not get Your favor, I
don't want anything. I want You and
You alone. To have an independent rela
tionship with anyone else, eliminating
You, is impossible in my life. You must
be first, and then others. Without You:
we can never even think of a separate
relationship with Kr!?Da."
Bhaktivedanta Swami Maharaja has
written that without Radharani's comI' pany, Kr!?Da is not beautiful. Everything
is relativ~ependent. A teacher de
pends on the student, and the student
depends on his teacher. Although Kr~Da
is the enjoyer, He is completely depen
dent on the enjoyed, 5rimati RadharaDi.
The two are correlative; one cannot be
separated from the other. As the en
joyed, RaClharaDI is also absolutely de
pendent on Kr.?Da, the enjoyer.
RadharaDI says, "My fate is lost
forever because I have given Myself, I
have sold Myself to many places. When I
heard the flute, I dedicated Myself to the
song ofthe flute. When I heard the name
of Kr!?Da, I dedicated Myself to that
sound. And when I saw a beautiful
picture of Kr.?Da, I wholly <iedicated My
self to that picture. So in three places I
have sold Myself completely, with no
possibility of any happiness or peace in
My life. If I had dedicated Myself to only
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one thing, there might have been a pos
sibility of peace, but because I have dedi
cated Myself in three different places, I
am hopeless.
"Seeing the picture of Kr!?Da, I
couldn't contain Myself. I couldn't but
give Myself to that beautiful figure, and
so I dedicated Myself fully. The name of
K~Da also purchased Me fully . And the
sweet sound from the flute-that has
also drawn Me to the extreme of dedica
tion. So how can I hope for peace in My
life? It is impossible, My friends."
RadharaDI did not know it at that time,
but the source of Kr!?Da'S flute, His
name, and His beauty are one. If She
could have seen how all three of these
meet together, then it would have been
possible for Her to have peace of mind.
But it is difficult to understand this
principle.
How is it that the sound of ~Da's
flute, the sound of His name, and a
picture of His form are nondifferent from
Kr.?Da Himself? Idealism. In Hegel's
words, ideal realism. The absolute idea
is not to be dismissed as an abstract
thing; rather, it is the basis of all exis
tence. Reality is there, but it is ideal
realism. And the foundation of the real
ity of Vrndavana is given by
Nityananda, Baladeva: nitiiiyer kOTUtlii
habe, braje riidha-k~t:la piibe, dharo nitQi
carat:la du 'khani.
After Bhaktivinoda Thakura describes
the position of RadharaDI in his
Sarat:liigati, he says, "1 want to serve
those who have the service of RadharaDi
in their heart. I want to serve the feet
dust of those whose only wealth is the
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service of Sri Radha. I ",ant to fall before
them and take the dust of their holy feet.
If you cannot fix your mind in the service
of RadharaDi, then all your attempts to
serve K~Da are useless. If you cannot
achieve earnestness in the service of
Srimati RadharaDi, then all your labor
for ~!?Da has gone to hell." We cannot
conceive of a sun without heat, nor can
we conceive of Godhead without His po
tency. So also, no conception of ~!?Da is
possible without Srimati RadharaDi. We
can't know any Madhava without
Radha.
She is Kr!?Da'S other half-in Srila
Bhaktisiddhanta's language, the pre
dominated moiety. Devotional service as
a whole is represented by Her, because
both the intensity and the comprehen
siveness of Her service to ~!?I)a are un
paralleled. There are so many examples
of chaste and pious ladies in the ancient
history of the Purii7;las: Sad, the faithful
wife of Indra; Sati, the wife of Lord Siva;
Lak!?midevi, the goddess of fortune;
Satyabhama, ~!?Da'S wife in Dwaraka;
RukmiQi, the principle queen of Kr!?Da in
Dwaraka; and even the antagonists of
RadharaDi, headed by Candravali. All of
them represent different aspects of
RadharaDi. They all sprirtg from the
main potency which is known as Radha.
The name Radha comes from the word
iiriidhalla: One who can serve, who can
worship, who can give respect, who
really loves ~!?Da, who can render lov
ing service. All of these other ladies who
are famous for their chastity and piety
are but partial representations of Radha
raDi. If we note the scriptures and
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scrutinize the position of those virtuous
ladies, we'll find that the source of all
their chastity and devotion is Srimati
Radharani. She is the fountainhead of
devotion. And so Bhaktivinoda says, "I
bow down and take the dust of the holy
feet of those who have as their only
wealth the service of RadharaDi. I hanker
after nothing else." Whoever knows this
and always travels on that path with a
sincere heart is most fortunate.
It is the ideal that makes one great, not
any material possession. One who has
the highest ideal is really wealthy. The
highest ideal is the most valuable thing
we may possess. And less valuable
things must be eliminated if we are to
concentrate our efforts and save
ourselves from useless endeavor.
Caitanya Mahaprabhu came to show us
that highest ideal-the path of divine
love. And we find divine love of
God.head in its highest intensity in His
life and teachings of Srimad-Bhiigavatam.
The whole Srimad-Bhiigavatam is meant
to illustrate the ideal of divine love which
reaches its highest expression in Srimati
Radharani.
The Srimad-Bhiigavatam sings very
gloriously about the paramour relation
ship of Radha and ~Da. The Vedas and
other Purii7;las are not so expressive about
such confidential pastimes, yet we find a
hint of the glories of Radha and ~!?Da in
Srimad-Bhiigavatam. And the Goswanus
have more fully expressed RadharaDi's
devotion in their writings. In Riipa
Goswami's Padyiivali, we find Her say
ing, "My Lord, people say that I have a
bad reputation because of My connec
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tion with You. I do not feel any trouble in
My heart because of this. My concern is
that I could not give Myself to You com
pletely. The people in general say that I
am illicitly connected with You, but what
disturbs Me is that I could not really give
Myself to You. I feel that I am not fif for
Your service. This is only the trouble
within My heart."
And the ecstasy of divine love in
creases in separation. One day, when
Kr!?r:ta was playing with His cowherd
boyfriends in the pasturing grounds of
Vrndavana, ~r:ta suddenly felt extreme
separation from Radharar:ti. He sent His
best friend Subala to Radharar:ti, saying,
"Go to My Radha and fetch Her. With
out Her, I can't live. Suddenly I have so
much desire for Her company that I can't
stand it anymore. Somehow manage to
bring Her." Subala said, "How is it pos
sible to bring Her here in the jungle in
broad daylight?" ~!?r:ta told him,
"Somehow manage it!"
Subala thought, "What should I do?"
Subala was very intimately connected
with the family of Radharar:ti's husband.
He went to the house of Radharar:ti and
told Her girlfriends, "~r:ta can't tol
erate separation from Radhariir:ti any
longer. He is so eager to meet Her that
He is going mad. Somehow you have to
arrange for Them to meet."
"How is it possible?" the gopis asked.
Subala explained to them that ~!?r:ta was
nearby in the jungle. They discussed be
tween themselves what to do. Subala
was a beautiful boy who resembled
Radharar:ti. So Subala took the dress of
Radharar:ti, and Radharar:ti wore Su
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bala's cowherd dress.
When Radharar:ti was discovered
wearing the dress of Subala, She was
challenged by Her family members:
"Subala! What are you doing here?" In
the dress of Subala, Radharar:u said, "A
calf is missing and its mother is mooing.
So I have come here looking for that
calf." So a calf was given to Radharar:ti,
and She carried that small calf on her
breast into the forest. In this way,
Radharar:ti was disguised as Subala,
while Subala, who had taken the dress of
Radharar:ti, remained behind in Her
room.
Radharar:ti had been given a hint of
where Kr!?r:ta was hiding near the forest's
edge. She went to seek Him out. At last,
when Radharar:ti saw Kr!?r:ta, She ap
proached Him in the garb of Subala.
Kr!?r:ta was mad. He could not detect that
Radharar:ti had come, but mistook Her
for Subala. He said, "Oh, Subala, you
have come back without Radharar:ti!
Couldn't you bring Her?"
Radharar:ti began cutting jokes: "No,"
She said, "It was impossible for me to
bring Her in the daytime." Kr!?r:ta said,
''Then what am I to do? I can't tolerate
My life any longer." Radharar:ti said, "If
You say so, I can go to Candravali and
bring her." "No, no," ~!?r:ta said, "Curd
cannot satisfy the thirst for milk. It is not
possible!" Kr!?r:ta was faint with disap
pointment. Then Radharar:ti embraced
Him, saying, "My Lord, can't You recog
nize Your maidservant? You failed to
recognize Me!" Then Kr!?r:ta was again
full of joy.
Although the pastimes of Radha and
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Govinda are mentioned in the scrip
tures, these are all very high things.
They are not ordinarily to be expressed
in words, but still sometimes we are
forced to speak about them because the
high ideal of divine love given by Srimad
Bhiigavatam is the supreme goat of life. Of
course, the scholarship of Sukadeva
Goswami and Sri Gauranga
Mahaprabhu have helped, to a certain
extent, to establish the dignity of the
proposal that love is above knowledge. It
was admitted by everyone that
Sukadeva held the highest attainment of
. the learned men of knowledge; he was
unanimously admitted by the scholars to
hold the highest position. Because of
this, when Sukadeva Goswami came to
inaugurate the principle that divine love
is above everything else, the scholars
had to take notice. Caitanya
Mahaprabhu demonstrated to the scho
lars that His intelligence and scholarship
excelled everyone else's. So when He
came with the tidings of divine love,
then it was easier for the ordinary men to
accept it as the highest ideal and try for
it.
So Vasudeva Ghosh says, yadi gaura
na ha'te tabe ki haifa kemane dharitam de. If
Mahaprabhu had not appeared in this
Killi-yuga, then how could we tolerate .
living? How could we sustain our lives?
What He has given-the very gist of life,
the very taste, the charm of life-without
that, we think it is impossible for anyone
to live in this world. Such a thing has
been invented, discovered by Gauranga.
If He had not come, then how could we

live? It is impoSSible to live devoid of
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such a holy and gracious thing as divine
love. Without Caitanya Mahaprabhu,
how could we know that RadharaI:ti
stands supreme in the world of divine
love? We have received all these things
from Him, and now we think that life is
worth living. Otherwise to live would be
suicidal.
And serving those who can serve
Radhararyi is the way to approach Her
vicinity. By serving the servants of the
servants, we are assured of success in
getting the grace of Kr~I:ta. If somehow
one can be counted in the group of
Srimati Radharar;ti's servitors, one's fu
ture is assured.
Within the group of Radhararyi's
servitors, we aspire to be riipiinugas, fol
lowers of Sri Rflpa. And the followers of
Sri Rflpa will have great earnestness to
look after the order of Sri Rflpa, as he
does towards Lalita. In this way,
through Rflpa Goswami, our devotional
service is going to the highest plane.
And our highest gain is only there. Not
even our connection with RadharaI:ti or
Lalitadevi is the highest goal of life, but
our highest aspiration is to serve in the .
Riipiinuga-sampradaya; that means that
our highest attainment is in Sri Rflpa's
connection.
Riidhii-dasyam has been said to be the
highest attainment. Why? The quality
and quantity of rasa that RadharaI:ti can
draw from Kr!?r;ta can never be found
anywhere else. So if you are situated just
behind Radharfu:\i, you'll be allowed to
taste not only the quantity, but the high
est quality of rasa.

No other person can draw such high
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rasa from Kr!jlI)a. The fullest, highest type
of quality is drawn from Kr!jlI)a: He gives
Himself fully and wholly and deeply. So
if you are in Sri Rupa's group, then you
can have a taste of that sort of rasa.
In RadharaI)i's camp, when ~I)a and
Radha are enjoying very solitary
pastimes in a secluded place, the grown
up sakhis can't venture to enter the room
and assist Them. The young girls, the
manjaris, are sent there. The leader of
that young group can enter where both
Radha and Govinda are very closely con
nected, when even the sakhis do not ven
ture to go for fear of causing some inter
ruption. But Rupa and the manjaris can
enter there at that time due to their
young age. That sort of rasa that cannot
be had even through the salehis can be
had only through the maiijaris.
Bhaktivinoda Thakura prays to gain
admission there. He has such a high
quality of aspiration. He says riipanuga
hoitesei doy. He runs to be enlisted in the
group of Rupa, who can grant us that
sort of prospect. And Prabhodananda
Saraswati has described the prerequisite
for understanding all these things:
yathii yathii gaura padaravinde
vindeta bhaktim krta pul;lya-riiSiJ:z
tatha tathotsarpati hrdy akasmiit
riidhii padambhoja sudhambhuriiSiI;z
"As much as you surrender to the
lotus feet of Sri Gauranga, you'll find
yourself safely situated in the service of
Radha-Govinda. Don't try to approach
Radha-Govinda directly; if you do, there
may be some difficulty. But the lotus feet
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of Sri Gauranga will take you there
safely."
In my Sanskrit poem dedicated to
Bhaktivinoda Thakura, I have explained
all these points:

sri-gauriinumatam svariipa-viditam
riipagrajeniidrtam
riipiidyaiJ:z pariveSitam raghu-gCl1)Jlir- .
iisviiditam sevitam
fiviidyair abhi~itam suka-sroa
brahmiidi sammiinitarh .
sri-riidha-pada-sevanamrtam aho
tad datum ISo bhaviin
"What was sanctioned by Sri Caitanya
Mahaprabhu by His descent was inti
mately known only to Sri Svariipa
Damodara Goswami. It was adored by
Sanatana Goswami and served by Rupa
Goswami and his followers.
Raghunatha Dasa Goswarni tasted that
wonderful thing fully and enhanced it
with his own realization. And Jiva
GQswami supported and protected it by
quoting the scriptures from different
places. The taste of that divine truth is
aspired for by Brahma, Siva, and Ud
dhava, who respect it as the supreme
goal of life. What is this wonderful truth?
Sri riidhii-pada-sevanii: that the highest
nectar of our life is the service of Srimati
RadharaI)i. This is most wonderful. 0
Bhaktivinoda Thakura, you are our mas
ter. It is within your power to allow them
to bestow their grace upon us. You are in
a position to bestow the highest gift ever
known to the world upon us all. It is at
your disposal. 0 Bhaktivinoda Thakura,
please be kind to us and grant us your
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mercy."
So Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu, our
most benevolent Lord, has come to
search for His long lost servants and to
give to them this highest ideal of divine
love.
GAURA HARI BOL!
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